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NEVER BEFORE SEEN IN O-GAUGE: WATER-SCOOP SPRAY EFFECT!

The Ultimate Steam Locomotive
By most accounts, the New York Central’s Niagaras rank at the top of the charts when it comes to the development of steam locomotive
technology. In head-to-head comparisons with contemporary diesel locomotives, the Niagara held its own against the three-unit sets of E7s
competing for the prized spots on the point of the Central’s premier passenger trains. Averaging 29,000 miles of service monthly, the Niagara’s
could be found on passenger and freight runs. And confined by the clearance and weight restrictions of the Central’s routes, the locomotives
made use of every square inch of space within their relatively small footprint, outperforming much larger Northerns on other
roads. Sadly, the Niagara’s time in the spotlight was brief - a mere decade of dominance on the rails.
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The Ultimate Niagara Model
If ever a locomotive were worthy of a VISION model, it is the Niagara. Lionel
delivers with the most innovative rendition of these marvels to date. Redesigned
from the inside out, our new Niagaras will be the envy of every model railroad’s
operating department. Exciting new features include a new safety valve steam
effect which will pop off automatically, a force coupler feature which will increase
or decrease the labor effects on the locomotive based on drawbar pull and a
new simulated water-scoop spray effect to capture the drama of one of the
Niagara’s 80mph track pan fill-ups! You’ll also enjoy incredible sounds from three
speakers located in the tender and smokebox, and fan-driven smoke and whistle
steam. The gearboxes of these locomotives have also been redesigned for reliable
performance. And now your LEGACY-equipped locomotive can also be run with
the Universal Remote or LionChief App thanks to its Bluetooth control option.
Available in three road numbers, an unpainted pilot version and a “what if” 20th
Century Limited-style scheme, don’t miss your chance to own one of these models.
This is the ultimate steam locomotive!

“POP-OFF SMOKE!”

LIONEL, LLC
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A NEW! New York Central # 6001
6-85267

$1899.99

NEW FEATURES
§§LEGACY

Control System equipped - able to run in LEGACY
Control mode, in TrainMaster Command Control mode or
in Conventional mode with a standard transformer
§§Bluetooth equipped - operate with the Universal
Remote or LionChief App!
§§LEGACY RailSounds
◆◆Road number-specific CrewTalk dialog and TowerCom
announcements, each with different scenarios depending
on whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped
◆◆ Stereo and localized sounds with speakers
in the smokebox and tender
◆◆ Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
◆◆ DynaChuff synchronized with 32 levels of
intensity as the locomotive gains speed
◆◆LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Whistle and Horn”
with instant response for realistic signature
“quilling” and correctly timed warning signals
◆◆ Single hit or continuous bell sounds
◆◆Sequence Control: plays the sound effects of an entire
trip, including warning sounds and announcements,
based on the movement and speed of the locomotive
◆◆ Current speed and fuel dialog, coal loading sound effects
◆◆ Water scoop and safety valve and sound effects
§§Synchronized fan-driven stack smoke
§§Whistle steam
§§Safety valve steam
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§§Kinematic

drawbar between the engine and
tender for close coupling on straights.
§§Water scoop spray effect
§§ForceCouplerTM - automatically adjusts
locomotive labor sounds and fuel consumption
rates based on drawbar pull
§§IR Transmitter works with LCS SensorTrack
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
with momentum flywheel
§§Wireless Tether connection between
locomotive and tender
§§ElectroCoupler on rear of tender
§§Directional lighting including operating headlight
and back up light on rear of tender
§§Traction tires
§§Interior illumination in cab
§§Firebox flicker
§§Die-cast metal locomotive body, pilot and trucks
§§Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
§§High level of separately applied details
§§Real coal load
§§Adjustable smoke output
§§Separately applied builders plates
§§Cab “glass” windows
§§Detailed cab interior
§§Engineer and fireman figures
§§Length: 28”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

B NEW! New York Central #6013
6-84961

$1899.99

C NEW! New York Central #6023
6-84962

$1899.99

D NEW! New York Central #6005
6-84960

Coming To a
Dealer Near You!

$1899.99

E NEW! Pilot #9999 (Not Shown)
6-84963

$1899.99

LCCA EXCLUSIVE
To learn more about LCCA, see pages 234-235.

F NEW! New York Central #6019
6-58111

$1899.99

LIONEL, LLC
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WELCOME TO
O SCALE
Lionel’s O Scale products are of the most premium in model railroading. With
superior mechanisms, high-end features, and stunning, life-like details;
these engines and complementary rolling stock resemble their true-to-life
counterparts in 1:48 scale. You’ll find some of our most advanced features
here like locomotives equipped with both Bluetooth and LEGACY control,
cabooses with our new CupolaCamTM that put you in the conductor’s seat, and
never-before-seen smoke and ForceCouplerTM features on our cutting-edge
VisionLine Niagara.

LEGACY® Control System This revolutionary control system allows you to run your
LEGACY® Control System-equipped locomotive just like a real engineer runs his trains. With
its enhanced sounds and 200 speed steps, this system allows properly equipped engines to
function with unparalleled options. The CAB-2 Remote Controller has an LCD screen display,
vibration that simulates the effort of the locomotive, and other exciting operating features. The
CAB-1L Remote Controller is a simplified alternative to unlock many LEGACY® features. New LEGACY®
locomotives in this catalog can also be controlled by your smart device with the LionChief App with
simplified control and functions.
ODYSSEY II Speed Control Slow speed and start-up operation are smooth
and steady with ODYSSEY II Speed Control. Watch your locomotive as it creeps through
the yard or fights up a grade without hesitation. Odyssey II also maintains your train’s
constant speed through curves and up and down grades.
ElectroCouplers™ (LEGACY®, LionChief® Plus, TMCC® required) Open these

couplers anywhere on the layout without uncoupling track sections. The CAB-1 or
CAB-2 Remote Controller activates the ElectroCouplers™.

Wireless Tether™ Connection Looking to enhance the appearance

of Lionel steam locomotives, we developed the exclusive infrared Wireless
Tether connection so that the locomotive and tender can communicate
without cumbersome wiring between the units. LEGACY® equipped steam
locomotives have a new small profile housing that mounts to the top of the drawbar!

RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry standard, the

impressive RailSounds® sound system brings the real sounds of
the railroad to your layout. From the mechanical symphony of the
locomotives, to the commotion of the station, you will be impressed by
the digitally recorded samples of these special and authentic sounds.
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Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board, allowing
them to connect with a compatible smart device.

O
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LEGACY
STEAM

®

LEGACY® STEAM LOCOMOTIVES ON PAGES 12-19
ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE GREAT FEATURES.
••LEGACY® Control System equipped – able to run in LEGACY®
Control mode, in TrainMaster Command Control mode,
or in Conventional mode with a standard transformer
••Bluetooth® Control - Operate with Universal
Remote or LionChief App with all of the
features shown on pages 190 -191
••Odyssey® II Speed Control
••LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system featuring:

§§ CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements,
each with different scenarios depending on
whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped
§§ Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
§§ DynaChuff™ synchronized with 32 levels of
intensity as the locomotive gains speed
§§ LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Whistle” control
with instant response for realistic signature
“quilling” and correctly timed warning signals
§§ Single hit or continuous bell sounds
§§ Sequence Control: plays the sound effects of an entire
trip, including warning sounds and announcements,
based on the movement and speed of the locomotive
§§ Current speed and fuel dialog, coal-loading sound effects

••IR Transmitter works with LCS SensorTrack™
••Powerful maintenance-free motor with momentum flywheel
••Wireless Tether™ connection between locomotive and tender
••ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
••Directional lighting including operating headlight
and back-up light on rear of tender
••Illuminated classification lights on the front of locomotive
••Traction tires
••Interior illumination in cab
••Die-cast metal locomotive body, pilot, and trucks
••Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
••High level of separately applied metal details
••Separately applied builder’s plate
••Synchronized fan-driven smoke unit
••Adjustable smoke output
••Authentically detailed cab interior
••Cab “glass” windows
••Engineer and fireman figures

LEGACY® CONTROL
MAINTENANCE-FREE MOTOR
LEGACY® RAILSOUNDS®
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FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE

LIONEL, LLC
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PENNSYLVANIA
COAL HAULER
SET
As the railroads worked hard to support the
war effort, many applied special slogans to
equipment as traveling billboards to help
rally employees and civilians alike. On the
Pennsylvania, “Coal Goes to War” and “Buy
War Bonds” appeared on hoppers, boxcars and
cabooses.

A NEW! Pennsylvania Coal Hauler Set
6-84953
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$1099.99

SET INCLUDES:

§§LEGACY Pennsylvania H10 #1773			
§§Pennsylvania GLa hopper #140162 w/ Coal Goes to
War slogan			
§§Pennsylvania GLa hopper #166658		
§§Berwind Coal GLa hopper #4038			
§§Pennsylvania X31 boxcar # w/69020 Buy War
Bonds slogan			
§§Pennsylvania N5 caboose #477027 w/ Buy War Bonds slogan

FEATURES:

§§Set Length: 62.5”
§§Minimum Curve: O31		

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

§§See LEGACY Steam Features on page 10-11

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES:

§§Die cast trucks and operating
couplers			
§§Easy conversion to 2 rail wheelsets and scale couplers
(available separately)			
§§Separately applied detail parts			
§§Removable coal loads in hoppers			
§§Opening doors on boxcar			
§§Lighted interior with figures in
caboose			
§§Lighted marker lights on caboose

SEE PAGE 10-11 FOR LEGACY ® STEAM FEATURES

WHISTLE STEAM

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

LIONEL, LLC
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H-10

A NEW! Pennsylvania #1288
6-84948

$749.99

The Consolidation was the Pennsylvania’s
workhorse for over 50 years. The class H8,
H9 and H10 alone accounted for over 1200
units. Mechanically, the three classes differed
only by an inch in cylinder bore sizes though
there were many detail variations on the
Standard Railroad of the World. These versatile
locomotives could be found everywhere from
yards to locals to mainline freights. Some
were also equipped for passenger service
and saw work on troop trains during WWII.
The venerable locomotives found their way
to the Long Island, PRSL and even some short
lines. Available for the first time with LEGACY
and Bluetooth control, Swinging Bell, Whistle
Steam and a Lines West tender option, these
rugged Consolidations are perfect for layouts
of any size!

FEATURES:

§§Whistle Steam
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! PRSL #6072
6-84949

$749.99

D NEW! Bellefonte Central #21
6-84951

$749.99

F NEW! Pennsylvania Lines West #7109
6-85386
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$749.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

SEE PAGE 10-11 FOR LEGACY ® STEAM FEATURES

C NEW! Long Island #109
6-84950

$749.99

E NEW! Weathered Pennsylvania #3529
6-84952

$849.99

LOCOMOTIVE WILL BE HAND WEATHEREND BY
ARTIST HARRY HIEKE TO REPESENT A TYPICAL
IN-SERVICE APPEARANCE.

G NEW! Western Allegheny #85
6-85387

$749.99

LIONEL, LLC
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USRA PACIFIC

A NEW! Atlanta & West Point #290
6-85170

$1399.99

Pacific’s were the pride of most railroads’
passenger fleets for decades. The USRA Light
Pacific design in particular inspired many
popular copies after the war. Many were
adorned with colorful paint schemes to match
the deluxe trains they pulled and are as famous
today as they were in their era.

FEATURES:

§§Whistle Steam
§§Length: 22”
§§Minimum Curve: O36

B NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #5300
6-85171

$1399.99

C NEW! Reading & Northern #425
6-85172

$1399.99

D NEW! Reading & Northern Aux Tender #425-A

Paired with Reading & Northern #425 on longer excursions, this auxiliary
water tank carries an extra supply of water as well as other tools and supplies
and is the perfect complement to Lionel’s Pacific and passenger cars!

FEATURES:
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§§LEGACY Control
§§FreightSounds - hear the clickety
clack of the rails as the train rolls along
§§ElectroCoupler
§§Back up light
§§Diecast body
§§Length: 8.25”
§§Minimum Curve: O31
6-84380
$299.99

SEE PAGE 10-11 FOR LEGACY ® STEAM FEATURES

ADDITIONAL MATCHING CARS IN THE PAGES AHEAD

E NEW! Northern Pacific #2256
6-85173

$1399.99

F NEW! Southern #1372
6-85174

$1399.99

G NEW! Halloween #1031
6-85175

$1399.99

CUSTOM, FUN HALLOWEEN SOUNDS!
LIONEL, LLC
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2-6-6-2

A NEW! Chesapeake & Ohio #1522
6-85176

$1599.99

The USRA 2-6-6-2 was a small locomotive by
articulated standards. Only two roads, the C&O
and W&LE, ordered the USRA version of this
locomotive, but the 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement
found widespread use on many more roads
before and after the war. In the spirit of those
locomotives, Lionel presents some additional
plausible “what if” USRA orders.

FEATURES:

§§Length: 26.5”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! Wheeling & Lake Erie #8007
6-85177

$1599.99

C NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #7555
6-85178

$1599.99

D NEW! Buffalo Rochester & Pittsburgh #755
6-85179

E NEW! Great Northern #1855
6-85180
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$1599.99

$1599.99

SEE PAGE 10-11 FOR LEGACY ® STEAM FEATURES

F NEW! Maine Central #1205
6-85181

$1599.99

G NEW! New York Central #1400
6-85182

$1599.99

H NEW! Southern Pacific #3932
6-85183

$1599.99

I NEW! Western Maryland #960
6-85184

$1599.99

LIONEL, LLC
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LEGACY
DIESEL

®

LEGACY® DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES ON PAGES 22-31
ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE GREAT FEATURES.
••LEGACY® Control System equipped – able to run in LEGACY®
Control mode, in TrainMaster® Command Control mode,
or in Conventional mode with a standard transformer
••Bluetooth® Control - Operate with Universal
Remote or LionChief App with all of the
features shown on pages 190 -191
••Odyssey® II Speed Control with On/Off switch
••LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system featuring:
§§ CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements,
each with different scenarios depending on
whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped
§§ Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
§§ Eight diesel RPM levels
§§ LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control
with instant response for realistic signature
“quilling” and correctly timed warning signals
§§ Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
§§ Sequence Control: plays the sound effects of an entire
trip, including warning sounds and announcements,
based on the movement and speed ofthe locomotive
§§ Current speed and fuel dialog, refueling sound effects

••IR Transmitter for SensorTrack™
••Dual powerful maintenance-free motors with
momentum flywheels, single motor on SW7
••ElectroCoupler™ on front and rear
••Traction tires
••Refined Conventional Transformer Control
Mode with lower starting speeds
••Fan-driven smoke unit
••Adjustable smoke output
••Directional lighting including LED headlights
••Marker lights on front and rear
••Illuminated number boards
••Lighted cab interior

MAINTENANCE-FREE MOTOR

LEGACY® RAILSOUNDS®
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FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE

••Die-cast metal trucks, pilot, and fuel tank
••Metal frame
••High levels of separately applied metal details
••Engineer and conductor figures

LEGACY® CONTROL

LIONEL, LLC
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SW7
Introduced in 1949, the SW7 was the successor
to the popular NW2 switcher. Used in yards,
industries and even on branch and mainlines,
the SW7s were an equally versatile locomotive.
Like the prototype, Lionel’s new model is built
on the same frame and trucks as our NW2 with
new tooling to capture the body changes on
the SW series including the larger front radiator
screen and smaller cab windows (where
appropriate by road name.)

FEATURES:

§§Fixed pilots
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers
§§Single maintenance-free motor
§§Die-cast frame
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! Burlington Northern #111
6-85019

$499.99

E NEW! Lehigh Valley #222
6-85022

$499.99

F NEW! Maine Central #331
6-85023

$499.99

I NEW! Southern #1100
6-85026

$499.99

J NEW! Union Pacific #1808
6-85027
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$499.99

SEE PAGE 20-21 FOR LEGACY ® DIESEL FEATURES

A NEW! Atlantic Coast Line #648
6-85018

$499.99

NEW TOOLING
C NEW! Conemaugh & Black Lick #106
6-85020

$499.99

D NEW! Chessie System #5224
6-85021

$499.99

G NEW! New York Central #8853
6-85024

$499.99

H NEW! Frisco #303
6-85025

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company, New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

$499.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SD45
Decades after their introduction, thanks to
rebuilding programs, many of the SD45 fleet is
still going strong. Many of these locomotives
have passed to multiple owners including
regional lines and leasing companies and
are still a popular sight on the rails. This
new release includes a colorful array of road
names, including many railroads which
became second or third hand owners of these
distinctive locomotives.

FEATURES:

§§Multiple Road Name and Road Numberspecific details including:
◆◆Handbrake location and style
◆◆Headlight arrangements
◆◆Battery box covers
◆◆Traction motor blower duct length
◆◆Fans
◆◆Truck side frames
◆◆Antenna and cab roof details
§§Kinematic Pilots
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers
§§Length: 17”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! Santa Fe #5305

6-85028
$599.99
NEW! Santa Fe #5319 (Not Shown)
6-85029
$599.99

F NEW! MPI #9009
24

6-85036
$599.99
NEW! MPI #9011 (Not Shown)
6-85037
$599.99

A NEW! Norfolk & Western #1776
6-85038

$599.99

C NEW! Buffalo & Pittsburgh #453
6-85030

$599.99

NEW!Buffalo & Pittsburgh #455 (Not Shown)
6-85031

$599.99

G NEW! Norfolk & Western #1790
6-85039

$599.99

SEE PAGE 20-21 FOR LEGACY ® DIESEL FEATURES

D NEW! Chicago & North Western #6485
6-85032

$599.99

NEW! Chicago & North Western #6568 (Not Shown)
6-85033

$599.99

H NEW! New York Susquehanna & Western #3612

6-85040
$599.99
NEW! New York Susquehanna & Western #3614 (Not Shown)
6-85041
$599.99

E NEW! Montanna Rail Link #320

6-85034
$599.99
NEW! Montanna Rail Link #331 (Not Shown)
6-85035
$599.99

I NEW! Wisconsin Central #6525

6-85042
$599.99
NEW! Wisconsin Central #6580 (Not Shown)
6-85043
$599.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SD70ACE

A NEW! Union Pacific #1943

Easily among the most popular and widely
used diesels of the modern era, the SD70ACe
has found a home on railroads across North
America on major railraods and even some
smaller lines. Lionel is happy to introduce this
locomotive in several new paint schemes as
well as some familiar roads.

6-85315

$599.99

FEATURES:

§§ Length: 19”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

C NEW! BNSF #9214
B NEW! Union Pacific #8650
6-85057

6-85046
$599.99
NEW! BNSF #9287 (Not Shown)
6-85047
599.99

$599.99

NEW! Union Pacific #8665 (Not Shown)
6-85058

$599.99

G NEW! EMD #1202
6-85052

F NEW! EMD #1201
26

6-85051

$599.99

$599.99

SEE PAGE 20-21 FOR LEGACY ® DIESEL FEATURES

E NEW! CSX #4849
6-85050

$599.99

D NEW! Canadian National #8101

6-85048
$599.99
NEW! Canadian National #8103 (Not Shown)
6-85049
$599.99

I NEW! Norfolk Southern #1030
6-85055

$599.99

NEW! Norfolk Southern #1111 (Not Shown)

H NEW! Kansas City Southern #4156
6-85053

6-85056

$599.99

$599.99

NEW! Kansas City Southern #4164 (Not Shown)
6-85054

$599.99

J NEW! Tacoma Rail #7001

6-85168
$599.99
NEW! Tacoma Rail #7002 (Not Shown)
6-85169
$599.99

LIONEL, LLC
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U33C

A NEW! Burlington Northern #5716

6-84282
$579.99
NEW! Burlington Northern #5723 (Not Shown)
6-84283
$579.99

General Electric’s Universal series of
locomotives were designed for a variety of
railroad roles and helped usher in the second
generation of diesel locomotives. The U33C was
among the largest of the “U Boats” and found a
home on many railroads especially in heavier
drag freight service.

FEATURES:

§§Features:
§§Length: 17 3/4”
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! Delaware & Hudson #757

6-84284
$579.99
NEW! Delaware & Hudson #762 (Not Shown)
6-84285
$579.99

C NEW! Guilford Delaware & Hudson #650
6-84286

$579.99

D NEW! Guilford Delaware & Hudson #654
6-84287
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$579.99

SEE PAGE 20-21 FOR LEGACY ® DIESEL FEATURES

E NEW! Great Northern #2530

6-84288
$579.99
NEW! Great Northern #2541 (Not Shown)
6-84289
$579.99

F NEW! Illinois Central #5052

6-84290
$579.99
NEW! Illinois Central #5054 (Not Shown)
6-84291
$579.99

G NEW! Penn Central #6547
6-84292

$579.99

NEW! Penn Central #6561 (Not Shown)

6-84293

$579.99

LIONEL, LLC
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GP9

A NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #3414
6-84270

NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #3419 (Not Shown)

Known for their versatility, the GP series was
designed to handle any sort of assignment.
The “Torpedo Geeps” - so named for the
roof-mounted air tanks - were adapted for
passenger service. With air tanks moved to
the roof, there was room for a larger water
tank below the frame. Most roads selected
this option so that locomotives could spend
weekdays hauling commuters and then keep
busy on freight runs over the weekends or
third shift. Some opted to move the air tanks
for the benefit of larger fuel tanks. Just like the
prototype, these locomotives will look right at
home on freight or passenger trains on your
layout!

FEATURES:

§§Length: 14 1/2”
§§Minimum Curve: O31

SEE PAGES 52-55 FOR MATCHING COACHES
FOR YOUR COMMUTER CONSISTS!

B NEW! Chicago & North Western Torpedo #1725
6-84272

$549.99

NEW! Chicago & North Western Torpedo #1730 (Not Shown)
6-84273

$549.99

C NEW! Milwaukee Torpedo #202
6-84274

$549.99

NEW! Milwaukee Torpedo #208 (Not Shown)
6-84275
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$549.99

$549.99

6-84271

$549.99

SEE PAGE 20-21 FOR LEGACY ® DIESEL FEATURES

D NEW! Nickel Plate Torpedo #482
6-84276

$549.99

NEW! Nickel Plate Torpedo #484 (Not Shown)
6-84277

$549.99

E NEW! TH&B Torpedo #402

6-84278
$549.99
NEW! TH&B Torpedo #403 (Not Shown)
6-84279
$549.99

F NEW! Wabash Torpedo #484
6-84280

$549.99

NEW! Wabash Torpedo #486 (Not Shown)
6-84281

$549.99

LIONEL, LLC
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CYLINDRICAL
COVERED
HOPPERS
The cylindrical covered hopper lead to a variety
of new designs which increased capacity and
made unloading much more efficient. Used by
a great variety of railroads, leasing companies
and private firms, these cars have been
common on the rails for 50 years.

A NEW! Union Tank Car #44072
6-84916

$89.99

NEW! Union Tank Car #44094 (Not Shown)
6-84917

$89.99

FEATURES:

§§Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening roof hatches
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two-rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Opening end doors
§§Length: 13 1/2”
§§Minimum Curve: O36

B NEW! Davis Industries #1002
6-84918

$89.99

NEW! Davis Industries #1003 (Not Shown)
6-84919

$89.99

Conrail and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

GLA HOPPER
3-PACKS
The Pennsylvania’s GLa was, by virtue of
production numbers alone, one of the most
common cars on the rails throughout the first
half of the 20th Century. Available again in all
new numbers and two new paint schemes for
the PRR as well as additional numbers for the
Berwind White Coal Company, these cars are a
must for anyone modeling the Pennsy or any of
its connecting lines.

A NEW! Pennsylvania (3-Pack #1)
6-85274

$224.99

FEATURES:

§§Die-cast metal frame
§§Die-cast metal trucks and couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two-rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Removable coal loads
§§Detailed plastic body with add-on
details and interior bracing
§§Length: 24” (8” each)
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! Pennsylvania (3-Pack #2)
6-85278
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$224.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

C NEW! Conrail #884244
6-84920

$89.99

E NEW! Wilkes-Barre Mining #104
NEW! Conrail #884270 (Not Shown)
6-84921

$89.99

$89.99

$89.99

D NEW! CSX #225370
6-84922

6-84924

NEW! Wilkes-Barre Mining #106 (Not Shown)
6-84925
$89.99

F NEW! Southern Pacific #1002
NEW! CSX #225382 (Not Shown)
6-84923

6-84926

$89.99

$89.99

NEW! Southern Pacific #1027 (Not Shown)
6-84927

$89.99

D NEW! Pennsylvania MOW (3-Pack #4)
6-85290

$224.99

C NEW! Pennsylvania Coal Goes to War (3-Pack #3)
6-85282

$224.99

E NEW! Berwind
6-85286

$224.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SCALE
AUTORACKS
These enormous and colorful cars are sure
to impress on any layout! Built to scale
dimensions, but able to operate around curves
as tight as O54, these cars are finished in a
variety of colorful paint schemes from the
1980s to the present day.

A NEW! BNSF (Orange) #965375
6-84904

$119.99

NEW! BNSF (Orange) #965530 (Not Shown)
6-84905

$119.99

FEATURES:

§§Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
§§Operating kinematic couplers extend
to accommodate tight curves
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two-rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Opening end doors
§§Length: 24”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! Ferromex #705473
6-84906

$119.99

NEW! Ferromex #953615 (Not Shown)
6-84907

$119.99

C NEW! Southern #159162
6-84908

$119.99

NEW! Southern #159166 (Not Shown)
6-84909

$119.99

D NEW! CSX #156256
6-84910

$119.99

NEW! CSX #973924 (Not Shown)
6-84911

$119.99

E NEW! Norfolk Southern #983818
6-84912

$119.99

NEW! Norfolk Southern #992879 (Not Shown)
6-84913

$119.99

F NEW!MKT #254176
34

6-84914
$119.99
NEW! MKT #942194 (Not Shown)
6-84915
$119.99

A NEW! UTLX # 212189
6-85081

$149.99

30K TANK CAR
W/ FREIGHTSOUNDS
Add realistic sounds to your modern freight
train! These 30,000 gallon tank cars are a
common sight in unit trains and mixed freights.
Our FreightSounds models play the sounds of a
rolling freight train when in motion and add a
dynamic touch to any layout.

FEATURES:

B NEW! GATX #36323
6-85082

$149.99

§§FreightSounds plays realistic sounds that
replicate train noises when car is in motion
§§Operates on any conventional or
command controlled layout
§§Die-cast sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 15”
§§Minimum Curve: O31

C NEW! Phila. Energy Solutions #0756

D NEW! TILX #254088

E NEW! ADM # 29248

F NEW! Cargill #7964

6-85083

6-85085

$149.99

$149.99

6-85084

6-85086

$149.99

$149.99
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30K TANK CAR
W/ EOT
The perfect end to any modern freight, these
tank cars are equipped with a working end-oftrain device realistically mounted to the side of
the operating coupler.

FEATURES:

§§End-of-train device flashes realistically
§§Operates on any conventional or
command controlled layout
§§Die-cast sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 15”
§§Minimum Curve: O31

A NEW! UTLX #212187
6-85087

$119.99

D NEW! Cargill #7968
6-85090

DISCONNECT
WORK CAR
4-PACKS

$119.99

A NEW! Maintenance of Way
6-85377

$159.99

Perfect for any track or yard scene or simply
tacked on to the end of your work train, these
short cars are typical of the small vehicles used
by track gangs working on small projects along
the right of way. Each set includes a boxcar,
flatcar, gondola and derrick with a boom that
swivels 360 degrees.

FEATURES:

§§Die-cast sprung trucks
§§Non-operating couplers
§§Easily converted to scale couplers
(available separately)
§§Crane boom swings 360 degrees
§§Length: 4” / car
§§Minimum Curve: O27
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D NEW! Union Pacific
6-85380

$159.99

B NEW! GATX #36328
6-85088

C NEW! ADM #29252

$119.99

6-85089

F NEW! PROCOR #43579

E NEW! ACFX #89990
6-85091

$119.99

6-85092

$119.99

$119.99

B NEW! Pennsylvania
6-85378

$159.99

E NEW! New Yok Central
6-85381

C NEW! Santa Fe
6-85379

$159.99

F NEW! Rio Grande
6-85382

$159.99

$159.99

Pennsylvania Railroad, New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.
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A NEW! 1943 Spirit of Union Pacific

UNION PACIFIC
LED FLAG
BOXCARS

6-85408

$119.99

Celebrate the heritage and patriotism of one
of America’s oldest railroads with this series
of Union Pacific LED Flag boxcars! Each car
features the Union Pacific’s flag herald with
the stars illuminated by LEDs. Perfect for
use with your favorite UP Heritage diesels,
steam locomotives, or as a complete train by
themselves!

FEATURES:

§§LED-illuminated stars in the
American flag on each side of the
car operate off of track power
§§Works on any conventional or
command control layout
§§Die cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
§§Operating couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two-rail wheel sets (available separately)
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 16”
§§Minimum Curve: O36

B NEW! Chicago North Western Heritage #1995

C NEW! MKT Heritage #1988

F NEW! Southern Pacific Heritage #1996

G NEW! WP Heritage #1983

6-85402

6-85406

38

ILLUMINATED STARS

$119.99

$119.99

6-85403

6-85407

$119.99

$119.99

SIDE A

SIDE B

D NEW! MP Heritage #1982

E NEW! DRGW Heritage #1989

H NEW! Yellow / Gray #1862

I NEW! Steam Program #4-8-8-4

6-85404

6-85401

$119.99

$119.99

6-85405

6-85409

$119.99

$119.99
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N5 CABOOSES

A NEW! Pennsylvania #477819
6-85297

$99.99

The Pennsylvania’s N5 caboose is an enduring
design. From many variations on the PRR itself
to subsidiary lines and today’s survivors, these
cabin cars have carried the markers for over
100 years.

FEATURES:

§§Multiple detail variations by road name
§§Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
§§Detailed interior with figure
§§Illuminated interior and marker lights
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers
§§Length: 7 3/4”
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! Pennsylvania #478884
6-85298

$99.99

C NEW! Reading & Northern #477514
6-85299

Pennsylvania Railroad, Reading Company and
other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail
Corporation and are used here with permission.

E NEW! RJ Corman
6-85301
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$99.99

D NEW! PRSL #202
6-85300

$99.99

$99.99

A NEW! Union Pacific
#1943
6-85316

WIDE VISION
CABOOSES

$99.99

A popular design adopted by many railroads,
the International Car Company’s extended
vision caboose was a common sight at the end
of trains across the country from the late 1960s
to through the 1980s. Some remain in service
for local trains and to accompany special
moves.

FEATURES:
LOOKS GREAT WITH THE SPIRIT OF THE UNION
PACIFIC SD70ACE ON PAGE 27!

§§Die cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§LED interior illumination
§§Detailed interior with 2 figures
§§Length: 10 ¼ “
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! DODX #902
6-85079

$99.99

C NEW! Montana Rail Link #1005
6-85080

$99.99

D NEW! Delaware & Hudson
#35712
6-84133

$99.99

E NEW! Great Northern #X-109
6-84134

F

Norfolk Southern First
Responders #911
6-84530
$94.99

G

$99.99

Norfolk Southern Veterans #6920
6-84529
$94.99

LIONEL, LLC
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WIDE VISION
CABOOSES W/
CAMERA

CUPOLACAM™ WI-FI VIDEO CAMERA

Keep an eye out for hotboxes and shifted loads
with a conductor’s eye view of your railroad
from the new CupolaCam™ Caboose! A small
Wi-Fi camera is mounted in the coupola of the
caboose providing a look ahead over your train.
Or turn the car around and watch the scenery
roll by. Stream live or record video wirelessly
from your layout!

FEATURES:

§§CupolaCam™Wi-fi video camera streams live
video from the conductor’s vantage point
§§Die cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§LED interior illumination with on/off switch
§§Detailed interior with 2 figures
§§Works with all layouts and 3-rail
track and control systems
§§Length: 10 ¼”
§§Minimum Curve: O31

A NEW! Santa Fe #999718
6-85071
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$124.99

Pennsylvania Railroad, Reading Company and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

B NEW! Burlington Northern #12345
6-85072

$124.99

C NEW! Chessie System #903118
6-85073

$124.99

D NEW! CSX #903282
6-85074

$124.99

E NEW! Reading #94116
6-85075

$124.99

F NEW! Union Pacific #13605
6-85076

$124.99

G NEW! Norfolk Southern #555059
6-85077

$124.99

H NEW! Pennsylvania #477900
6-85078

$124.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SCALE RPO
The Railway Post Office revolutionized
communications. An RPO was commonly found
at the head end of the most premier passenger
trains on a railroad as well as secondary and
branchline runs. Dedicated mail and express
trains also typically carried at least one
working RPO as well for picking up, sorting
and delivering mail en route - often without
stopping. The cars shown here are the perfect
complement to passenger sets shown in this
and previous catalogs.

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Separately applied metal details
§§Interior lighting
§§Illuminated marker lamps
§§Length: 16 1/4”
§§Minimum Curve: O42

6-85339

$159.99

B NEW! Louisville & Nashville #1099

C NEW! Long Island #737

F NEW! Pennsylvania #5265

G NEW! Pennsylvania #5269

6-85340

6-85344
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A NEW! Southern Pacific #5124

$159.99

$159.99

6-85341

6-85345

$159.99

$159.99

Pennsylvania Railroad, New York Central Railroad, and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

D NEW! Milwaukee Road #2105

E NEW! New York Central #4819

H NEW! Penn Central #5267

I NEW! Union Pacific #2060

6-85342

6-85346

$159.99

$159.99

6-85343

6-85347

$159.99

$159.99
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READING & NORTHERN
EXCURSION AND
BUSINESS CARS
Round out your Reading & Northern excursion or
business train consist with these cars! Used to
entertain shippers, community leaders and other
high profile guests, these cars can often be found
coupled to steam excursions or behind diesels on
inspection trips.

A NEW! 18” Reading & Northern 2 Pack A (Baggage #1250, Parlor #3)
6-85370

$399.99

FEATURES

§§Illuminated interiors with figures
§§On/Off lighting switch
§§Rubber diaphragms
§§Operating Couplers
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Length 19”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! 18” Reading & Northern 2 Pack B (Pullman #2, Observation #1)
6-85373

$399.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD
18” COLUMBIAN
As the Milwaukee Road built up its
streamlined passenger fleet following WWII,
older heavyweight cars from the Olympian
Hiawatha were reassigned to the Columbian - a
secondary passenger train from Chicago to
Seattle and Tacoma. The cars offered in these
two packs are typical of those used in the train
from 1949 to 1955, during which time it would
have been handled by a variety of the railroads
steam, diesel and electric locomotives.

A NEW! Milwaukee Road Columbian 18” 2 Pack A
(Baggage / Coach)
6-85348
$399.99

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Hidden uncoupling tabs
§§Flexible diaphragms between cars
§§Opening doors
§§Detailed interior floor plan and figures
§§Overhead interior lighting
with ON/OFF switch
§§Length: 38” (19” / car)
§§Minimum Curve: O54
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C NEW! Milwaukee Road Columbian 18” 2 Pack C
(Diner / Sleeper)
6-85354
$399.99

MATCHING USRA PACIFIC AND AUX TENDER ON PAGE 16

C NEW! 21” Reading & Northern StationSounds Dome Car #4
6-85376

$349.99

B NEW! Milwaukee Road Columbian 18” 2 Pack B
(Combine / Sleeper)
6-85351
$399.99

D NEW! Milwaukee Road Columbian 18” 2 Pack D
(Sleeper / Observation)
6-85357
$399.99

LIONEL, LLC
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A NEW! Vision New York Central Baggage Car #9152

NEW YORK CENTRAL
MAIL & EXPRESS

6-85326

$329.00

In the 1940s and 1950s the New York Central
ran several dedicated mail and express trains.
These consists typically included a variety of
head-end cars for express traffic, newspapers,
bulk mail, milk and perishables. A working
Railway Post Office and rider coach were
also included. With heavy tonage and tight
schedules, a Niagara was often the locomotive
of choice. Build your own express train with
this assortment of cars, or add them to the
head end of other consists as well!

FEATURES

§§Length: 18” each
§§Minimum Curve: O54

BAGGAGE CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast trucks for close coupling on straightaways and wider coupling on curves
§§LED interior lighting with capacitor for flicker-free performance
§§Separately applied details on undersides and body
§§Scale coupler mounting pads
§§Plays FreightSounds in motion and multiple loading and unloading sequences at stations
§§Kinematic couplers for close coupling on straightaways and wider coupling on curves

B NEW! New York Central Baggage Car 2 Pack (Nos. 9112, 9125)
6-85327

$349.99

C NEW! New York Central Baggage Car 2 Pack (Nos. 9110, 9142)
6-85330

$349.99

BAGGAGE CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast trucks
§§LED interior lighting with capacitor
for flicker-free performance
§§Separately applied details
on undersides and body
§§Opening baggage doors
§§Large or small windows in
doors as appropriate per era

COMBINE FEATURES

§§Flicker-free LED interior lighting
§§Detailed interiors
§§Opening baggage doors
§§Die-cast trucks and
operating couplers
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New York Central Railroad, and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

COMMAND CONTROL

GOES GREAT WITH OUR NEW VISIONLINE NIAGARAS ON PG. 6-7!

BAGGAGE CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast trucks and for close
coupling on straightaways and
wider coupling on curves
§§LED interior lighting with capacitor
for flicker-free performance
§§Separately applied details
on undersides and body
§§Scale coupler mounting pads
§§Large or small windows in
doors as appropriate per era

D NEW! New York Central Baggage / Combine 2 Pack (nos. 8650, 252)
6-85333

$399.99

E NEW! New York Central 18” Heavyweight Baggage 2 Pack (Nos. 8643, 8648)
6-85336

$349.99

LIONEL, LLC
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UNION PACIFIC
CHALLENGER 21”
PASSENGER CARS
The Union Pacific modernized its long distance
passenger trains following WWII. In addition to
the many “City” trains, the Challenger provided
affordable first class service between Chicago
and Los Angeles. Service into Chicago was
originally provided through a connection with
the Chicago and Northwestern and later the
Milwaukee Road. The train received new dome
coach and observation cars in 1955. This new
set is perfect for use behind your favorite Union
Pacific - or Milwaukee Road - passenger power!

A NEW! UP Challenger 4 Pack
6-85360

$699.99

FEATURES

§§Length: 21” each
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! UP Challenger StationSounds Diner
6-85362

$329.99

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE
THE HUMMINGBIRD 21”
PASSENGER CARS
The L&N upgraded The Hummingbird in
1947 with new light weight equipment for
economical service between Cincinnati and
New Orleans. The train’s seven cars consisted
only of coaches, a diner and lounge cars - its
simple consist in keeping with its low fares.
But on board the train was comfortable as
its simple paint scheme was elegant and it
remained popular on intermediate stops into
the 1960s. This seven-car consist is the perfect
companion for your Lionel E units!

A NEW! Hummingbird 4 Pack
6-85367

$699.99

FEATURES

§§Length: 21” each
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! Hummingbird StationSounds Diner
6-85369
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$329.99

C NEW! UP Challenger 2 Pack
6-85361

$349.99

C NEW! Hummingbird 2 Pack
6-85368

$349.99

LIONEL, LLC
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18” HEAVYWEIGHT
COACH 2-PACKS
Expand your commuter operations with
these passenger car 2-packs! A total of four
all-new numbers are available to create
longer consists. Mix in with Lionel’s other
heavyweights and steam, diesel or electric
locomotives to create classic consists from the
golden era of rail travel.

A NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #1
6-84187

$399.99

NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #2 (Not Shown)
6-84190

$399.99

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Hidden uncoupling tabs
§§Flexible diaphragms between cars
§§Opening doors
§§Detailed interior floor plan and figures
§§Overhead interior lighting
with ON/OFF switch
§§Length: 38” (19” / car)
§§Minimum Curve: O54

B NEW! Reading Blue Mountain
& Northern #1
6-84193
$399.99

C NEW! Milwaukee Road #1 NEW! Milwaukee Road #2 (Not Shown)
6-84199

$399.99

6-84202

$399.99

D NEW! Nickel Plate Road #1 NEW! Nickel Plate Road #2 (Not Shown)
52

6-84205

$399.99

6-84208

$399.99

NEW! Reading Blue Mountain
& Northern #2 (Not Shown)
6-84196
$399.99

SEE ADDITIONAL CARS ON PAGES 54-55.
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E NEW! Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo #1
6-84211

$399.99

NEW! Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo #2 (Not Shown)
6-84214

$399.99

F NEW! Wabash #1
6-84217
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$399.99

NEW! Wabash #2 (Not Shown)
6-84220

$399.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

G

Long Island #1
6-84997
$399.99

I

Pennsylvania #1
6-85009
$399.99

H

Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines #1
6-85003
$399.99

Long Island #2 (Not Shown)
6-85000
$399.99

Pennsylvania #2 (Not Shown)
6-85012
$399.99

Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines (Not Shown)
6-85006
$399.99

LIONEL, LLC
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PENNSYLVANIA
HEAVYWEIGHTS
Travel the Blue Ribbon trains in style with these
Pennsylvania passenger cars decorated in the
formal dress of the road from the 1910s and 1920s.
Whether starting or expanding your set, these
cars can be matched with the 1930 Broadway
Limited set, the E6 locomotives, heavyweight
coaches and B60 baggage cars in this catalog to
build a proper Pennsy consist. Observation cars
come with appropriate drumheads for the Spirit of
St Louis or Broadway Limited trains.

A

Combine Liberty Hill
6-84821
$199.99

B

FEATURES

Sleeper - Cent Fawn
6-84822
$199.99

§§Illuminated interiors with figures
§§On/Off lighting switch
§§Rubber diaphragms
§§Operating Couplers
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Length: 19”
§§Minimum Curve: O54

C

Sleeper - Central Park
6-84823
$199.99

THE CHAMPION
The Atlantic Coast Line and Florida East Coast
launched the first Champion on December 1,
1939 - just in time to whisk passengers from the
chilly North to the warmth of south Florida. The
trains’ consists varied over the years to include
coach, sleeper, dining and parlor cars as well as
head end traffic. Our models represent the look
of the cars around 1950, when roofs were still
silver, letter boards still purple and a round-end
observation could still be found on the tail end of
the train. The add-on 2 Pack features a sleeping
car appropriately lettered for the Pennsylvania
which handled the train between Washington
and New York. These cars will look right at home
behind your ACL or FEC E6 or E8 diesels or a
Pennsy GG1.

A

Atlantic Coast Line SoundStations Diner
6-85017
$309.99

B

Atlantic Coast Line/ Pennsylvania 2-Pack
6-85016
$309.99

C

Atlantic Coast Line/ Pennsylvania 4-Pack
6-85015
$619.99

FEATURES

§§Die-cast operating “Kinematic” couplers auto

adjust for close coupling on straightaways
and wider coupling on curves
§§LED lighting with capacitors for flicker-free running
§§Separately applied details on undersides and bodies
§§Narrow or full width diaphragms per prototype
§§All-New body tooling
§§Durable plastic bodies
§§Detailed interiors
§§Flush-fitting windows
§§Scale Coupler mounting pads
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Set Length: 81”
§§Minimum Curve: O54
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F
D

Observation - Colonel Lindbergh
6-84826
$199.99

Sleeper - Lafayette Square
6-84824
$199.99

G
E

Diner #4498
6-84825
$199.99

Observation - Washington Circle
6-84827
$199.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.
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GREAT NORTHERN
ORIENTAL LIMITED
The Oriental Limited carried the banner as the
Great Northern’s flagship train in the 1920s and
1930s. The all-heavyweight consist included a
unique two-tone green scheme and marked
the first use of the mountain goat on a Great
Northern drumhead. It was also one of very few
trains where the train name itself replaced the
railroad or Pullman name on the letter boards.
Recreate the heavyweight era on one of the
most scenic routes in America with this train!

A

Great Northern Oriental Ltd Pullman/Coach
6-85230 $399.99

B

Great Northern Oriental Ltd Pullman/Coach
6-85233 $399.99

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Hidden uncoupling tabs
§§Flexible diaphragms between cars
§§Opening doors
§§Detailed interior floor plan and figures
§§Overhead interior lighting
with ON/OFF switch
§§Length: 38” (19”/car)
§§Minimum Curve: O54

C

D
58

Great Northern Oriental Ltd Pullman/Observation
6-85236 $399.99

Great Northern Oriental Ltd Baggage / Coach
6-85227
$399.99

B60 BAGGAGE
CARS
A

A classic Pennsylvania Railroad design, the B60
class of baggage cars could be found all across
the PRR and connecting lines. With express
traffic traveling in dedicated cars across longer
routes, B60s often showed up at the front of
trains on many railroads. Lionel’s first issue
of these models covers four of their common
arrangements on the Pennsylvania as well as
the connecting Long Island and PennsylvaniaReading Seashore Lines. Prototypical variations
include doors, roof style and vents and each
version is available in two road numbers.

Long Island #7715
6-84985
$159.99
Long Island #7724 (Not Shown)
6-84986
$159.99

FEATURES

B

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Separately applied metal details
§§Interior lighting
§§Illuminated marker lamps
§§Length: 16 ¼”
§§Minimum Curve: O42

Pennsylvania #9352 (Round Roof - Messenger)
6-84991
$159.99
Pennsylvania #9379 (Round Roof - Messenger) (Not Shown)
6-84992
$159.99

Pennsylvania Railroad, and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation
and are used here with permission.

C

Pennsylvania #7918 (Clerestory)
6-84987
$159.99
Pennsylvania #7941 (Clerestory) (Not Shown)
6-84988
$159.99

D

Pennsylvania #9356 (Round Roof - 1960s)
6-84993
$159.99
Pennsylvania #9384 (Round Roof - 1960s) (Not Shown)
6-84994
$159.99

E

Pennsylvania #7919 (Round Roof)
6-84989
$159.99
Pennsylvania #7938 (Round Roof) (Not Shown)
6-84990
$159.99

F

Pennsylvania - Reading Seashore Lines #5437
6-84995
$159.99
Pennsylvania - Reading Seashore Lines #6403 (Not Shown)
6-84996 $159.99

LIONEL, LLC

Lionel is proud to continue our LionScale™ line of affordable O scale freight cars for
the operator and collector. Painted, decorated and assembled in Lionel’s own North
Carolina headquarters facility from parts made in the USA and imported; LionScale™
delivers reliable performance, rugged details and realistic graphics. Each car is
available in multiple road numbers and value-priced for those who like to run long
trains. Our LionScale™ products are made with die-cast trucks and couplers, are
easily converted to 2-rail (with separate components) and realistic paint schemes!
§§

Easily converted to 2-rail

(with separate sale components)
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§§

Die-cast trucks and couplers

Prototypically accurate paint
schemes & multiple road numbers
§§

AC-2 COVERED
HOPPER 6-PACKS
Commonly found in sand and cement
service, the AC-2 covered hopper was easily
distinguished by the triangular openings in the
sides.

FEATURES

A NEW! Pere Marquette
3-18030(6 pack)
Individual cars

§§Die-cast trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Length: 10”
§§Minimum Curve O31		
			
			

$359.94
$59.99

			

B NEW! Norfolk & Western
3-18020(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

TWO DIFFERENT PAINT SCHEMES PER 6 PACK

C NEW! Western Maryland
3-18040(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

FOUR DIFFERENT PAINT SCHEMES PER 6 PACK

D NEW! Lehigh & New England
3-18010(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

THREE DIFFERENT PAINT SCHEMES PER 6 PACK

LIONEL, LLC

O
SCALE

ACF 3-BAY COVERED
HOPPER 6-PACKS
The ACF Centerflow design is among the
most common freight car types in America.
3 Bay cars such as these are commonly
found in grain, flour, plastics, salt and other
services.

FEATURES

A NEW! Continental
3-18050(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

§§Die-cast trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Length: 11.5”
§§Minimum Curve O31

B NEW! Pennsylvania
3-18060(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation
and are used here with permission.

C NEW! Tenneco
3-18070(6 pack)
Individual cars
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D NEW! Burlington Northern
3-18080(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

$359.94
$59.99

A NEW! Vesuvius Crucible
3-18090(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

PS-1 BOXCAR
6-PACKS
Add some color to your consist with these PS-1
Boxcars, available in great new liveries and 6
roads and numbers!

FEATURES

§§Die-cast trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Length: 11.5”
§§Minimum Curve O31

B NEW! Elgin Joliet
& Eastern
3-18100(6 pack)
Individual cars

C NEW! Monon
3-18110(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

$359.94
$59.99

D NEW! Rutland
3-18120(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

LIONEL, LLC

O
SCALE

AAR 3-BAY HOPPER
6-PACKS
These three-bay hoppers are ready for
coal, sand or aggregate service on your
railroad!

FEATURES

§§Die-cast trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Length: 10”
§§Minimum Curve O31

A NEW! New York Central
3-18130(6 pack)
Individual cars

B NEW! Nickel Plate
3-18140(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

$359.94
$59.99

New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation
and are used here with permission.

C NEW! LG Everist
3-18150(6 pack)
Individual cars

D NEW! Union Pacific
3-18160(6 pack)
Individual cars
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$359.94
$59.99

$359.94
$59.99

A NEW! Northwestern Refrigerated
3-18210(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

WOODSIDE REEFER
6-PACKS
These colorful reefers will brighten up any
consist.

FEATURES

B NEW! Swift

3-18230(6 pack)
Individual cars

C NEW! Rath

3-18240(6 pack)
Individual cars

§§Die-cast trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Easy conversion to scale couplers and
two rail wheelsets (available separately)
§§Length: 11.5”
§§Minimum Curve O31

$359.94
$59.99

$359.94
$59.99

D NEW! Pacific Fruit Express
3-18220(6 pack)
Individual cars

$359.94
$59.99

OUR PFE SET INCLUDES SIX RARE CARS. IN 1941, PFE REBUILT
A SERIES OF 10 REEFERS. FIVE OF THESE RECEIVED STEEL ENDS
AND ROOFS AND A SPECIAL PAINT SCHEME WITH TWO
HORIZONTAL RED STRIPES. CAR 93218 WEARS AN
EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME APPLIED IN 1937.

LIONEL, LLC

WELCOME TO

TRADITIONAL

O GAUGE

Lionel’s line of Traditional O-Gauge products set the perfect tone for a
beginner collector. Our Traditional O-Gauge products are made slightly
smaller in size than our O Scale products, but run on the same 3 rail track
system. This line is filled with an assortment of exciting licensed products,
from Disney to Harry Potter to Anheuser Busch; as well as LionChief sets
decked out in some of the most famous road names on the rails! Our
extensive line of Traditional O-Gauge sets, rolling stock and accessories are a
great fit for any layout, or even the perfect decorative touch for holidays!
LionChief® Our LionChief system was designed to make running
your train set so simple! LionChief remotes have an easy to use throttle,
with forward and reverse, and user-activated buttons for bell, whistle/
horn and announcements. Our LionChief Ready-to-Run sets include
everything you need to get your train up and running!
LionChief® PLUS LionChief Plus engines use the LionChief
remote, but they also come equipped with many high-end
features that add high-quality realism and a fuller train experience
to your play. What really sets LionChief Plus apart is the ability to
operate with either the provided remote OR with just a traditional
transformer.
Command Control Locomotives equipped with the classic TrainMaster
Command Control system are controlled by commands from your CAB-1 or
CAB-2 Remote Controller. ElectroCouplers™, basic sounds, and multiple unit
lash-ups are all at your fingertips as you walk around your layout.
Increase Your Model Railroad Empire

In each of our LionChief sets, we give you everything
you need to get started, but why stop there? This
catalog offers a large assortment of separate sale
FasTrack®, rolling stock and accessories to your set and layout grow. Choose
from a variety of Plug-Expand-Play accessories that connect to the Lock-on
track piece in your set and help take your layout to the next level by adding
animation and play-value!

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board,
allowing them to connect with a compatible smart device.
66
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One of the most beautiful trains to grace the
railway is back in our Ready-to-Run line-up
and better than ever, the Santa Fe Super Chief!
Last produced in 2013 by Lionel, we have taken
this iconic set and additional rolling stock to a
new level by adding our LionChief® remote and
Bluetooth technology giving you multiple ways
to operate your set. You are not going to want
to miss putting this beauty on your layout!

︙

▼

▼

▲

▲

072︙096

A Illuminated Station Platform

§§Two illuminated frosted bulbs
§§Includes uniquely decorated billboards on fencing
§§Dimensions: 12" L X 3 ⅜" W x 5" H
6-84318
$42.99

SET INCLUDES

§§Santa Fe FT diesel locomotive
§§Two coach cars
§§Observation car
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track
sections, one 10" straight FasTrack®
Plug-Expand-Play power lock-on
section, one FasTrack® terminal
section, and two 10" straight
§§Wallpack power supply
§§LionChief® remote

B NEW! Santa Fe Super Chief
LionChief® Set
6-84719
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$429.99

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® app
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with diesel
revving and background sounds, horn,
bell, and user-activated announcements
§§Operating directional headlight
§§Two powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating couplers
§§Illuminated cab interior

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§Illuminated and detail interior
§§Flexible diaphragms between cars
§§Opening doors

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons for whistle sound, bell,
and special passenger announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 52 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

C NEW! Santa Fe

Add-On Baggage Car

§§Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
§§Soft molded diaphragms between cars
§§Length: 13 ¼"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84724
$89.99

SIMULATED METAL FINISH
D NEW! Santa Fe

Add-On Vista Dome Car

§§Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
§§Soft molded diaphragms between cars
§§Illuminated and detail interior
§§Length: 13"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84725
$94.99

LIONEL, LLC
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BNSF TIER 4
Lionel is pleased to announce a brand new
locomotive to the Ready-to-Run set line-up,
and what better engine to introduce then the
revolutionary and energy efficient Tier 4 diesel
locomotive. Just like the real-life Tier 4’s, we have
jam packed this newly tooled ET44C4 engine
with innovative features including our LionChief
Bluetooth technology, which allows you to
operate your locomotive via the provided remote,
by Universal Remote or by your hand-held smart
device. Decorated in the BNSF livery and pulling
three modern freight cars, this set is a great
way to begin your railroad adventure or will look
amazing on any existing layout.

SET INCLUDES
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LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
▲

▲

▲

ED M
I N ITooling!
MUM CURVE·
§§BNSF ET44C4 diesel locomotive · R E C O M M E N§D§Brand
NEW
§§BNSF Uni-body tank car
§
§
Electric
locomotive
controlled
0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Burlington Northern Hi-cube boxcar
by LionChief remote or
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§BNSF Maxi-stack
Bluetooth LionChief app
︙
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track
0 2 7 0 3 1 ︙ 0 §3§On/off
6 ︙ switch
0 5 4for ︙sound
072︙096
sections, one 10" straight FasTrack
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with diesel
Plug-Expand-Play power lock-on section,
revving and background sounds, horn,
one FasTrack terminal section, and
bell, and user-activated announcements
two 10” straight FasTrack sections.
§§Operating directional headlight
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§Two powerful maintenance-free motors
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive
§§Operating couplers
§§Illuminated cab interior
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LIONCHIEF® REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 51 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O36

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks with
operating couplers
§§Opening doors on Hi-cube boxcar
§§Metal handrails, ladders
and warning placards
§§Two removable containers on the well car

INTRODUCING THE TIER 4
TO THE LIONEL READY-TO-RUN LINE-UP!

A NEW! BNSF Tier 4 Modern Freight LionChief® Set
6-84732
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$399.99

B BNSF Maxi-Stack

§§Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
§§Two removable containers per car
6-85223
$74.99

C BNSF ACF Hopper
6-84314

$59.99

NEW DIESEL TOOLING

LIONEL, LLC
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NEW HAVEN

§§New Haven RS-3 diesel locomotive
§§Electric locomotive controlled
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§State of Maine Boxcar
by LionChief® remote or
︙ 0 7 2app
︙096
0 &2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙ 0 3 6 ︙Bluetooth
0 5 4 LionChief®
§§New York, New Haven
Hartford 2-Bay Hopper
§
§
On/Off
switch
for
sound
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Porthole window caboose
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
︙
0 2 7 track0 3 1 ︙ 0 3 6 ︙diesel
0 5revving
4 ︙ 0and7background
2︙096
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
sections, one 10" straight FasTrack®
sounds, horn, bell, and userPlug-Expand-Play power lock-on section,
activated announcements
one FasTrack® terminal section, and
§§Operating headlight
two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§Operating couplers
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive
§§Illuminated cab interior

Brand new and now serving the heart of New
England, the New Haven RS-3 LionChief® Set!
If you are New York, New Haven and Hartford
railroad fanatic or just looking for a great
starter set, this fun and color set is perfect set
for you. It comes with everything you need
to get started and best of all, come equipped
with our LionChief® remote and Bluetooth
technology.

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE
FEATURES:

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate
horn, bell, and special
announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 43"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

A NEW! New Haven RS-3 LionChief® Set
6-84709

72

$299.99

B NEW! Operating Freight Station

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Detailed molded house, base and carts
§§Operators appear to be loading and unloading carts as they enter building
§§Dimensions: 15" x 5" x 5 1/2"
6-82056
$109.99

LIONEL, LLC
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CONSTRUCTION
RAILROAD
No job too big, no job too small, contact
Contruction Railroad for all of your railroad
construction needs! This fun and interactive
set is sure to create hours of fun on your layout
or in an imaginary construction zone. Set
up your layout and have fun designing your
construction site with our additional rolling
stock and construction themed accessories.
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A NEW! House Under Construction
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MINIMUM CURVE·

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Lighted interior 0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§A variety of realistic, separately
applied details
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Pre-assembled
02
7 x︙8"0x 6"3 1 ︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Dimensions: Approx.
12 ½"
6-84792
$99.99
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B NEW! Construction Railroad
LionChief® Set
6-84737

SET INCLUDES

§§Construction RR U36B diesel locomtive
§§CRR depressed center flatcar with load
§§CRR crane
§§CRR work caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track
sections, one 10" straight FasTrack®
Plug-Expand-Play power lock-on
section, one FasTrack® terminal section,
and two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive

74

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® app
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
diesel revving and background
sounds, horn, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§Operating headlight
§§Two powerful maintenance-free motors
§§Operating couplers
§§Illuminated cab interior

$349.99

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Removable load on depressed
center flatcar
§§Manually rotating cab and operating
boom and hook on crane car

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 43"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

C NEW! Moe & Joe Lumber Flatcar

§§Operating couplers
§§Moe & Joe figures unload boards at the touch
of a button
* Requires 6-12054 FasTrack® 10"
Straight Operating Uncoupling Track
§§Real wood load
§§Metal unloading structure
§§Includes unloading bin
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84768
$89.99

D NEW! Gondola with Construction Signs
§§Operating couplers
§§Six removable Construction Zone signs
§§Length: 9"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84766
$64.99

*Flatcar load subject to change

LIONEL, LLC
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MTA LIRR M7
For 2018, we are excited to offer the MTA Long
Island Rail Road back into our Ready-to-Run
and traditional line-up. Since 1834, the MTA
LIRR has been and currently is the busiest
commuter railroad in North American and now
you can recreate it in your very own home with
our MTA LIRR M7 LionChief® Set with Bluetooth
and add-on cars!

SET INCLUDES
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M7 POWERED CAR FEATURES
▲

▲

▲

· R E C O M§M§Electric
ENDED
M I N I M controlled
U M C U R by
V ELionChief®
·
§§MTA LIRR powered car
locomotive
§§Two MTA LIRR non-powered
cars
remote
or
Bluetooth
LionChief®
app
0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with diesel
ENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
track sections, one 10" straight · R E C O M Mrevving
and background sounds, horn,
︙
︙
︙ 0 5 4 ︙ announcements
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play
power
bell,
0 2 7 0 3 1 0 3and
6 user-activated
072︙096
lock-on section, one FasTrack®
§§Operating headlight
terminal section, and two 10"
§§Powerful maintenance-free motors
straight FasTrack® sections.
§§Operating couplers
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§Manually opening doors
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive
§§Illuminated interior
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LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 49"
§§Minimum Curve: O36

M7 NON-POWERED CARS FEATURE
§§Operating couplers
§§Manually opening doors
§§Illuminated interior

A NEW! MTA Long Island Rail Road M7
LionChief® Set
6-82192

SANTA FE
FT RANGER
This classic FT is hitting the rails and ready to
move some very sought after valuables to the
west coast. Decorated in the Santa Fe yellow
and dark blue, accompanied by three freight
cars, our LionChief Bluetooth technology, a 40”
x 60” loop of FasTrack and a wall-pack power
supply; you have everything you need to get up
and running in no time. And good thing the set
comes with a Ranger protecting the precious
cargo; you never know when a bandit may
sneak on!

$399.99

SET INCLUDES

§§Santa Fe FT diesel locomotive
§§Santa Fe woodsided reefer
§§Santa Fe chasing gondola
§§Wide-Vision Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track sections, one
10" straight FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play power
lock-on section, one FasTrack® terminal section,
and two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled by LionChief®
remote or Bluetooth LionChief® app
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with diesel
revving and background sounds, horn,
bell, and user-activated announcements
§§Operating directional headlight
§§Two powerful maintenance-free motors
§§Operating couplers
§§Illuminated cab interior

C NEW! Santa Fe FT Ranger LionChief® Set
6-85258

76

$429.99

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on
woodsided reefer
§§Ranger chases a robber
around the gondola when
the train is running

B NEW! MTA Long Island Rail Road
Add-On Passenger 2-Pack

§§Operating couplers
§§Manually opening doors
§§Illuminated interior
§§Length: 15" each car
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82199
$174.99

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 48"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

LIONEL, LLC
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NORFOLK
SOUTHERN
FIRST
RESPONDERS
Norfolk Southern wants you! They need your
help with emergency situations and to help
educate first responders through the Norfolk
Southern’s Operation Awareness & Response
program. This train was inspired by the Norfolk
Southern First Responders safety train that was
launched in 2016 and making its way through
out the eastern part of the country. Included in
this set is everything you need to get started
and we even added some major play value with
the remote control helicopter included on the
depressed center flatcar. Here’s your chance to
save to the day, are you ready?

SET INCLUDES
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LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
▲

▲

▲

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

E N D Elocomotive
D M I N I Mcontrolled
UM CURVE·
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§GP38 diesel locomotive · R E C O M§M§Electric
remote
or
with operating couplers
§§Hi-cube boxcar 0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙by0LionChief®
36︙054︙072︙096
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Opening doors on Hi-cube boxcar with insert
§§Uni-body tank car
ENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
switch for sound
that replicates the training room entrance
§§Depressed center flatcar · R E C O M§M§On/Off
︙
︙
§
§
RailSounds
§§Remote control helicopter
0 2 7 0 3 1 0 3 6 ︙RC™
0 sound
5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6 from the real NS First Responders Train.
system with diesel revving
§§Remote Control helicopter on
§§Caboose
and background sounds,
depressed center flatcar
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
horn, bell, and user-activated
§§Metal handrails, ladders and
sections, one 10" straight
announcements
warning placards on tank car
Plug-Expand-Play power
§§Operating directional headlights
§§Interior illumination in caboose
lock-on, one 10" FasTrack®
§§Duel powerful maintenanceterminal section and two 10"
LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES
free motor
straight FasTrack® sections
§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Metal frame and handrails
§§54W wall-pack power supply
§§Three buttons for whistle sound, bell,
§§Operating couplers at both ends
§§LionChief® remote
and special announcements
§§Lighted interior
for locomotive
§
§
Requires three AAA alkaline
§§Traction tires
batteries (not included)
§§Engineer and fireman figures
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INCLUDES RC HELICOPTER

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 60"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

A Norfolk Southern First Responders LionChief® Set
6-84490

CSX INTERMODAL
When you look on the rails today, what kind of
trains do you see? I bet you see one that looks
similar to this!
Millions of domestic loads travel by intermodal
rail not just because it cost effective but
because it’s better for the environment. This
set comes equipped with a powerful GP38
locomotive with LionChief® and Bluetooth
capability, a 3-pack of well cars with container
loads and a 3-pack of spine car with trailers.
So, if you are looking for a modern set or if your
kids get excited watching intermodal trains
pass while you are in the car, this set is perfect!

$449.99

SET INCLUDES

§§GP38 diesel locomotive
§§3-pack well cars with
container loads
§§3-pack spine cars
with trailer load
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one 10"
straight FasTrack® PlugExpand-Play power lock-on
section, one 10" FasTrack®
terminal section and six 10"
straight FasTrack® sections
§§54W wall-pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote
for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
diesel revving and background
sounds, horn, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§Operating directional headlights
§§Dual powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Metal frame and handrails
§§Operating couplers at both ends
§§Lighted interior
§§Traction tires
§§Engineer and fireman figures

D CSX Intermodal LionChief® Set
6-83974
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$459.99

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
with operating couplers some assembly required
§§Two removable container
loads per well car
§§One removable trailer per spine car

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons for whistle sound,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

40" X 80" LOOP OF FASTRACK®

RC HELICOPTER FEATURES

§§Alloy structure built to withstand crashing
§§100- 150 meter flying range
§§All-round 3.5 channel remote control helicopter
§§Fixed-point hovering
§§Radio controlled helicopter has
advanced intelligent balance system
§§Full function: up, down, forward,
backward, left and right turn
§§RC helicopter has electronic finetuning, to fly with stability
§§Rechargeable
§§Plane size: 24cm X 4cm X 10cm

B Norfolk Southern Unibody Tank Car

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs
§§Rotating bearing caps
§§Die-cast metal top platform, frame ends, and air cylinder
§§Metal handrails, ladders, and warning placards
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: 027
6-84500
$74.99

C Norfolk Southern Fire Rescue Car

§§Die-cast trucks sprung trucks (not shown) to match set
§§Red light will illuminate and appears to be
rotating while the car is in motion
§§Includes metal ladders, nozzles, and oscillating fireman
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: 027
6-84498
$74.99

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 90"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

E CSX Maxi-Stack

§§Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
§§Two removable containers per car
6-85222
$74.99

LIONEL, LLC

·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·

40" x 60"
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·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·

RISING SUN
Nothing is quite as beautiful as morning
breaks and the sun rises, well, with exception
of Lionel’s new Southern Pacific Rising Sun
0-8-0 set.
Lead by a powerful 0-8-0 engine with stunning
rolling stock, this Ready-to-Run LionChief® set
is sure to be a great addition to your existing
layout or even better, the great beginnings to
your model railroad collection.
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6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙FEATURES
072︙096
SET INCLUDES 0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙ 0 3LOCOMOTIVE

§§0-8-0 locomotive and tender
§§Electric locomotive controlled by
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Flatcar with two removable
remote or Bluetooth® LionChief® App
︙ 0 5 headlight
4︙072︙096
piggyback trailers0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙ 0 3 §6§Operating
§§Boxcar
§
§
On/Off
switches
for
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Caboose
smoke and sound
︙054 ︙072︙096
2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙ 0 3 §6§RailSounds
§§Eight curved O360FasTrack®
RC™ sound system with
track sections, one 10" straight
steam chuffing and background
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play® power
sounds, whistle, bell, and userlock-on section, one FasTrack®
activated announcements.
terminal section, and two 10"
§§Puffing smoke
straight FasTrack® sections.
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§54W wall-pack power supply
§§Operating couplers
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive
§§Chuffing sounds in synch
with puffing smoke

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar
§§Two removable piggyback
trailers on flatcar

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 47"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

A Southern Pacific Rising Sun 0-8-0 LionChief® Set
6-84726

PENNSYLVANIA
FLYER
Champion of the rails, the Pennsylvania Flyer
includes a remote control for easy operation
and walk-around fun. A powerful 0-8-0 leads
the rugged freight smoothly around a full
40" x 60" oval of FasTrack™.

$319.99

SET INCLUDES

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§0-8-0 locomotive and tender
§§Three-dome tank car
§§Boxcar
§§Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one 10" straight
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play power
lock-on section, one FasTrack®
terminal section, and two 10"
straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall-pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive

§§Electric locomotive controlled by
remote or Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Operating headlight
§§On/Off switches for
smoke and sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, and user-activated whistle,
bell, and announcements.
§§Puffing smoke
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating couplers
§§Chuffing sounds in synch
with puffing smoke

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar
§§Metal handrails and
ladders on tank car

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

C Pennsylvania Flyer LionChief® Set
6-83984

80

$299.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

B Southern Pacific Daylight Tank Car
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal handrails, platform and ladder
6-84762
$59.99

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 45"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

D Pennsylvania
Illuminated
Water Tower

§§Realistic blinking red light
on top of the tower
§§Dimensions: 13 3/16" H
6-84309
$44.99

LIONEL, LLC

·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·

40" x 60"
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·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·

FIVE-STAR
GENERAL
Take pride in Lionel’s heritage and history with
this Five Star General train set inspired by
Lionel’s postwar past but truly modern with
LionChief® and Bluetooth® controllability.

SET INCLUDES
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LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
▲

▲

▲

·RECOMM
N D E Dlocomotive
M I N I M Ucontrolled
M CURVE·
§§4-4-0 General-style locomotive
§§EElectric
§§Horse car with four0 horses
by
LionChief®
remote
or
2 7 ︙ 0 3 1︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Mail car
Bluetooth® LionChief® App
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Coach car
§§Operating headlight
︙
︙054 ︙072︙096
§§Eight curved O36 0FasTrack®
2 7 0 3 1 ︙§§0Puffing
3 6 smoke
track sections, one 10" straight
§§On/Off switch for sound and smoke
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
power lock-on section,
steam revving and background
one FasTrack® terminal
sounds, whistle, bell, and usersection, and two 10" straight
activated announcements
FasTrack® sections.
§§Chuffing sounds in sync with
§§54W wall pack power supply
speed of locomotive
§§LionChief® remote
§§Diecast arch-bar style trucks on tender
for locomotive
§§Operating coupler on rear of tender
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Two traction tires
§§Separately applied details including
bell, handrails, and headlamp
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FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Diecast arch-bar style trucks
with operating couplers
§§Interior illumination in
baggage car and coach
§§Removable horses in horse car

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 49"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

A Five-Star General LionChief® Set
6-82442

PENNSYLVANIA
KEYSTONE
The Pennsylvania Keystone Special is back
and better than ever! Dressed in realistic
brunswick green and equipped with the
LionChief® system, this locomotive runs by
remote control which gives you easy access
to realistic train sounds and announcements
and train control at the push of a button or you
can run this consists with your smart device
by using our LionChief® app. All cars feature
the popular Pennsylvania name and markings,
and a searchlight car is also included to add
to the fun.

82

SET INCLUDES

§§0-8-0 Locomotive and tender
§§Boxcar
§§Searchlight Car
§§Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one 10" straight
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play power
lock-on section, one FasTrack®
terminal section, and two 10"
straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive

$399.99

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Operating headlight
§§On/Off switches for
smoke and sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, and user-activated
whistle, bell, and announcements
§§Puffing smoke
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating couplers

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar
§§Illuminated light on searchlight car
§§Manually adjustable light
position on searchlight car
§§Illuminated caboose

C Pennsylvania “Keystone Special” LionChief® Set
6-83072

$299.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

B Western & Atlantic Horse Car and Corral
§§Horses move around corral and through the car
§§Includes corral and seven horse figures
§§Length: 11 ⅛"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83752
$179.99

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle, bell,
and special freight announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 46 3/4"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

LIONEL, LLC

Make your layout Spooktackular with Lionel’s NEW End of the Line Express
LionChief® Set with Bluetooth and assorted Halloween inspired rolling stock
and accessories!
A NEW! Halloween ELX

LionScale 3-Bay Hopper

§§Made in the USA of US
and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal trucks with
operating couplers
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
3-18704
$64.99

SET INCLUDES

§§ELX RS-3 diesel locomotive
§§Spirits & Spells transport car
§§Undead Delight single-dome tank car
§§The Widow’s Revenge Transfer Caboose
§§Featuring Orange FasTrack® -Eight
curved O36 FasTrack® track sections,
one 10" straight FasTrack® PlugExpand-Play power lock-on section,
one FasTrack® terminal section, and
two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® app
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
diesel revving and background
sounds, horn, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§Operating headlight
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating couplers
§§Illuminated cab interior

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

B NEW! End of the Line Express LionChief® Set
6-85253

84

$329.99

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 43"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

C NEW! Flight Night Halloween Pylon
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Metal tower
§§Interior lighting
§§Witch & Ghost fly 21 1/2" above base
§§Dimensions: 5 3/4" L x 5 3/4" W x 14 1/4" H
6-85309
$149.99

KEEP YOUR

END OF THE LINE EXPRESS

LAYOUT GROWING WITH ADDITIONAL

ORANGE FASTRACK®!
SEE PAGE 189.

6-85384 Orange FasTrack 4-Pack
6-85385 Orange FasTrack Plug-Expand-Play Power Lock-on

LIONEL, LLC

GOES GREAT WITH OUR

HALLOWEEN LIONCHIEF® PLUS MIKADO!
A NEW! ELX Halloween Caboose
§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 8 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84781
$74.99

B Halloween Spooky Sounds Boxcar
§§Plays spooky sounds
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§On/Off switch
§§Length: 10 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84332
$79.99
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C Halloween Animated Billboard
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Billboard automatically changes
from one scene to the other
§§On/Off switch
§§Dimensions: 8" L x 2 ¼" W x 5" H
6-82064
$79.99

D Witches Brew Tank Car

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
§§Metal handrails, platform, and ladders
§§Actual “witches brew” liquid sealed in tank car
§§Min Curve: O31
§§Dimensions: Length: 10"
6-84330
$69.99

E NEW! Witches Brew Storage Tank
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Operating industrial light
§§Dimensions: 4" x 7" x 3 1/2"
6-85310
$84.99

LIONEL, LLC

This year celebrate the holidays with Thomas
& Friends. What started as an imagined
conversation in the mind of a young boy has
blossomed into an iconic train series that
mesmerizes children across the globe. So, unite
your child’s imagination year round with any
one of our Thomas items. Also, make yours truly
one-of-a-kind by personalizing the roof!

SETS INCLUDES

§§Thomas the Tank Engine
§§Two pieces of rolling stock
§§Three interchangable
Thomas faces
§§Circle layout of our FasTrack®
§§Wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® Remote
for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief remote or
Bluetooth LionChief app
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system
with steam chuffing and
background sounds, whistle,
bell and user-activated
Thomas announcements
§§On/Off sound switch
§§Maintenance-free motor

A Thomas & Friends LionChief® Set
6-83510

$199.99

C Thomas the Tank Engine
with Remote

88

§§Electric locomotive
controlled by remote
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, whistle, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§On/Off sound switch
§§Maintenance-free motor
§§Traction tire
§§Operating coupler on
rear of locomotive
6-83503
$119.99

D Birthday Thomas the Tank
Engine with Remote

Let Thomas and his friends help you
celebrate your birthday with this
Birthday Thomas with remote! With
this gang, it’s sure to be a year to
remember!
§§Same great features as the
Thomas with Remote!
6-83504
$119.99

§§Removable Christmas hat
that fits on smokestack
of the Thomas & Friends
Christmas Freight Set
§§Traction tire
§§Operating coupler on
rear of locomotive

Ready To Run

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Removable tree load in the Thomas
& Friends Christmas Freight Set

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle,
bell and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 21"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

Ready To Play

B UPGRADED Thomas & Friends

Christmas Freight LionChief® Set
6-85324

$199.99
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LIONEL, LLC

Mystery Inc. is teaming up with Lionel to
solve some of Coolsville’s most troubling
mysteries. With our new line of Scooby-Doo
themed O-Gauge items you can add some
fun to your layout or begin creating a
groovy railroad empire.

03.MysMch

SIDE A

SIDE B

A NEW! Scooby Doo Boxcar
6-85323

SET INCLUDES

$84.99

§§Mystery Machine FT diesel locomotive
§§Scooby Snack boxcar
§§Zombie chasing gondola
§§Mystery Inc. Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track sections,
one 10" straight FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play
power lock-on section, one FasTrack® terminal
section, and two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief™ remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled by LionChief®
remote or Bluetooth LionChief® app
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with diesel
revving and background sounds, horn,
bell, and user-activated announcements
§§Operating directional headlight
§§Two powerful maintenance-free motors
§§Operating couplers
§§Illuminated cab interior

C NEW! Mystery Machine FT LionChief® Set
90

6-85241

$429.99

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar
§§Zombie chases Shaggy and
Scooby around the gondola
when the train is running

*Product and art pending Licensor Approval.

LIONCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 48"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

EPS

BAT_03.

EPS

_03.

BAT

BAT_03.EPS

B NEW! Scooby Doo

Sam Witches Café

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Lighted interior
§§Dimensions: 6 ¾" x 10 ½" x 3 ⅜"
6-85269
$99.99

SCOOBY-DOO and all related characters and elements © & ™ Hanna-Barbera. (s18)

LIONEL, LLC

They’ve crossed through the barrier to
PLATFORM 9 3/4™, eyed the various goodies
on the snack trolley and are headed to
HOGWARTS™ School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry aboard the HOGWARTS Express.
These young witches and wizards are eager
to learn every spell and potion, and the first
years are anxiously discussing where the
SORTING HAT™ will place them! So climb
aboard the HOGWARTS Express and discover
the magic and mystery that is HOGWARTS
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.

A NEW! HOGWARTS Add-On Coach

Same great features as the passenger car in the HOGWARTS Express LionChief® Set!
6-85264
$74.99

SET INCLUDES

§§4-6-0 locomotive
§§Two passenger coaches
§§One combination car
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one 10" straight
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play
power lock-on section,
one FasTrack® terminal
section, and two 10" straight
FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® Remote
for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled by
remote or by Bluetooth LionChief App
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, horn, whistle, bell and
user-activated announcements
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating headlight
§§Puffing smoke
§§On/Off switches for smoke and sound
§§Chuffing sounds in sync with puffing smoke
§§Operating coupler on rear of tender
§§Cab window “glass”
§§Traction tires
§§Die-cast metal locomotive body
§§Die-cast metal frame on tender
§§Separately-applied marker lamps,
driver linkage, brake stands,
coupler air lines, and buffers

C HOGWARTS Express LionChief® Set
6-83972
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$419.99

PASSENGER CAR
FEATURES

§§Interior illumination
§§Operating couplers
§§Soft molded diaphragms
between cars

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons for whistle
sound, bell and special
announcements
§§Requires three AAA
alkaline batteries
(not included)

PLAYS SOUNDS OF THE DEMENTORS
APPROACHING AND LURKING
AROUND THE TRAIN CAR!

B NEW! DEMENTORS Coach with Sound
§§Plays sounds of the DEMENTORS on the train
§§On/Off switch for the sounds
§§DEMENTORS silhouettes in windows
§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination with flickering effect
§§Soft molded diaphragms on ear ends
§§Length: 15"
§§Minimum Curve: O31
6-84767
$84.99

HARRY POTTER
characters, names and related indicia are
© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

LIONEL, LLC

Mickey Mouse and
the gang are ready to take
you on a crazy and fun adventure on
the Mickey & Friends Express. Take a close
look and you will notice each piece of the train
resembles the most famous characters in Disney
history, Mickey, Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck,
Goofy and Pluto. This highly detailed and
energetic set is a great way to get started
and if you are a Disney enthusiast,
this set is a must have.

A Mickey Mouse & Friends Express LionChief® Set
6-83979

$369.99

B NEW! Daisy Duck Tank Car
§§Operating couplers
§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Daisy’s bow on top
§§Metal handrails, platform
and ladders
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84760
$74.99

C NEW! Chip ‘n’ Dale
Chasing Gondola

§§Die-cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§Stamped metal frame
§§Motor driven chasing action
§§Minimum Curve: O31
6-84761
$79.99
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D Mickey Mouse & Friends
Industrial Water Tower

§§Metal tower and ladder with Mickey Ears
§§Blinking warning light on top
§§Dimensions: 6" L x 6" W x 15" H
6-84499
$99.99

REMOVABLE MICKEY EARS!

SET INCLUDES

§§2-4-2 Mickey Steam
Locomotive and tender
§§Donald Duck tank car
§§Goofy boxcar
§§Pluto caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track
sections, one 10" straight FasTrack®
Plug-Expand-Play power lock-on
section, one FasTrack® terminal section,
and two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, horn, bell, and authentic
Mickey announcements
§§Operating headlight
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating couplers
§§Mickey ears that snap on to
locomotive cab (optional)

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Donald Duck’s hat on top of tank car
§§Opening doors on boxcar
that reveal Goofy
§§Pluto tail (optional) on caboose

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 45"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

F Disney Aquarium Car

E Disney Illuminated Station Platform

§§Graphics of Mickey Mouse and his
friends appear to move inside the car
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
6-82914
$84.99

§§LED illumination
§§Includes Disney character decorated
billboards on fencing
§§Dimensions: 12" L X 3 ⅜" W X 5" H
6-82917
$54.99

© Disney

Disney.com
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MADE
TO RACE
For the first time in Lionel’s history, we are
teaming up with the “Original Stunt Brand” to
offer you some high speed action and fun for
years to come.

EXCLUSIVE

ORANGE

FASTRACK
A Hot Wheels™ LionChief® Set
6-84700
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$399.99

The Hot Wheels™ race team is making
its way across the county to the next
race and the team needs your help
in getting them there. Load up your
race cars and set your sights on an
amazing, high speed adventure.
Remember, no challenge is too big!

SET INCLUDES

In 2018, Hot Wheels™ is celebrating 50 years
of offering cars and accessories that have
challenged your limits! We are thrilled to
celebrate with them by offering a fun and
energetic new LionChief® Ready‑to‑Run set and
rolling stock!

®

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

HOT WHEELS™
LIONCHIEF® SET

§§Hot Wheels™ GP38 diesel locomotive
§§Auto Loader with two Hot Wheels
§§Spine car with race team trailer
§§Team caboose
§§Featuring Orange FasTrack® - Eight
curved O36 FasTrack® track sections,
one 10" straight FasTrack® PlugExpand-Play power lock-on section,
one FasTrack® terminal section, and
two 10" straight FasTrack® sections
§§Wall-pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§On/Off switch for sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
diesel revving and background
sounds, horn, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§Operating directional headlights
§§Dual powerful maintenancefree motors
§§Metal frame and handrails
§§Operating couplers at both ends
§§Lighted interior
§§Traction tires
§§Engineer and fireman figures

INCLUDES TWO

HOT WHEELS
CARS

™

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
with operating couplers
§§Two Hot Wheels™ vehicles
included for the auto loader
§§Removable trailer on the spine car
§§Interior illumination in caboose

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons for horn, bell, and
special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Set Length: 45"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

SIDE B
§§Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
§§Opening doors on ends
§§Can fit up to 8 Hot Wheels inside (not included)
§§Length: 14"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84708
$84.99

SIDE A

B NEW! Hot Wheels™ Auto Rack

C NEW! Hot Wheels™ Boxcar
§§Die-cast metal trucks
and operating couplers
§§Opening boxcar doors
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: 031
6-84869
$84.99

D NEW! Hot Wheels™

Checkered Flagpole

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Lighted base
§§Dimensions: Approx. 3 1/4" square

base footprint, 11 1/4" height

6-85270
HOT WHEELS AND ASSOCIATED TRADEMARKS AND TRADE DRESS ARE OWNED BY, AND USED UNDER LICENSE FROM, MATTEL. ©2018 MATTEL. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

© Disney

$59.99

LIONEL, LLC

©2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

A Hot Wheels™
50th Anniversary
Auto Loader

• Die-cast metal trucks
and operating couplers
• Includes two Hot Wheels® vehicles
6-84706
$89.99

B Hot Wheels™
50th Anniversary
Flat Car with Piggybacks
• Die-cast metal trucks
and operating couplers
• Two removable trailers
6-84707
$84.99
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C Hot Wheels™
50th Anniversary
Auto Rack

• Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
• Opening doors on ends
• Can fit up to 8 Hot Wheels® cars inside
6-84705
$84.99

D Hot Wheels™
50th Anniversary Boxcar

• Made in the USA of U.S. and Imported Parts
• Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
• Opening boxcar doors
6-85065
$84.99

HOT WHEELS AND ASSOCIATED TRADEMARKS AND TRADE DRESS ARE OWNED BY, AND USED UNDER LICENSE FROM, MATTEL. ©2018 MATTEL. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Anheuser-Busch’s roots date back in
the mid 1800’s and are rich in tradition
and innovation much like Lionel’s.
We are extremely excited to partner
with another iconic brand and think
you will be pleased with the new
O-Gauge assortment representing this
world renowned brand.

Each and every year the Budweiser
Clydesdales make their way across the
country to help spread the heritage
and tradition Anheuser-Busch has
established for over 140 years. This
year, we are excited to introduce this
stunning Anheuser-Busch Clydesdale
LionChief® Set resembling the iconic
Budweiser wagon and Clydesdale team.

A NEW! Budweiser®
Bar & Grille

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Realistic Deco
§§Lighted Interior
§§Dimensions: 6" H x 9 1/4" L x 6" W
6-84794
$89.99

SET INCLUDES

§§Budweiser 4-4-0 Generalstyle locomotive
§§Clydesdale transport car
§§Budweiser gondola with
removable barrels
§§Handlers coach Car
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track
sections, one 10" straight FasTrack®
Plug-Expand-Play power lock-on
section, one FasTrack® terminal section,
and two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Operating headlight
§§Puffing smoke
§§On/Off switch for sound and smoke
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
diesel revving and background sounds,
bell and user-activated announcements
§§Chuffing sounds in sync with
speed of locomotive
§§Diecast arch-bar style trucks on tender
§§Operating coupler on rear of tender
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Two traction tires

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
§§Three removable barrels in gondola
§§Clydesdales bob in and out of
side openings when Clydesdale
Transport car is in motion
§§Interior illumination in
open air coach car

B NEW! Anheuser-Busch Clydesdale LionChief® Set
6-84754
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$419.99

ADULT COLLECTIBLE NOT INTENDED FOR SALE TO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE
This product is intended for purchase by persons of legal alcohol purchase and drinking age. Budweiser®, Bud® are registered trademarks of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., used under license by Lionel®

FOR AGES
21 & OLDER

E NEW! Budweiser® Reefer
6-85248

C NEW! Anheuser-Busch
Vintage Reefer
6-85246

$79.99

Reefers

$79.99

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Minimum Curve: O27

D NEW! Clydesdales Reefer
6-85247

$79.99

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle,
bell and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Length: 48"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

LIONEL, LLC

LIONCHIEF® PLUS DIESEL AND ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES FEATURES
§§User-selected operational modes:
Conventional AC transformer control
mode or LionChief® wireless remote
control with AC or DC power
§§On/Off switches for sound,
smoke and control mode
§§ElectroCouplers™ on front and
rear (controlled by remote or App)
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system
with diesel revving and background
sounds for the diesels, and electric
engine roar for Rectifiers, horn, bell,
and user-activated announcements
§§Adjustable volume (controlled
by remote or App)
§§Fan-driven smoke
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§§Smoke output from every stack
§§Dual maintenance-free motors
(single motor in NW2)
§§Constant control for consistent
speed at all ranges regardless
of track condition or load
§§Operating headlights with
directional lighting
§§Cab crew figures (no cab
figures in NW2)
§§Lighted cab interior
§§Die-cast metal trucks,
pilot, and fuel tank
§§Metal frame
§§Traction tires

LIONCHIEF® PLUS REMOTE FEATURES

••Forward and reverse speed control knob
••Buttons for whistle sound, bell, special announcements
and ElectroCoupler™ activation
••Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

LIONCHIEF® PLUS STEAM LOCOMOTIVES FEATURES
§§Conventional AC transformer control
mode or LionChief® wireless remote
control with AC or DC power
§§ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
(controlled by remote or App)
§§Operating headlight
§§Synchronized fan-driven smoke
§§On/Off switches for sound and smoke
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, whistle, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§Adjustable volume (controlled
by remote or App)

§§Speed control for consistent
speed at all ranges regardless
of track condition or load
§§Flickering firebox
§§Chuffing sounds in sync
with puffing smoke
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Die-cast metal locomotive
body, frame, and trucks
§§Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
§§Metal frame on tender
§§Engineer and fireman figures
(no figures in Berkshire)
§§Traction tires

LIONEL, LLC

A5

These hearty switchers will be perfect power
for your yards, industries and small freights.
With an ElectroCoupler at both ends and
additional power pickup from the tender
wheels, these small locomotives are ideal for
small layouts with lots of tight curves and
switches.

A NEW! Rio Grande #62
6-84965

$479.99

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

FEATURES

§§Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
§§Tethered connection between loco and
tender for additional power pickup

*Previously offered item NOT equipped with Bluetooth.

B NEW! New York Central #1662
6-84966

$479.99

C NEW! Pennsylvania #577
6-84967

$479.99

D NEW! Union Pacific #218
6-84968
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$479.99

New York Central Railroad, Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

E Bethlehem Steel #140*
6-82976

$449.99

F Southern Pacific #1040*
6-82974

$449.99

G Baltimore & Ohio #317*
6-82975

H Pennsylvania #3891*
6-82973

$449.99

$449.99

LIONEL, LLC

BERKSHIRES
First introduced in 1946, the Lionel 726
Berkshire remained a popular locomotive for
many years. Now available with LionChief® Plus
electronics, this classic is once again on the
forefront of toy train design.

A Santa Fe #4103
6-84251

$449.99

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

FEATURES

§§Bluetooth control
§§No cab figures
§§Length: 21 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B Lionel #726
6-84255

$449.99

C Illinois Central #8006
6-84254

D Nickel Plate #767
6-84252

$449.99

E Pere Marquette #1223
106

6-84253

$449.99

$449.99

HUDSON

F Milwaukee Road #125*
6-82964

$429.99

A staple on Lionel layouts for generations,
these Hudsons are the latest in a long lineage
of powerful and reliable 4-6-4s for your layout.
Operate with your transformer or remote,
or download the LionChief® App to run with
your smart device and unlock even more fun
features!

G Santa Fe #3450*
6-82965

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

$429.99

FEATURES

§§RF or Bluetooth control
§§Length: 19"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

H Lackawanna #1151*
6-82966

$429.99

*Previously offered item NOT equipped with Bluetooth.

I Chicago, Burlington & Quincy #3007*
6-82967

$429.99

J Boston & Albany #616
6-84935

K Nickel Plate Road #170

$449.99

6-84936

$449.99

L Great Northern #171
6-84937

$449.99

M New York Central #5425
6-84934

$449.99

New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

LIONEL, LLC

PACIFIC

A Chicago & Northwestern #600*
6-82971

$429.99

These colorful Pacifics are sure to turn heads at
the head of all your premier passenger trains!
The popular LionChief® Plus Pacific is available
for the first time with Bluetooth control!
See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

FEATURES

B Western Maryland #202*

§§RF or Bluetooth control
§§Length: 21 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

6-82969

$429.99

*Previously offered item NOT equipped with Bluetooth.

C Santa Fe #1369
6-84679

$449.99

D New Jersey Central #832
6-84680

$449.99

E Alton #5299
6-84681

F Southern #1401

$449.99

6-84682

G Milwaukee #810
6-84683
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$449.99

Central Railroad Company of NJ and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation
and are used here with permission.

$449.99

MIKADO
First used on the Nippon Railway in Japan in
1897, the 2-8-2 class steam locomotive was
nicknamed “Mikado,” meaning “emperor” in
Japanese. Gaining popularity in the United
States before WWI, numerous 2-8-2 locos
thundered across American high iron.

H Union Pacific #2537
6-82961

$429.99

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.
All Mikados shown are previously offered items
and are NOT equipped with Bluetooth.

I Rio Grande #1208
6-82963

$429.99

J New York Central #1548
6-82960

$429.99

K Southern #4501
6-82962

$429.99

New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.
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NW2

These versatile switchers are ready to go to
work on your railroad! Now with Bluetooth, you
have more ways than ever before to control
the action.
See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

A NEW! MKT #7
6-85059

$319.99

FEATURES

§§Single powerful motor
§§Bluetooth control
§§No cab figures
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B NEW! Pennsylvania #9172
6-85060

$319.99

C NEW! Nickel Plate Road #13
6-85061

$319.99

D NEW! Union Pacific #1037
6-85062

$319.99

E NEW! Milwaukee Road #1649
6-85063
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Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

$319.99

FA AA SETS
Add Alco style to your layout with these new
FA diesel sets! Each pair includes one powered
and one non-powered unit, each with an
ElectroCoupler, smoke and directional lighting
controlled by transformer, remote or your
Bluetooth device!

F Great Northern #278A-B
6-84416

$499.99

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

FEATURES

§§Bluetooth control
§§Electrocoupler on front of each unit
§§Smoke in each unit
§§Length: 23" (paired)		
§§Minimum Curve: O-31

G Baltimore & Ohio #814-815
6-84413

$499.99

H Union Pacific #1616-1617
6-84422

$499.99

I New Haven #417-418
6-84419

$499.99

LIONEL, LLC

GP7

The LionChief® Plus GP7 is ready for service
from coast to coast and is available in a variety
of colorful paint schemes! Control all the action
by transformer, remote or Bluetooth™ device!

A Western Pacific #707
6-84111

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

$329.99

FEATURES

§§Bluetooth
§§Length: 14 3/4"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B Great Northern #601
6-84108

$329.99

C Reading #619
6-84110

$329.99

D Louisville & Nashville #405
6-84109
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$329.99

Reading Company and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

GP38

The venerable GP38 has been the workhorse
of the rails for the past 50 years and they’re
still going strong. Available in four all new
paint schemes including the popular Norfolk
Southern First Responders Unit! Our models
are just as versatile as the prototype - operate
them with your transformer, remote, or your
smart device via the LionChief® App!

E Southern Pacific #4846*
6-82827

$349.99

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

FEATURES

§§RF or Bluetooth control
§§Length: 14 ¾"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

F Santa Fe #3441
6-84938

$349.99

*Previously offered item NOT equipped with Bluetooth.

G Norfolk Southern
First Responders #5642
6-84939

$349.99

H Seaboard System #543
6-84940

$349.99

I Florida East
Coast #506
6-84941

$349.99

LIONEL, LLC

RS3
Back again in all new LionChief® Plus road
names, the perpetually popular RS-3 is ready
for all sorts of service on your layout. These
versatile locomotives could be found in yards,
freight trains, passenger service and heavy
industries. Operate with your transformer,
remote, or your smart device via the
LionChief® App!

A Delaware & Hudson #4121
6-84696

$349.99

See LionChief® Plus Steam and Diesel Features
on pages 102-103.

FEATURES

§§Bluetooth
§§Length: 14 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

B Santa Fe #2099
6-84697

ALCO FA
SET

Cataloged in 1948 and 1949, these green cars
were Lionel’s first in plastic. Through the
years, operators have run them behind many
locomotives – but a matching set has never
been available - Until now! Powered by a pair of
FA diesels which were contemplated but never
produced, this train is ready to leap out of the
Lionel archives and onto your railroad!

$349.99

SET INCLUDES

POWERED FA UNIT
ALSO FEATURES

§§1 Powered FA locomotive
§§1 Non-powered FA locomotive
§§1 Coach 2400 Maplewood
§§1 Coach 2402 Chatham
§§1 Observation 2401 Irvine

§§Dual powerful maintenancefree motors
§§Electronic e-unit with Direction Lock
§§Electronic horn and bell
with volume control
§§Traction tires

BOTH FA LOCOMOTIVES
FEATURE

§§Each car individually boxed
§§Postwar-inspired packaging
§§Length: Approx. 62 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

E Postwar Inspired Green Alco FA Set
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§§Die-cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Window silhouettes
§§Red marker lights and clear
back-up lens on observation car

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Die-cast metal frame
§§Operating headlight
§§Illuminated number boards

6-82726

ALL PASSENGER
CARS FEATURE

$549.99

C Peabody Short Line #101
6-84698

$349.99

D Boston & Maine #1535
6-84699

$349.99

CONVENTIONAL OPERATION

LIONEL, LLC

Caddyshack

6-83924

This 2017 summer, Lionel released all new, limited edition boxcars to commemorate
some of the year’s most buzz-worthy events! From Disney Anniversaries to the
Wonder Woman movie premiere, our 2017 series of Campaign boxcars did not
disappoint! Be sure to visit your local authorized dealer to check availability or visit
Lionel.com for details.

Wonder Woman™

DISNEY ANNIVERSARIES

50th Anniversary of The Jungle Book
6-83795
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6-84616

75th Anniversary of Bambi
6-83794

HOGWARTS™ HOUSES

Gryffindor™

Ravenclaw™

6-83938

6-83939

Hufflepuff™

Slytherin™

6-83940

6-83941

BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR WHAT 2018 WILL BRING!
To check availability, contact your local dealer or visit Lionel.com.
Follow us on Facebook @LionelModelTrains, Twitter @Lionel_Trains, or Instagram @lionel_trains for a sneak peak of upcoming 2018 campaigns!

CADDYSHACK and all related characters and elements
© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)
WONDERWOMAN
WOMAN and
WONDER
and all
all related
related characters
characters and
and elements
elements ©
©&™
DC
and Warner
Bros.Bros.
Entertainment
Inc. Inc. (s18)
& Comics
™ DC Comics
and Warner
Entertainment
WBEI. (s17)

© Disney
Disney.com
HARRY POTTER characters, names and related indicia are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment
Inc. WB SHIELD: TM & © WBEI. J.K. ROWLING’S WIZARDING WORLD ™ J.K. Rowling and
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s18)
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B NEW! MARVIN THE MARTIAN
Earth Stomper Flatcar

§§Die-cast metal truck and operating couplers
§§Manual launchable missile
§§MAVIN THE MARTIAN & BUGS BUNNY removable figures
§§Length: 11 1/4"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84799
$94.99
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LOONEY TUNES and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

A NEW! Hunting Rabbit Car

§§Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
§§ELMER FUDD & BUGS BUNNY
figures bob up and down
§§Length: 9"
§§Minimum Curve: O31
6-84798
$84.99

C NEW! WILE E. COYOTE &
ROAD RUNNER
Ambush Shack

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§WILE E. COYOTE figure emerges
from his shed to attempt to trap
the ROADRUNNER for dinner
§§Includes separate switch box
to activate accessory
§§Dimensions: 7" L x 5 3/4" W x 4 3/4" H
6-84769
$119.99

LIONEL, LLC

NOTHING
RUNS LIKE
™
A DEERE
A John Deere Gondola with Hay Bails
§§Operating couplers
§§Removable resin hay bale load
§§Length: 9"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84482
$74.99

B John Deere Plastic Girder Bridge
§§John Deere decoration
§§Metal base
§§FasTrack® compatible
§§Length: 10"
6-83234
$32.99

C John Deere Illuminated Flagpole

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Four operating lights mounted on flagpole base
§§Dimensions: Approx. 3 1/4" square base footprint, 11 1/4" height
6-84306
$59.99

D John Deere Covered Bridge
6-84480
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$69.99

E NEW! John Deere Harvest Dump Car

§§Dumps grain at the touch of a button
§§Uncoupling Track section required (sold separately)
§§Operating couplers
§§Includes grain load and unloading bin
§§Length: 10 7/8"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84784
$79.99

F NEW! John Deere Flatcar
with Tractor Load

§§Operating couplers
§§Includes one removable John
Deere tractor and one removable
John Deere spreader
§§Length: 10 7/8"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-85321
$79.99

* Other side of store

G John Deere General Store

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Interior Illumination
§§Decorated Interior
§§Dimensions: 3 1/2" H x 9 1/4" L x 6" W
6-84481
$84.99

LIONEL, LLC

Hi-Cube Boxcars

§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

A NEW! Ursula
6-84763

$79.99

B NEW! The Queen of Hearts
6-84764

$79.99

D The Evil Queen
6-82921

C Disney Villains Hi-Cube
Boxcar 2-Pack
6-82719
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$159.99

E Scar

6-82922

$79.99

$79.99
© Disney

Disney.com

F NEW! Hilltop Boxcar
6-84676

$89.99

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE B

Roof
Top
Deco

Roof
Top
Deco

G NEW! Meadow Boxcar

BOXCAR FEATURES

$89.99

SIDE B

6-84677

SIDE A

Roof
Top
Deco

§§Made in USA of US and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal spring trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

H NEW! Winter Boxcar
$89.99

SIDE B

6-84678

© 2018 Peanuts Worldwide LLC

INCLUDES CRAYOLA 64 PACK!
Deliver loads of color to your layout.
Check out this hopper inspired by
classic Crayola crayons!

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Comes with a pack of 64 Crayola
Crayons to place into your hopper
§§Length: 10 1/4"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

I Crayola Hopper
3-17703

Crayola Oval logo®, Serpentine® & Chevron® Designs are trademarks of Crayola used under license.

$69.99

LIONEL, LLC

PRESIDENTIAL
SERIES
Our Presidential Boxcar series is still going
strong, with 3 new additions in 2018! See all of
the Presidential Boxcars we have offered in the
past years and add Adams, Polk, and Harrison
to your collection!

A Andrew Jackson
6-81488

$69.99

B Warren G. Harding
6-81489

BOXCAR FEATURES

$69.99

§§Made in USA of US and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal spring trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

C James Monroe
6-82942

$69.99

D NEW! Presidential
Caboose

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 8 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
§§*Not Made in the USA
6-84782
$74.99

GOES GREAT WITH OUR

PRESIDENTS SERIES MIKADO #1789!

Presidents Series #1789

*See pages 102-103 for LionChief Plus Steam and Diesel Features
6-83605
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Check with your local Lionel Authorized Dealer for availability.

E NEW! John Quincy Adams
6-84928

$69.99

F NEW! James K. Polk
6-84929

$69.99

G NEW! Benjamin Harrison
6-84930

$69.99

Previously Offered
George Washington 6-39337
John Adams 6-25930
Thomas Jefferson 6-39340
James Madison 6-82945
Abraham Lincoln 6-39338
Andrew Johnson 6-25931
Ulysses S. Grant 6-82334

Theodore Roosevelt 6-39339
William H. Taft 6-83948
Woodrow Wilson 6-83947
Calvin Coolidge 6-25932
Herbert Hoover 6-82944
Franklin D. Roosevelt 6-82335
Harry S. Truman 6-25933

Dwight D. Eisenhower 6-81490
John F. Kennedy 6-82943
Richard Nixon 6-83945
Jimmy Carter 6-83946
Ronald Reagan 6-81487

LIONEL, LLC

BATTLEFIELD
HONOR
COLLECTION
If you’ve collected our line of WWII boxcars,
don’t stop there. Pay homage to some of the
many momentous combats and honored
memorials in United States history with our
new Battlefield Honor Collection of rolling
stock!

A NEW! Tomb of the Unknown Soldier Walking Brakeman
§§Die-cast metal truck and operating couplers
§§Guard figure moves back and forth along the roofwalk via track power
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor with On/Off switch
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-85263
$99.99

B NEW! US Caboose

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 8 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84780
$74.99

GOES GREAT WITH OUR

U.S. LIONCHIEF® PLUS MIKADO!

MacArthur Mikado LionChief® Plus
6-83607
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Check with your local Lionel Authorized Dealer for availability.

SIDE A

Boxcars

SIDE A

SIDE B

§§Made in USA of US and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal spring trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

C NEW! Desert Storm
$89.99

Roof Top Deco

SIDE A

SIDE B

6-84669

D NEW! Korean War

$84.99

SIDE A

SIDE B

6-84670

E NEW! Memorial Day
$89.99

Roof Top Deco

SIDE A

SIDE B

6-84672

F NEW! Vietnam War

$84.99

SIDE B

6-84671

CHECK OUT OUR OTHER

SPIRIT OF THE UNION PACIFIC
ITEMS IN OUR O SCALE LINE ON PAGES 26-27!

G NEW! Spirit of the Union Pacific
6-85317

$84.99

LIONEL, LLC

HOPPER
6-PACKS
FEATURES

§§6 Individual road numbers per six pack
§§Die-cast metal trucks with
operating couplers
§§Length: 9 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

MATCHING

A NEW! Peabody
6-84770

LIONCHIEF® PLUS RS-3
ON P 115

$149.99

B NEW! Pennsylvania
6-84771

$149.99

C NEW! Norfolk & Western
6-84772

$149.99

D NEW! Union Pacific
6-84773

$149.99

E NEW! Norfolk Southern
6-84774
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Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

$149.99

ORE CAR
6-PACKS

NEW! Duluth, Missabe

and Iron Range Railway

6-84775

$149.99

FEATURES

NEW! Chicago

& Northwestern

6-84776

§§6 Individual road numbers per six pack
§§Die-cast metal trucks with
operating couplers
§§Length: 7"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

$149.99

F NEW! Great Northern
6-84777

$149.99

G NEW! Milwaukee Road
6-84778

$149.99

H NEW! Bessemer & Lake Erie
6-84779

$149.99

LIONEL, LLC

FLATCAR
6-PACKS
FEATURES

§§6 Individual road numbers per six pack
§§Die-cast metal trucks with
operating couplers
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

A TTX Flatcar
6-84454

$119.94

B Union Pacific
6-84453

$119.94

C Santa Fe
6-84452

GONDOLA
6-PACKS
FEATURES

$119.94

D Union Pacific
6-84457

$119.94

§§6 Individual road numbers per six pack
§§Die-cast metal trucks with
operating couplers
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

E Baltimore & Ohio
6-84456

$119.94

F Western Assorted
6-84460
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$119.94

CABOOSES
FEATURES

§§Interior illumination
§§Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
§§Length: 8 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: 027

G Atlantic Coast Line
6-83182

$74.99

H Union Pacific
6-83184

I Conrail
6-83179

$74.99

$74.99

J New York Central
6-83186

K Erie

6-83183

$74.99

$74.99

Conrail, Erie Lackawanna Railway Company, New York Central Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

LIONEL, LLC

A

ASSORTED
ROLLING STOCK
A Santa Fe Super Chief Boxcar #143093

B

§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Unique decoration on each side of car
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83063
$49.99

B Virginian Boxcar #82084

C

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82084
$49.99

C Western Pacific Depressed

D

Flatcar with Generator

§§Operating couplers
§§Includes generator load
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82087
$49.99

D New York Central Flatcar
with Pacemaker Trailers

E

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Two removable trailers on flatcar
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83169
$74.99

E Norfolk Southern Flatcar with Pipes
§§Operating couplers
§§Bulkheads and removable stakes
§§Removable pipe load
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82082
$49.99

F

F CSX Auto Carrier

§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 13"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82081
$49.99

G

G Chessie Gondola with Containers
§§Operating couplers
§§Includes two removable containers
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82076
$49.99

H

H Western Union Animated Gondola

§§Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
§§Figures circle the gondola when car is in motion
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83254
$69.99
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New York Central Railroad, Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

Wood Chip Hoppers

I

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Woodchip load insert
§§Length: 9 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

I CSX Wood Chip Hopper
6-84338

$64.99

J Pennsylvania Wood Chip Hopper

J

6-84366

$64.99

K Philadelphia Quartz 2-Bay Hopper #755

K

§§Operating couplers
§§Removable load insert
§§Length: 9 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82072
$49.99

L Poultry Sounds Dispatch Sweep Car
§§Sound On/Off switch
§§Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
§§Chicken drover sweeps the deck (Remote
Uncoupling Track required)
§§Realistic chicken sounds runs off of track power
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83251
$119.99

L

M C&NW 3-Dome Tank Car

M

§§Operating couplers
§§Metal handrails, platform and ladders
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82080
$49.99

Single Dome Tank Cars

N

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Metal handrails, platform, and ladders
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

O

N Philadelphia Energy Solutions #0765
6-81654

$59.99

O Philadelphia Energy Solutions #0771
6-81668

P “The Patriot”
6-82186

$59.99

$59.99

Q Gold Medal Milk Car with Platform

P

Q

§§Figure unloads cans onto platform
at touch of a button
§§Includes metal platform and 7 milk cans
§§Metal milk platform included
§§Remote control track section required
§§Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83252
$179.99

LIONEL, LLC

COMMAND
CONTROL
TIE-JECTORS

A Santa Fe
Command Control
Tie-Jector
6-81446

$199.99

FEATURES

§§Vehicle motion and tie-ejection
operable in both Command Control
and Conventional mode
§§Unload ties by remote control through
your CAB-1, CAB-1L, or CAB-2 controller
§§Unload ties on a Conventional layout by
using the whistle button on transformer
§§20 wooden ties included
§§Forward/Reverse operation
§§Directional headlight
§§Figure included
§§Powerful motor
§§Length 7 1/8"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

B Amtrak®
Command Control
Tie-Jector
6-81448

$199.99

Officially licensed product of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

COMMAND
ROTARY
SNOWPLOWS
FEATURES

§§Command Control equipped – able to
run in Command Control Mode or in
Conventional Transformer Control Mode
§§Vehicle motion, ElectroCoupler,
and spinning plow blades are
operable from any CAB remote
in Command Control mode
§§Snowplow has its own motor
with On/Off Control
§§ElectroCoupler™ on rear
§§Directional lighting
§§Spinning plow blades
§§Traction tire
§§Die-cast metal frame
§§Length: 7 3/4"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
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C Rio Grande Command
Rotary Snowplow
6-81443

$279.99

D Pennsylvania
Command
Rotary Snowplow
6-81442

$279.99

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

TROLLEYS
E Reading
6-82412

FEATURES
$99.99

§§Bumper-controlled forward
and reverse operation
§§Interior lighting
§§Operating LED headlights
§§Window silhouettes
§§Maintenance-free motor
§§Traction Tire
§§Two adjustable trolley poles on roof
§§Length: 6 ¾"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

F Sacramento
6-84294

$99.99

G Connecticut
6-84295

$99.99

H NEW! Special Trolley Announcement Track

Enhance your trolley car layout experience with a 15" O-Gauge FasTrack® piece
that allows you to record your own special station announcements!

FEATURES

§§Trolley stops on this insulated/isolated track section
§§Track section then plays special station announcements – user recordable!
§§Three announcements total - all 3 are user record-able and cycle.
§§When power is restored to the center rail the trolley moves again on its original course
§§Usable on any existing Lionel bumper trolley and other bump-n-go motorized units
§§For full effect, place track in front of an existing passenger station or platform
6-84373
$49.99

LIONEL, LLC

PERSONALIZE
YOUR LAYOUT!

Showcase your family, friends, special occasions and favorite memories
with an assortment of personalized items! From the novice to the hobbyist,
these cars will pull at the heartstrings and add a cherished touch to your
track layout. Add your own photo and up to 3 lines of custom text! See pages
138‑143 for personalized items.

VISIT LIONELSTORE.COM TO CREATE YOURS TODAY!

A NEW! Happy Birthday
6-85318
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$89.99

PERSONALIZING YOUR BOXCAR IS AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3!

Step 1

Step 2

Upload your picture!

Enter up to 3 lines of
personalized text!
BEST. DAY. EVER.

Choose File

WE LOVE YOU!
MOMMY & DADDY

Step 3
Review and confirm that your image and text is correct,
choose your quantity, and place your order!
Simple as that!
Quantity

1
LIONEL, LLC

A NEW! 2018 Merry Christmas
6-85319

$89.99

B NEW! 2018 Halloween
6-85322

C NEW! Happy Anniversary
6-85320

138

$89.99

$89.99

FEATURES

§§Made in the USA of U.S.
and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Opening boxcar doors
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

D It’s a Boy!
6-83950

E It’s a Girl!
6-83951

$89.99

$89.99

F NEW! Man’s Best Friend
6-84898

$89.99

G NEW! World’s Best Cat
6-84899

$89.99

LIONEL, LLC

MILITARY
FEATURES

§§Made in the USA of U.S.
and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Opening boxcar doors
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

A Army

6-84575

C Air Force
6-84577

$89.99

$89.99

D Navy

6-84578

B Marines
6-84576

$89.99

$89.99

E Coast Guard
6-84579

$89.99

F Green From the Home Front
6-84581

$89.99

G Blue From the Home Front
6-84580
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$89.99

FIRST
RESPONDERS
FEATURES

Roof Top Deco

H Police
6-84570

§§Made in the USA of U.S.
and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Opening boxcar doors
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

$94.99

Roof Top Deco

I EMT

6-84571

$94.99

Roof Top Deco

J Fire Fighter
6-84572

$94.99

LIONEL, LLC

CHRISTMAS

WISHES
This Christmas Season, fill your home
with the unparalleled magic of a Lionel
train under your tree! Bring joy and
imagination to their greatest heights
with our assortment of Christmas
O-Gauge Sets and accessories. From The
Polar Express to Disney, to the wonderful
Angela Trotta Thomas and much more;
our holiday sets are guaranteed to help
you create Christmas memories that will
last a lifetime.
Plug-Expand-Play Plug-Expand-Play accessories easily
connect to your layout for power using a standardized 3-pin
cable that connects directly to a Plug-Expand-Play Lock-on track
section. Separate control boxes that are necessary for control of
some accessories also use the easy-to-use cable system. Many multi-operation
accessories utilize a standardized 6-pin control cable, and there are separate-sale
cables that allow you to expand your system to meet your needs.
Command Control Locomotives equipped with the classic
TrainMaster Command Control system are controlled by commands from
your CAB-1 or CAB-2 Remote Controller. ElectroCouplers™, basic sounds,
and multiple unit lash-ups are all at your fingertips as you walk around
your layout.
RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry standard, the

impressive RailSounds® sound system brings the real sounds of
the railroad to your layout. From the mechanical symphony of the
locomotives, to the commotion of the station, you will be impressed
by the digitally recorded samples of these special and authentic
sounds.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board,
allowing them to connect with a compatible smart device.
142

LIONEL, LLC
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THE POLAR EXPRESS
LIONCHIEF® SET

The Polar Express has been capturing
imaginations and hearts for years
and Lionel has had the privilege to
be a part of this. This year we are
introducing a newly decorated and
enhanced The Polar Express LionChief®
set equipped with our LionChief®
Bluetooth technology. This will give
you smooth operation and better
sounds all by running the Polar
Express train with your smart device.
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0 2 7 ︙ 0§§Electric
3 1 ︙locomotive
0 3 6 ︙controlled
0 5 4 by
§§2-8-4 locomotive and tender
§§Interior lighting
§§Two coach cars
remote or Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Decorated drumhead on observation car
§§Observation car
§§Official “All aboard The Polar Express”
§§Rounded observation platform
§§Four articulated movie characters
and “Tickets Please” movie sound clips
§§Silhouettes in windows
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack® track
§§On/Off switches for smoke and sound
sections,one 10" straight FasTrack®
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system
LIONCHIEF® ™ REMOTE FEATURES
Plug-Expand-Play power lock-on
with steam chuffing and engine
§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
section, one FasTrack® terminal section,
background sounds, whistle, bell and
§§Three buttons for whistle sound, bell
and two 10" straight FasTrack® sections.
user-activated announcements
and special announcements
§§FasTrack® 10" wall-pack terminal section
§§Operating headlight
§
§
Requires three AAA alkaline
§§Wall-pack power supply
§§Puffing smoke unit
batteries (not included)
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive
§§Operating coupler on rear of tender
§§The Polar Express bell
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Plug-Expand-Play Lock-on track
§§Two traction tires
§§Die-cast metal locomotive body
§§Large pilot and headlight lens shield
▲

A THE POLAR EXPRESS™ LionChief® Set
6-84328

$419.99

E NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™ LionChief® Set with Personalized Tender
6-30218P

Personalize your
Polar Express Tender
when you order your 630218P

THE POLAR EXPRESS
LIONCHIEF® SET!
Visit Lionelstore.com
for details.
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$439.99

B NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Hero Boy’s Home

§§Interior illumination
§§Includes pewter Snowman and Hero Boy figures
§§Plug-Expand-Play accessory connects easily to
FasTrack® with a Plug-Expand-Play Lock-on
§§You can also connect to a traditional tubular
O/O27 track lock-on or to an accessory
power supply (sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 8" L x 8" W x 5 3/4" H
6-85410
$89.99

C NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Conductor Gateman

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Conductor figure emerges from his shed
to warn motorists of passing trains
6-82735
$119.99

D NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Flagpole
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Dimensions: 7" L x 5 3/4" W x 4 3/4" H
6-85271
$59.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements
are trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

LIONEL, LLC

TM

Personalize

THE POLAR EXPRESS
BAGGAGE CAR
and

THE POLAR EXPRESS
BOXCAR!

A THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Personalized Baggage Car
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
§§Interior Illumination
6-83766
$94.99

Visit Lionelstore.com
for details.

B THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Personalized Boxcar
§§Made in the USA of U.S. and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
§§Metal frame
6-83926
$94.99
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C THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Silver Load Hopper
§§Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
§§Silver load insert
§§Length: 9 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84370
$69.99

D THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Story
Boxcars 2-Pack

§§Made in the USA of US
and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: 027
6-83645
$169.99

SIDE B

E THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Story Boxcar
§§Made in the USA of US and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 10 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: 027
6-83943
$84.99

SIDE B

F NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™ LionScale 3-Bay Hopper
§§Made in the USA of US and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers		
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
3-18701
$64.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

LIONEL, LLC

TM

A NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Combination Car

§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Snow covered roof with footprints
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84600
$74.99

ALL CARS FEATURE UPDATED ARTWORK WITH NEW SILHOUETTES, POLAR EXPRESS LETTERING
AND SNOW COVERED ROOFS TO MATCH THE POLAR EXPRESS LIONCHIEF® BLUETOOTH SET ON PG. 144-145!

B NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Letters to Santa Mail Car

§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Snow covered roof with footprints
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84601
$74.99

C NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Disappearing Hobo Car

§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Snow covered roof with footprints
§§“Disappearing” hobo feature on car roof
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84602
$79.99
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D NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Hot Chocolate Car

§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Snow covered roof with footprints
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84603
$74.99

E NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Diner

§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Snow covered roof with footprints
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84604
$74.99

F NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Baggage Car

§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Snow covered roof with footprints
§§Length: 12"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84605
$74.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

LIONEL, LLC

TM

SIDE B

A THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Covered Bridge

§§Compatible with FasTrack®, O, and O27 track systems
§§Metal base
§§Dimensions: 12" L x 7 1/4" W x 8" H
6-84489
$69.99

B THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Elf Handcar #28425
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Traction tires
§§Runs in one direction only
§§Length: 4"
6-28425
$99.99

C THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Station Platform
§§Polar Express graphics on signs
§§Two lights with shades
§§Dimensions: 12" x 3 3/8" x 5"
6-37829
$39.99

D THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Operating Billboard
SIDE B
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§§Plug-Expand-Play compatible–connects easily to FasTrack®
with a Plug-Expand-Play Lock-on (sold separately)
§§Connects to a traditional O/O27 track lock-on or to an
accessory power supply (lock-on, power supply, and
conventional connector cable sold separately)
§§AC and DC compatible
§§Billboard changes automatically from one image to the other
§§On/Off switch
§§Dimensions: 8" L x 8" W x 5 3/4" H
6-83455
$84.99

E

F

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Original Figures
§§Four articulated figures including the Conductor,
Hero Boy, Smokey and Steamer
§§Average Height: 1 3/8"
6-24203
$29.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Add-on Figures
§§Four articulated figures including
§§Santa Claus, Billy, Hero Girl, and the Hobo
§§Average Height: 1 3/8"
6-14273
$29.99

G

H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Elves Figures
§§Five elf figures
§§Average Height: 1 1/4"
6-83185
$32.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Caribou Figures
§§Six caribou figures
§§Average Height: 1"
6-24251
$26.99

I

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Wolves and Rabbits
§§Three wolf figures
§§Four rabbit figures
§§Average Height: 3/4"
6-24252
$26.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)
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MICKEY’S

HOLIDAY
TO REMEMBER
A Mickey’s Holiday Hopper with Presents

B Pluto Walking Brakeman

§§Operating couplers
§§10 removable wrapped presents
§§Length: 9 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84371
$69.99

SET INCLUDES

§§4-4-0 General-style
locomotive with wood tender
§§Boxcar
§§Animated gondola
§§Square-window Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one
10" straight FasTrack®
Plug-Expand-Play power
lock-on section, one FasTrack®
terminal section, and two 10"
straight FasTrack® sections
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® Remote
for locomotive
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C Scrooge McDuck Mint Car

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Simulated stacks of gold inside car
6-82925
$79.99

§§Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
§§Pluto figure moves back and forth
along roof walk, via track power
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor with On/Off switch
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82906
$99.99

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled by
remote or Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Operating headlight
§§Puffing smoke
§§On/Off switches for smoke and sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam
chuffing and background sounds, whistle,
bell, and user-activated announcements
§§Chuffing sounds in sync
with puffing smoke
§§Operating coupler on rear of tender
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Traction tires
§§Separately applied details including
bell, handrails, and headlamp

© Disney

Disney.com

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar
§§Mickey and Minnie figures circle the
gondola when car is in motion

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn, bell,
and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

G “Mickey’s Holiday To Remember”
LionChief® Set with Bluetooth
6-83964

$419.99

D Disney Covered Bridge

§§Compatible with FasTrack®, O,
and O27 track systems
§§Metal base
§§Dimensions: 12" L x 7 1/4" W x 8" H
6-84485
$69.99

E W. E. Disney Girder Bridge
§§Metal base
§§FasTrack® compatible
§§Length: 10"
6-82717
$32.99

F Mickey’s Christmas RR Shanty
§§Hinged shutter
§§Mickey’s Christmas sign and decoration
§§Dimensions: 2 1/4" L x 2 1/2" W x 3" H
6-82908
$49.99

LIONEL, LLC
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A NEW! Santa’s Sleigh Pylon

Are you looking for a reliable freight service
this Christmas season? Look no further, Santa
Freight Lines is the best choice in reliable and
fast service to get all those toys to the good
little girls and boys before Christmas. With
guaranteed Christmas Eve delivery, we are
Santa’s top choice in helping him in creating
the Christmas cheer that lasts throughout the
year. Santa Freight Lines- Santa’s Top Rated
Freight Line!

§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Metal tower
§§Santa and reindeer fly 21 1/2" above base
§§Plug-Expand-Play connectivity
§§Dimensions: 5 3/4" L x 5 3/4" W x 14 1/4" H
6-85412
$134.99

SET INCLUDES

§§The Claus 0-8-0 locomotive
and tender
§§Santa Freight three-dome
tank car
§§Route of the Reindeer Boxcar
§§The Claus Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one 10" straight
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play power
lock-on section, one FasTrack®
terminal section, and two 10"
straight FasTrack® sections.
§§54W wall-pack power supply
§§LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by remote or Bluetooth®
LionChief® app
§§Operating headlight
§§On/Off switches for smoke
and sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, and useractivated whistle,
bell, and announcements.
§§Puffing smoke
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Operating couplers
§§Chuffing sounds in synch with
puffing smoke

B NEW! Santa Freight Lines LionChief® Set
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︙

6-84787

$299.99

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar
§§Metal handrails and ladders on tank car

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and
special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Length: 45"
§§Minimum Curve: O31

C Santa’s Choice Milk Car with Platform
§§Figure unloads cans onto platform
at touch of a button
§§Includes metal platform and 7 milk cans
§§Remote control track section required
§§Length: 11 1/8"
§§Minimum Curve:O27
6-84378
$179.99

LIONEL, LLC
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·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·

TOYMAKER
LIMITED
TROLLEY
Christmas is right around the corner and The
Toymaker Limited is up and running. Santa’s
elves are putting the finishing touches on toy’s
that need to be delivered to good girls and
boys. This trolley set is a great addition to any
layout or the perfect item to include with your
Christmas home décor. You have everything
you need in this set to get up and running in no
time, including a very special piece of FasTrack
that allows you to record your very own trolley
stop announcements!

FEATURES

§§The Toymaker Birney trolley
§§15” Trolley Announcement FasTrack
§§Five 10” FasTrack straights
§§Two earthen bumpers
§§Trolley control box
§§Wall-pack power supply

THE
CHRISTMAS
EXPRESS
The tree is up and decorated to perfection,
but something is still missing. Do you have
the perfect Christmas train to run under your
tree this holiday season? Look no further, the
Christmas Express is that perfect addition to
place under your tree or in your home this
holiday. This highly detailed and Christmasdecorated train set is sure to fill the home with
holiday magic and help you create amazing
memories that will last a lifetime!
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§§Bumper-controlled forward · R E C O M M E N D E D M I N I M U M C U R V E ·
and reverse operation
§§Interior lighting 0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1 ︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Operating LED headlights
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Window silhouettes
︙
0 2 7 0 3 1︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Maintenance-free motor
§§Traction Tire
§§Two adjustable trolley poles on roof
§§Length: 6 ¾"
§§Minimum Curve: O27

TROLLEY ANNOUNCEMENT
FASTRACK FEATURES
§§Trolley stops on this insulated/
isolated FasTrack section
§§Track section then plays a
special station announcement
– user recordable!
§§When power is restored to the
center rail the trolley moves
again on its original course
§§Length: 15"

65" OF FASTRACK ®!

A NEW! Toymaker

Limited Trolley Set
6-83694

SET INCLUDES

$199.99

§§0-4-0 Steam locomotive and tender
§§Gondola with tree load
§§Hopper with present load
§§Caboose
§§Eight curved O36 FasTrack®
track sections, one 10" straight
FasTrack® Plug-Expand-Play power
lock-on section, one FasTrack®
terminal section, and two 10"
straight FasTrack® sections
§§54W wall pack power supply
§§LionChief® Remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Electric locomotive controlled
by LionChief® remote or
Bluetooth LionChief® App
§§Operating headlight
§§Puffing smoke
§§On/Off switch for smoke and sound
§§RailSounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing and background
sounds, whistle, bell, and useractivated announcements
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Traction tires
§§Operating coupler on front
and rear of tender

D The Christmas Express LionChief® Set
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▼
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6-82982

$319.99

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Operating couplers
§§Six removable trees in gondola
§§Removable presents in hopper

LIONCHIEF® ® REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate horn,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

B Christmas Station
Platform

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Two illuminated frosted bulbs
§§Includes uniquely decorated
billboards on fencing
§§Dimensions: 12" L X 3 3/8" W x 5" H
6-84372
$42.99

C NEW! Deluxe

Christmas House

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Lighted interior
§§Illuminated porch lamps
and Christmas lights
§§A variety of realistic,
separately applied detail
§§Dimensions: Approx.
12 1/2" L x 8" W x 6" H
6-84795
$129.99

KEEP YOUR CHRISTMAS LAYOUT
GROWING WITH ADDITIONAL

WHITE FASTRACK ®!
SEE PAGE 189.

LIONEL, LLC

Angela has held the honor of being licensed
by Lionel Trains for the past 27 years. Her
Lionel paintings, which have been on covers
of numerous national magazines and many
Lionel Catalogs, have been featured on many
Lionel boxcars and Lionel products over the
years. These products have become highly
collectible. She is both humbled and proud
to have created hundreds of paintings of this
beloved American Icon. You can find many of
Angela’s Lionel paintings on her website @
AngelaTrottaThomas.com

B NEW! Angela Trotta Thomas

Christmas Passenger 3-Pack
6-84765
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$299.99

A NEW! Angela Trotta Thomas LionChief® Plus Hudson
6-84964

$449.99

THE PERFECT POWER FOR ALL OF YOUR

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS
OR OTHER CHRISTMAS TRAINS!
SEE PAGE 103 FOR LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES.

C Angela Trotta Thomas

“Signature Express” Aquarium Car

§§Graphics of Angela Trotta Thomas art and train
appear to be moving in the car
§§Maintenance-free motor with on/off switch
§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Interior illumination
§§Length 10 ½"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84376
$84.99

D Angela Trotta Thomas Covered Bridge
§§Compatible with FasTrack®, O & O27 track systems
§§Metal Base
§§Dimensions: 12" L x 7 ¼" W x 8" H
6-83689
$69.99

LIONEL, LLC

NEW!

CHRISTMAS
ROLLING
STOCK

A

A NEW! 2018 Christmas Boxcar
§§Die-cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84747
$64.99

NEW!

B

B NEW! Christmas Music
Boxcar - #18

§§Plays instrumental Christmas carols
§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§On/Off switch
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84748
$79.99

NEW!

C

C NEW! Naughty or Nice Ore Car
2-Pack

§§Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
§§Removable coal insert and present load
§§Length: 6 5/8" each car
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84785
$79.99

D NEW! Christmas Essentials

NEW!

Barrel Car

§§Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
§§Includes 3 removable barrels
§§Length: 9"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84786
$69.99

D

E NEW! Merry Christmas

LionScale 3-Bay Hopper

§§Made in the USA of US
and Imported Parts
§§Die-cast metal trucks with operating
couplers		
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
3-18703
$59.99

NEW!

E

F Christmas Egg Nog Reefer

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Sliding metal compartment door reveals
control panel on one side of car
§§Length: 11 1/4"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83311
$64.99
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F

G Santa and Snowman
G

Operating Boxcar

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Includes separate trestle
(FasTrack® compatible)
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84340
$89.99

H Santa’s Sleigh Aquarium Car
§§Santa’s sleigh and reindeer
appear to be moving in the car
§§Die-cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§Non-illuminated
§§Gear driven
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-83316
$79.99

H

I Santa’s Peppermint Tank Car
I

§§Die-cast metal trucks and
operating couplers
§§Metal handrails, platform, and ladder
§§Length: 10"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-84377
$59.99

J Christmas Toys Stock Car

§§Die-cast metal sprung trucks
and operating couplers
§§Toys load images on window insert
§§Length: 11 1/8"
§§Minimum Curve: 027
6-83315
$69.99

J

K North Pole Central Boxcar
§§Bar-end style die-cast metal
trucks and operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 10 1/2"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-82739
$79.99

L Christmas Command Rotary
K

COMMAND
CONTROL
L

Snowplow

§§Command Control equipped – able to
run in Command Control Mode or in
Conventional Transformer Control Mode
§§Vehicle motion, ElectroCoupler™,
and spinning plow blades are
operable from any CAB remote
in Command Control mode
§§Snowplow has its own motor
with On/Off Control
§§ElectroCoupler™ on rear
§§Directional lighting
§§Spinning plow blades
§§Length: 7 3/4"
§§Minimum Curve: O27
6-81441
$279.99

LIONEL, LLC

NEW!

CHRISTMAS
ACCESSORIES

A

A NEW! Christmas Industrial

B

Tower

Santa’s elves have hit a home run with
this classic trackside accessory!

FEATURES

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Blinking light on top of tower
§§Dimensions: 6" x 6" x 15"
6-84797
$84.99

B Christmas Floodlight - Green
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Height: 15"
6-82958
$74.99

C Christmas Red Lighted
Covered Bridge

With its classic red sides and snowy white
roof, this long bridge is a perfect addition
to any holiday or non-holiday layout.

FEATURES

§§Compatible with FasTrack®, O,
and O27 track systems
§§Interior illumination
§§Stamped metal base
§§Dimensions: 24 1/16" L x 7 3/4" W x 8" H
6-83305
$79.99

C

D Command Controlled Santa’s
Workshop with Sounds

§§Remote control function from
§§CAB-1, CAB-1L and CAB-2 includes:
◆◆ Operation of strobe lights
◆◆ Sawmill sounds control
§§Requires an operating uncoupling
track (sold separately)
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Includes wooden logs and boards
§§Compatible with all Lionel log
dump cars (sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 16" L x 6" W x 6" H
6-82050
$239.99

COMMAND
CONTROL
D

E Christmas Covered Bridge
§§Compatible with FasTrack®, O,
and O27 track systems
§§Metal base
§§Dimensions: 12" L x 7 1/4" W x 8" H
6-83291
$69.99

E
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F

F Christmas

Gingerbread Shanty

§§Hinged shutters
§§Non-illuminated
§§Festive gingerbread and
candy-like decoration
§§Dimensions: 2 1/4" L x 2 1/2" W x 3" H
6-82708
$39.99

G

G Christmas Railroad Signs
§§Set of six
§§Height: 2 1/4"
6-37185

$9.99

H Christmas People Pack

§§Six hand-painted pewter figures
§§Average Height: 1 3/8"
6-37852
$14.99

I Christmas Lawn People Pack
§§Six hand-painted pewter figures
§§Average Height: 1 3/8"
6-37997
$14.99

H

J Christmas Short Extension
Bridge - Red

§§Compatible with O-27, O, and
FasTrack® track systems
§§Dimensions: 10" L x 4 1/4" W x 6" H
6-37196
$14.99

K Christmas FasTrack® 10"
I

Straight Girder Bridge

§§Compatible with FasTrack® only
§§Metal base
§§Removable side girders allow placement
on top or underneath platform
§§Replaces one FasTrack® 10" straight
§§Length: 10"
6-81249
$24.99

J

K
LIONEL, LLC

O
GAUGE

EXPAND YOUR
WORLD
Expand your model train world with our
abundant assortment of accessories, add-ons,
track, power and more! From our realistically
detailed Plug-Expand-Play® and Command
Control accessories, to people packs and extra
loads, to all the track and power you’d ever need
or want; Lionel has so much to offer to help you
grow your layout and bring your creativity to life!

COMMAND CONTROL
Accessories equipped with the classic TrainMaster Command Control
system are controlled by commands from your CAB-1 or CAB-2 Remote
Controller.
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PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

FOR RAILSIDE EXCITEMENT ALL ALONG THE LINE!

1

Position your
Plug-Expand-Play®
accessory on your layout

2

Plug accessory into
Plug-Expand-Play®
lock-on

3

Plug in your power
supply or Power up
your transformer

CONNECTING YOUR PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY® ACCESSORY
TO PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY® FASTRACK®
PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY®
ACCESSORY CONTROL BOX
(INCLUDED WITH SELECT ACCESSORIES)

Connect the Control
Boxes together!

3-PIN MALE CONNECTOR
FROM ACCESSORY

With the new Plug-ExpandPlay® system by Lionel,
operating accessories on
your layout has never been
easier! Usable on any AC or DC
powered layout but designed
especially for FasTrack®
users, the Plug-ExpandPlay® system simplifies
what’s needed to connect
your operating accessories.
It also minimizes the need
to mess with bare wires on
any FasTrack® layout. This
accessory system is often as
simple as the name—Plug the
accessory into your powered
track and you’re ready to Play!

EASY SET UP
SIMPLE
STANDARD
CABLE SYSTEM
IMPROVED AND
SIMPLE
OPERATION

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY® LOCK-ON
Refer to your lock-on or accessory's manual for complete set-up instructions.

LIONEL, LLC

O
GAUGE

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY
FEATURES:

§§Connects easily to FasTrack with
a Plug-Expand-Play Lock-On
(6-81313 sold separately)
§§Connects to a traditional O/O27 track
lock-on or to an accessory power supply
(lock-on and power supply sold separately)
§§ AC and DC compatible

B NEW! Lionelville Hobby Shop

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Includes PEP Control box
§§Newly decorated interior and exterior
§§Detailed molded base and building
§§Three working layouts - tiny trains go around the track!
§§Interior LED illumination with LED crossing signals
§§Exterior LED illuminated Lionel sign
§§Decorated figures
§§See-through removable roof
§§Opening doors
6-85294		
$299.99
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A NEW! Yard Tower

§§Plug Expand Play
§§Lighted interior in tower
§§Dimensions: 6 1/4” x 3 5/16” x 8 1/2”
6-83751		 $64.99

Floodlight Towers

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§8-light LED illumination on
the single and 16-light LED
illumination on the double
§§Independent tilting head
§§Screw-mount holes on
base to secure accessory
to layout (optional)

C

Double Floodlight Tower
6-82013
$89.99

D

Single Floodlight Tower
6-82012
$74.99

F NEW! Pylon with WWII Planes

§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Powerful Maintenance-free motor
§§Metal tower
§§WWII planes fly 21 1/2” above base
§§Dimensions: 5 3/4”L x 5 3/4” W x 14 1/4” H
6-85411
$144.99

E

Wind Turbine
Over 15” in height, this accurately designed
turbine features spinning blades that
rotate at a realistic constant speed.
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Realistic rotation of turbine blades
§§Constant rotating speed
§§Height: 15 1/2”
6-82015		 $79.99

G

Oil Pump
Based on the “nodding donkey” style pump working oil fields across the country,
this new Plug-Expand-Play® accessory features the smooth bobbing action of the
real thing. Add two or three oil pumps to model this common industrial scene.
Features
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Pump moves up and down
§§Dimensions: 2 3/4” L x 4 3/4” W x 4” H
6-82016		 $59.99
LIONEL, LLC
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PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY
FEATURES:

§§Connects easily to FasTrack with
a Plug-Expand-Play Lock-On
(6-81313 sold separately)
§§Connects to a traditional O/O27 track
lock-on or to an accessory power supply
(lock-on and power supply sold separately)
§§ AC and DC compatible

B

A

Lionelville Auto Gateman
Gateman emerges from his shed to
warn motorists of passing trains.
FEATURES
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Includes separate switch
box to activate accessory
§§Let your moving train activate
the accessory by adding a
Track Activator Pack to your
track layout (sold separately)
6-81063
$94.99

C

Elevated Oil Tank
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Metal platform and walkways
§§Connects to multiple tanks
for building large fields
§§Dimensions: 4” L x 3 1/2” W x 7”H
6-84383
$94.99

D
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Lionel Illuminated Flagpole
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§American and Lionel flags
on heavy string
§§Four operating lights
mounted on flagpole base
§§Dimensions: Approx. 3 1/4” square
base footprint, 11 1/4” height
6-84307
$49.99

Lionel Art Operating Billboard
6-82017
$69.99
This billboard features two classic catalogs
from Lionel’s Postwar past, switching between
the two images when accessory is on!
FEATURES
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Billboard automatically changes
from one scene to the other
§§On/Off switch
§§Dimensions: 8” L x 2 1/4” W x 5” H

E

F

Large Suburban House
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Lighted interior
§§Illuminated porch lamps
§§A variety of realistic, separately applied detail
§§Dimensions: Approx. 12 1/2“L x 8”W x 6”H
6-83442
$99.99

G

WORK HOUSES WITH SOUNDS

Add realistic audio to your layout with one of our work houses
with sounds! This sturdy structure is illuminated inside and
out. It also plays realistic equipment sounds, activities, and
includes announcements from workers busy on the job!
Features
§§Interior and exterior illumination
§§Simulated window glass
§§Includes a variety of sounds of workers,
equipment and activities
§§Dimensions: 3” L x 2 1/2” W x 2 1/2” H

H

Steel Mill
6-83170

Deluxe Bungalow House
§§Plug-Expand-Play
§§Lighted interior
§§Dimensions: Approx. 12 1/4” x 8” x 5 3/4”
6-83443
$89.99

$129.99

Early Intermodal Yard
6-82874
$129.99

I

M.O.W. Yard
6-83172
$129.99

LIONEL, LLC
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COMMAND
CONTROL
B

Bethlehem Steel Trackside Crane
Offered for the first time as a gantry unit, this scale sized trackside
crane provides the highest level of loading and unloading action
to your layout. Equipped with Command Control you can lower
and raise the boom and hook lines, rotate the cab 360 degrees,
and activate lighting all from your CAB remote controller. Add
the separate-sale Crane Sounds Work House to add realistic
crane sounds to your loading and unloading operations!
Features
§§LEGACY® Control System-equipped operation including
§§360-degree Bi-directional cab rotation
§§Up and down action of boom arm
§§Independent control of the main and auxiliary hooks
§§Independent control of crane lights
§§CAB-2, CAB-1L, or CAB-1 remote control required
§§Powerful maintenance-free motors
§§Die-Cast Cab & boom
§§Stamped metal cab floor
§§Plastic superstructure
§§Independent on/off control of electromagnet
§§Add sounds synchronized to the actions of crane with the
Crane Sounds Work House (6-82035, sold separately)
§§Base dimensions: 7 1/4” x 7 1/4”
6-82055		 $599.99

Crane Sounds Work House
§§Command Control Equipped
§§Provides crane sounds in sync with the actions of your
Command Control Gantry Crane
(6-82097 and 6-82022, sold separately)
§§Control function from CAB-1, CAB-1L, and CAB-2 remote
to adjust and sound volume work house lighting
§§Illuminated interior
§§Exterior lamplight
§§Connects easily to FasTrack® with a PlugExpand-Play® Lock-on (sold separately)
§§Connects to a traditional O/O27 track
lock-on or to an accessory power supply (lockon and power supply sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 3” L x 2 1/2” W x 2 1/2” H
6-82035		 $149.99

Gantry Crane

The popular “Triple-Action Magnet Crane” has been upgraded to give you
control over more crane actions than ever before! Just like the postwar
original, Lionel’s newest gantry crane provides remote control of cab
rotation, turning the magnet on and off, raising and lowering the hook,
and manual control of the boom. Additionally for the first time ever you
now can also move the entire gantry crane back and forth on your track
layout! Equipped with Command Control, all these special features are
user-controlled through any CAB-1, CAB-1L, or CAB-2 remote controller.
Includes
§§Remote Control functions from CAB-1, CAB-1L and CAB-2
§§Forward and backward trackside movement of entire crane unit
§§Crane cab rotation in either direction
§§Raising and lowering the magnet
§§Electromagnet activation
§§Command only - no conventional control
for this accessory
§§Special track section for unit motion available
from other manufacturers (not included)
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C

Lionel Steel
6-82022
$399.99

D

Bucyrus-Erie
6-82097
$399.99

E

Culvert Loader
6-82029
$299.99

COMMAND CONTROL
Culvert Loader/ Unloader
New version of two Lionel classics! An optical
beam senses when a culvert gondola is present,
automatically triggering the hazard lights on top of
the conveyor, followed three seconds later by the
light in the control tower! Pair these up together
for continuous loading and unloading operation.

F

Culvert Unloader
6-82030
$299.99

Remote control function from CAB 1,
CAB 1L and CAB 2 includes:
§§Operating crane with magnet
§§Operating warning lights
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Automatic IR triggered operation:
§§Culvert loading action on loader
§§Culvert unloading action on unloader
§§Interior lighting
§§Includes seven metal culverts
§§Compatible with Lionel Culvert Car
(sold separately)
§§Dimensions:
§§Loader: 13" L x 9" W x 8" H
§§Unloader: 13" L x 11" W x 8" H

G
Smoke Fluid Loader

Keystone Smoke Fluid Loader
6-83634
$349.99

Add smoke fluid to your steam or diesel locomotives
with your Command Control system! Rotate the
throttle on your CAB control unit to move the boom
into position over your locomotive smoke stack.
Once in position, dispense the proper amount of
fluid in easy-to-control fluid drops at the press of a
Cab remote button. Move the boom back in place by
remote control and your locomotive is ready to roll!
Features
§§Remote control function from CAB-1,
CAB-1L, and CAB-2 includes:
§§Back and forth operation of boom arm
§§Fine-control release of smoke fluid
§§Fully programmable with individual
ID number from 1-99
§§Quick drain feature for storage/service
§§Large smoke fluid reservoir housed inside fuel tank
§§Command operation only

H

North American Line Smoke Fluid Loader
6-83635
$349.99
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A

Accessory Activator Pack
§§ Includes one 10” insulated track section,
and two 5” isolated track sections
§§Plug-n-Play Power Lock-on made specifically for
accessories fitted with a Plug-n-Play power cable
6-81317		 $23.99

3-Position Block Lock-On Terminal
§§ 10” straight FasTrack with attached lock-on
§§Rocker switch to select power source
§§ Use separate sale 4A 18VDC power supply
§§ LED for power indication
6-81314		 $39.99

C

Single Terminal Straight
§§10” straight FasTrack® with attached lock-on
6-81313		 $22.99

D

LionChief 72 Watt Power Supply
§§4 AMP
6-81603		 $54.99

E

8” Power Cable 3-Pos. Female Pig Tailed
§§Hook up a Plug-n-Play accessory
to a non-Plug-n-Play layout
6-82038		
$9.99

F

6’ Power Cable 3-Pos.
§§Male-Female
§§Extend the length of the standard
Plug-n-Play 3-pin power cable
6-82043		 $15.99

G

6’ Power Cable 6-Pos. Male/Female
§§Male-Female
§§Extend the length of the standard
Plug-n-Play 6-pin power cable
6-82045		 $19.99

H

3’ Power Cable 3-Pos. 1 Male/ 3 Female
§§Allows three Plug-n-Play accessories to be
connected to one Plug-n-Play lock-on port
6-82046 		
$15.99

I

3’ Power Cable 3-Pos. Male Pig Tailed
§§Hook up traditional accessories
to a Plug-n- Play lock-on
6-82039 		
$10.99

J

Multi-Function Switch Box
§§Offers both ON/OFF and momentary control
to a 3-position Plug-n-Play accessory
6-82203 		
$24.99

K

3’ Power Cable Extension (3-pin, M/F)
§§Male-Female
§§Extend the length of the standard
Plug-n-Play 3-pin power cable
6-82918 		
$11.99

ASSEMBLY REQUIRED IN ALL KITS

L

Lionelville Hospital
§§Decorated model assembly kit
§§Stamped metal roof with molded roof vents
§§Stamped metal interior supports
§§Easily assembled with included screw hardware
§§Interior illumination and wires included
§§Dimensions: Outer Length 16 1/4”, Inner Length 5”, Stair
Length 8”, Width 5 3/4”, Peak Height 9”, Wing Height 5”
6-83745		 $79.99

M

KITS

Branchline Water Tower
This water tank is a must have for your
steam engine! This easy to assemble kit
features a resin cast water disc to add to
the top of the water tower for enhanced
realism.
FEATURES
§§High-detailed Branchline water tower
§§Multi-colored, easy to assemble
parts (glue not included)
§§Dimensions: 4 3/4” L x 3 1/2” W x 7 3/4” H
6-84315		 $39.99

N

Lumber Shed Kit
§§Unassembled - some assembly required
(requires liquid cement, not included)
§§Includes figure, barrel, various wood loads and ladder
§§Dimensions: 6 1/8” L x 3 1/8” W x 3 1/8” H
6-81629		 $34.99

O

Rico Station
One of Lionel’s favorite passenger stations, the Rico Station is now available
in an easy to assemble kit. The passenger section has a high-peaked gabled
roof with chimney and the broad overhangs are decorated with ornate details,
typical of its time period. Parts molded in color for easy assembly.
FEATURES
§§Highly detailed Rocky Mountain train station for passengers and freight
§§Multi-colored, easy to assemble parts (glue not included)
§§Dimensions: 22” L x 9” W x 10” H
6-83440		 $59.99

*Models shown decorated,
assembled and weathered.

*Models shown decorated,
assembled and weathered.
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Double Signal Bridge
§§Spans two tracks
§§Lights change from green to red to warn
approaching trains of occupied blocks ahead
§§Compatible with both FasTrack® and
traditional tubular O and O27 track systems
§§Use an insulated track section or
a 153IR (both sold separately)
§§Use with Plug-n-Play Accessory
Activator (sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 3 1/4” x 10 1/4”” x 7 3/4”
6-83174		 $99.99

B

$42.99

C

CSX
6-83233

D

Bethlehem Steel
6-83232
$36.99

Officially licensed product of Amtrak®.
Amtrak® is a registered service mark of the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

Metal Girder Bridges:
Features
§§Die-Cast metal girders
§§Metal base
§§Compatible with O27, O, and
FasTrack® track systems
§§Length: 10”

E
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Amtrak
6-83230

Half Covered Bridge
§§Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track systems.
§§Metal base
§§Lighted interior
§§Dimensions: 12” L x 7 1/4” W x 8” H
6-16882		 $59.99

F

$36.99

Strasburg Half Covered Bridge
§§Compatible with FasTrack®, O, and 027 track systems
§§Metal base
§§Dimensions: 12” L x 7 1/4“W x 8” H
6-84334		 $59.99

G

Covered Bridge
Approximately two feet in length, the Lionel
Covered Bridge is designed to accommodate O27
Gauge, O-Gauge and FasTrack® track sections.
FEATURES:
§§Metal base
§§Illuminated interior
§§Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track systems
§§Dimensions: 24 1/16” L x 7 3/4” W x 8”
6-24117 		
$79.99

H

Lionel Girder Bridge
§§Girders with raised Lionel lettering
§§Compatible with O27, O, and
FasTrack track systems.
§§Metal base
§§Dimensions: 10” L x 4 1/4” W x 6 5/8” H
6-12730		 $20.99

I

Short Extension Bridge
§§Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track systems.
§§Dimensions: 10” L x 4 1/4” W x 6 5/8” H
6-62716 		
$14.99

J FasTrack® Extended Truss Bridge
FEATURES
§§Modular snap-together pier design
allows adjustable height to match
FasTrack® or tubular track trestles
§§Compatible with FasTrack®, each bridge
can be adapted to work with all other
track systems using a Transition Track
(6-12040 sold separately) at each end
§§Interior height of the bridge has adequate
space to clear scale rolling stock
§§Easily configured to connect multiple bridges
§§Mounting tabs on bottom risers to
secure piers to your layout
§§Realistic lattice and rivet detail
§§Bridge footprint (including piers): 39” L x 5 1/2” W
§§Footprint for 2 bridges: 73 1/2” L x 5 1/2” W
6-82110 		 $299.99

K

FasTrack 10” Straight Girder Bridge
§§Compatible with FasTrack® only
§§Removable side girders allow
placement on top or underneath deck
§§Dimensions: 10” L (replaces
1 FasTrack 10” straight)
6-81248 		
$24.99

L

10” FasTrack Girder Bridge-Grey
§§Compatible with FasTrack® only
§§Removable side girders allow
placement on top or underneath deck
§§Dimensions: 10” L (replaces
1 FasTrack 10” straight)
6-84388 		
$24.99
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Pedestrian Walkover (Green)
§§Conveniently spans two track widths
§§FasTrack® compatible
§§Dimensions: 14 3/4” x 13” x 7”
6-37115		 $54.99

Exploding Ammunition Dump
§§Durable plastic construction
§§Structure flies apart when
struck by a projectile
§§Dimensions: 4” L x 5 1/2” W x 2 1/2” H
6-82543		 $49.99

D
C

E
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Illuminated Work House
§§Lighted interior and exterior
§§Simulated window glass
§§Dimensions: 3 L x 2 1/2” W x 2 1/2” H
6-37914		 $39.99

Coaling Station
§§Realistic decoration
§§Interior illumination on both levels
§§FasTrack compatible
§§Dimensions: 13 3/4” L x 9 7/8” W x 9 7/8” H
6-81016		 $109.99

Rotary Beacon
§§Stamped metal construction
§§Beacon light housing rotates
§§Red and green lenses
on rotating light
§§Only compatible with AC power
§§Dimensions: 5” x 5” x 12”
6-81944		 $84.99

F

D&RGW Scrap Yard
These tired diesel locomotives have reached the
end of the line. These busy workers are scrapping
the locomotive. Watch the workers lift away the
seat, remove the number board, and cut through
the side.
FEATURES
§§Four animations
§§Seven hand-painted figures
§§Flickering LED simulates a welder’s torch
§§Dimensions: 8 1/4” L x 7 1/2” W 3 1/4” H
§§Plug-Expand-Play
6-82495		 $129.99

G

Illuminated Hopper Shed
Add this realistic facility service
structure to the work area of your
layout. Place the Lionel Hopper Shed
over your track and roll your covered
hoppers in to simulate unloading
operations.
FEATURES
§§Two exterior lights
§§Includes spacers to add height
6-82333		 $44.99

H

Barrel Shed
§§Realistic Decoration
§§Opening door
§§Interior illumination
§§Dimensions: 4” x 3 3/4” x 3 3/8”
6-81626 		 $44.99

I

Barrel Loader Building
§§Fully Assembled building
§§Includes six barrels
§§Exterior illumination
§§Dimensions: 5 3/4” x 3” x 3”
6-81017 		 $42.99

J

Bucking Feed and Tack Building
Add some rustic charm to your
trackside scene with this new
building. Cast in resin and decorated
with amazing detail, this charming
stone building includes a loading
dock for train or wagon deliveries.
Footprint: 7” x 14”
6-84599
$84.99

K

Lionel Station Platform
§§Includes uniquely decorated
billboards on fencing
§§Dimensions: 12” L X 3 3/8” W X 5” H
6-83496		 $39.99
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Lighted Coaling Tower
§§Exterior illumination
§§Coal chute, pulley, and chain details
§§Red warning light on top of tower
§§Separately applied walkways and railings
§§Separately applied ladder chutes and steps
§§Dimensions: 5 ½” x 5 ½” x 19 ½”
6-83490 		 $179.99

Amtrak Water Tower
§§Dimensions: Height 13”
6-81257
$34.99
Officially licensed product of Amtrak®.
Amtrak® is a registered service mark of the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
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C

Cell Tower
§§Illuminated red aircraft warning
lights on top of tower
§§Dimensions: 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 16”
6-37903 		 $69.99

D

Old Style Clock Tower
§§Working clock with replaceable
battery included
§§Turn-of-the-century styling
§§Dimensions: 4”
6-14147 		 $46.99

E

Not Illuminated

Sand Tower
This prototypical structure
loads locomotives with sand
to increase traction. Trains
pass below the structure
Features:
§§Accommodates O and
O-27 gauge track and the
FasTrack™ track system
§§Dimensions: 4 1/2” L x 4” W x 12” H
6-14255 		 $34.99

G

F

Manual Crossing Gate
§§Raise and lower gate manually
§§Length 9 1/2” gate
6-24248 		
$19.99

I
H

J

#252 Automatic Crossing Gate
§§Gate drops when train passes by
§§153C Contactor included
§§Also works with insulated track
DATE:
section or 153IR (sold separately)
1/14/09
§§Dimensions: 9 1/2” gate length
6-12714 		 $49.99

#148 Dwarf Signal
§§Lights change from green to red
when trains move through its block
§§Automatically resets to green
when train clears its block
§§LED lighting
§§Operates on 6-18 volt
AC or DC power
§§FasTrack® Accessory Activation
Pack or insulated rail required
§§Dimensions: 1 3/4” x 1 3/4” x 2”
6-12883
$26.99

Mainline Auto Crossing Gates 2-Pack
§§Die-cast metal construction
§§Red flashing signal
§§Gate drops when train passes by
§§Set of two
§§153C Contactor included
§§Works with insulated track
section (sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 4” x 1” x 4 1/2”
6-14098 		 $99.99

#154 Railroad Crossing Flasher
§§Die-cast and stamped
metal construction
§§Red lights flash alternately
when activated
§§153C Contactor included, or use
a 153IR (sold separately)
§§Also works
with insulated track
BY: REV:
section
separately)
KKB(sold
REL
§§Dimensions: 9” height
6-12888 		 A$55.99

09-182
CHANGE:

B

K

#140 Banjo Signal
§§Die-cast metal construction
§§Passing trains activate “banjo” mechanism
§§153C Contactor included, or use
a 153IR (sold separately)
§§Also works with insulated track
section (sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 7 3/4” height
6-14090 		 $59.99
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C

Telephone Poles
Our popular scale-sized telephone
poles add even more realism to
any scale or traditional layout.
Features:
§§Insulators, lights, and
transformers in assorted packs
are included as shown
§§Exterior illumination in
assorted and lighted packs
§§Metal details
§§Height: 7 1/2”

D

Highway Lights
§§Illuminated lamps
§§Set of four
§§Height: 7” each
6-12804		 $26.99

F

I
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Scale Telephone Poles w/2 Lights 6-Pack
6-37939
$42.99

B

E

#70 Yard Lights
§§Die-cast metal light housing
§§Metal center post
§§Set of three
§§Lamp position can be adjusted
§§Height: 4 1/2”
6-14071		 $34.99

Street Lamps
§§Metal posts
§§Lamp illumination
§§Removable bases for realistic
mounting on your layout
§§Set of four
§§Height: 3 1/2” each
6-24156		 $29.99

Globe Street Lamps - Black
§§Illuminated lamps
§§Set of three
§§Height: 5 3/4” each
6-12926 		
$24.99

K

A

Classic Street Lamps - Green
§§Plastic light housing
§§Metal center post
§§Set of three
§§Height: 4 1/2”
6-29247 		 $39.99

G

#65 Yard Lights
§§Each post has two elevated lamps
§§Set of three
§§Height: 6 1/4” each
6-12927		 $26.99

H

Gooseneck Street Lamps - Black
§§Brilliant illumination
§§Turn-of-the-century design
§§Set of two
§§Height: 4” each
6-37172		 $33.99

J

Telephone Poles - Scale - Lighted 6-Pack
6-37995
$49.99

Classic Street Lamps - Black
§§Plastic light housing
§§Metal center post
§§Set of three
§§Height: 4 1/2”
6-37174 		 $39.99

Globe Street Lamps - Green
§§Illuminated lamps
§§Set of three
§§Height: 5 3/4” each
6-37173
$24.99

L

Classic Street Lamps - Red
§§Plastic light housing
§§Metal center post
§§Set of three
§§Height: 4 1/2”
6-37151
$39.99

M

N

Loading/Unloading Ramp
Expand on the loading and unloading activities on your
layout with this realistic intermodal trackside ramp!
Features:
§§Durable plastic construction
§§Bridge plate at ramp end raises and lowers
§§Dimensions: 8 3/4” L x 3” W x 1 1/2” H
6-82870		 $24.99

O

#318 Truss Bridge with Flasher and Piers
§§Black version of truss bridge with flashing top-mounted beacon and rock piers
§§Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track systems
§§Metal base
§§Flashing red warning beacon on top of bridge
§§Rock piers included
§§Comes fully assembled
§§Dimensions: 26 1/8” x 7 1/2” x 12 1/2”
6-12772		 $69.99

P

Tunnel Portals 2-Pack
§§Portals with raised Lionel lettering
§§Classic Postwar styling
§§Set of two
§§Dimensions: 7” x 8 1/2”
6-12896		 $19.99

R

Construction Zone Signs
§§Realistic, printed construction graphics
§§Set of six
§§Height: 2 1/4”
6-32902		 $9.99

T

Railroad Signs
§§Set of 14 assorted signs
§§Height: 2 1/4”
6-62180		 $9.99

Q

S

Arch Under Bridge
§§Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track systems.
§§Installs easily between Lionel elevated tubular trestle piers
§§Integrates easily into your layout
§§Dimensions: 19 1/4” x 3 5/8” x 4 7/8”
6-12770		 $29.99

Single Signal Bridge
§§Lights change from green to red to warn
approaching trains of occupied blocks ahead
§§Compatible with both FasTrack® and traditional
tubular O and O27 track systems
§§Use an insulated track section or a
153IR (both sold separately)
§§Use with Plug-n-Play Accessory Activator (sold separately)
§§Dimensions: 3 ¼” x 4 ½” x 7 ¾”
6-83173		 $79.99

Construction Zone Signs #2
§§Realistic, printed construction graphics
§§Set of six
§§Height: 2 1/4”
6-81064 		
$9.99

U

Railroad Signs
§§Realistic, printed railroad crossing graphics
§§Set of six
§§Dimensions: 2 1/4” height
6-37120 		
$9.99
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Lionelville People Packs
Populate your favorite town with Lionelville People
Packs. The detailed, hand-painted figures are
made of tough pewter, standing on sturdy bases.
Features:
§§Hand-painted pewter (unless otherwise stated)
§§Average height: 1 3/8” H

A

Civil Servants People Pack
6-24194
$26.99

B

Modern Passengers People Pack
6-24244
$26.99

C

Work Crew People Pack
§§Hand-Painted resin
6-14241		 $26.99

D

Carnival People Pack
6-24124
$26.99

E

Railroad Yard Crew People Pack
6-24193
$26.99

F

Downtown People Pack
6-14218
$26.99

G

Loggers Figure Pack
6-81871
$29.99

H

Park People Pack
6-24191
$26.99

I

Passenger People Pack
6-24123
$26.99

J

Loader/Unloader Figure Pack
§§Hand-Painted resin
6-82872
$29.99

K

Iron Workers Figure Pack
§§Hand-Painted resin
6-83168
$29.99

L

MOW Workers Figure Pack
§§Hand-Painted resin
6-83171 		
$29.99

M

Scale Passenger Car Figures 24-Pack
6-83653
$29.99

N

Trackside Railroad Details Pack
§§Relay Cabinets
§§Battery Box
§§Defect Detector
§§Flange Lubricator
6-83688		
$24.99

P

O

Rock Piers
§§Classic Postwar Style
§§Set of 2
§§Dimensions: 7” X 5” X 3”
6-12744		
$14.99

S

Barrel Pack
§§Real wood construction
§§Set of six
§§Dimensions: 1 1/8” H
6-12745		 $7.99

V

Scale Telephone Pole
-Standard 6-Pack
§§Metal details
§§Height: 7 1/2”
6-37851 		 $36.99

Q

T

Transformer 2-Pack
§§Durable plastic construction
§§Unique decoration on each transformer
§§Length: Approx. 3 1/2”
6-83215		 $14.99

Boats for Boat Loader 4-Pack
§§Durable plastic construction
§§Windows
§§Length: 4 1/2” each boat
6-37834		 $24.99

Highway Barrels - Orange
§§Painted orange with silver reflective tape
§§Set of six
§§Height: 1”
6-32922
$9.99

W

ASSORTED
ACCESSORY
PACKS

R

Airplane Accessory 2-Pack
§§Durable plastic construction
§§Manual rotating propeller
§§Length: 7 1/4” each airplane
6-37855		 $36.99

U

Helicopter Accessory 2-Pack
§§Durable plastic construction
§§Manually rotating propeller
§§Length: 3” each helicopter
6-37112 		 $34.99

Telephone Poles 10-Pack
§§molded plastic details
§§Height: 7 ”
6-62181 		
$9.99
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Offering innovation, variety, ease-of-use, and a fantastic prototypical look, the
FasTrack® track system brings your Lionel layout to life like never before. Its
flawless performance and endless flexibility make it appealing to first-timers
and seasoned pros alike.

Curves available from 031 to 096 allow for more realistic
operation. A wider radius allows for the operation of larger
locomotives than is possible with O27 or O31 curves.

Easy, snap-together locking mechanism for
tight, reliable connections.

Two terminals under every piece of straight and
curved track for transformer and/or accessory power
connections - no Lockons required!

Patented center half-pin allows for track
orientation in either direction without the need
for moving pins from one end to the next.

ACCESSORY HOOK-UPS AND OPERATION
HOOK-UPS
§§Under the roadbed of all straight and curved sections are electrical terminals.
You can hook up to these terminals in different ways.
§§If you already have wire for your accessories, or you have pre-wired accessories, contact our Lionel Customer Service
department and purchase the FasTrack® terminal connectors (Item #6SPFTWTBLU or 6SPFTWTRED). Strip wires back
approximately 1/4”, insert wire into the quick connector, and crimp it into place under any section of track!
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A

FasTrack 1 3/8” Straight with Roadbed
§§Includes electrically isolated center
rail option for power blocks
6-12073		 $4.59

B

FasTrack 1 3/8” Straight without Roadbed
§§Includes electrically isolated center rail
option for power blocks
§§Roadbed sides removed for easy
installation with FasTrack® switches
6-12074		 $4.59

C

FasTrack 1 3/4” Straight
6-12026
$4.59

D

FasTrack 4 1/2” Straight
6-12025
$4.59

E

FasTrack 5” Straight
6-12024
$4.59

F

FasTrack 5” Straight O Gauge Transition Track
§§Connects with O and O27 tubular track
6-12040		 $9.99

G

FasTrack 10” Straight
6-12014
$5.49

H

FasTrack 10” Straight 4-Pack
6-12032
$21.99

I

FasTrack 10” Straight Terminal Track
§§Includes wires that connect the
track to your transformer
§§Length: 10”
6-12016
$8.99

J

FasTrack 30” Extra Long Straight
6-12042
$17.59

K

FasTrack 22 1/2 Degree Crossover
§§Includes 4 removable 1 3/8” half
roadbed straight sections
§§Length: 17” x 17”
6-12050 		 $49.99

L

FasTrack 45 Degree Crossover
§§Length: 10” x 10”
6-12051		 $29.99

M

FasTrack 90 Degree Crossover
§§Length: 6” x 6”
6-12019 		 $25.99

FASTRACK
O-GAUGE
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A

FasTrack® O31 Curve
§ 8 Pieces per circle
§ 45-Degree section
6-37103		 $5.49

B

FasTrack® O31 Quarter Curve
§ 32 pieces per circle
§ 11 1/4-Degree section
6-81662		 $4.59

C

FasTrack® O31 Curve 4-Pack
6-81862		 $21.99

D

FasTrack® O36 Curve
§ 8 Pieces per circle
§ 45-Degree section
6-12015		 $5.49
FasTrack® O36 Half Curve
§ 16 pieces per circle
§ 22 1/2-Degree section
6-12022
$4.99

O96
O84
O72
O60

O48

E

O36
O31

F

FasTrack® O36 Quarter Curve
§ 32 pieces per circle
§ 11 1/4-Degree section
6-12023
$4.59

G

FasTrack® O36 Curve 4-Pack
§ 32 pieces per circle
§ 45-Degree section
6-12033
$21.99
FasTrack® O48 Curve
§ 12 pieces per circle
§ 30-Degree section
6-12043
$5.99

WHICH CURVE IS
RIGHT FOR YOU?

O31
O36

H
I

FasTrack® O48 Half Curve
§ 24 pieces per circle
§ 15-Degree section
6-16834
$6.49

J

FasTrack® O48 Quarter Curve
§ 48 pieces per circle
§ 7 1/2-Degree section
6-16835
$4.99

K

FasTrack® O60 Curve
§ 16 pieces per circle
§ 22 1/2-Degree section
6-12056
$7.49
FasTrack® O72 Curve
§ 16 pieces per circle
§ 22 1/2-Degree section
6-12041
$7.49

O48

L

O60

M

O72

N

O84
O96
186

O

FasTrack® O72 Half Curve
§ 32 pieces per circle
§ 11 1/4-Degree section
6-12055
$6.99
FasTrack® O84 Curve
§ 32 pieces per circle
§ 11 1/4-Degree section
6-12061 		
$7.49
FasTrack® O96 Curve
§ 32 pieces per circle
§ 11 1/4-Degree section
6-81250
$7.49

A

FasTrack O31 Manual Switch Left Hand
§§33 3/4-Degree turnout
§§Includes 1/4 curve to complete
O-31 45-Degree curve
§§Length: 10” straight
6-81252		 $49.99

B

FasTrack O31 Manual Switch Right Hand
(Not Shown)
6-81251
$49.99

C

FasTrack O36 Manual Switch Left Hand
§§33 3/4-Degree turnout
§§Includes one O36 1/4 curve to
complete a 45-Degree curve
§§Length: 10” straight
6-12017		 $49.99

FasTrack O60 Remote/Command Switch LH
§§22 1/2-Degree turnout
§§Includes removable 1 3/8” extensions
§§Length: 14 1/2” straight
6-81951 		 $119.99
FasTrack O60 Remote/Command Switch RH
(Not Shown)
6-81950
$199.99

FASTRACK
O-GAUGE

FasTrack O31 Remote/Command Switch RH
(Not Shown)
6-81253
$109.99

D

FasTrack O36 Remote/Command Switch LH
§§33 3/4-Degree turnout
§§Includes one O36 1/4 curve to
complete a 45-Degree curve
§§Length: 10” straight
6-81947		 $109.99

E

G

FasTrack O72 Remote/Command Switch LH
§§22 1/2-Degree turnout
§§Includes removable 1 3/8” extensions
§§Length: 15 5/8” straight
6-81953 		 $119.99

FasTrack O48 Remote/Command Switch LH
§§30-Degree turnout
§§Length: 15” straight
6-81949 		 $119.99
FasTrack O48 Remote/Command Switch RH
(Not Shown)
6-81948
$119.99

FasTrack O36 Remote/Command Switch RH
(Not Shown)
6-81946
$109.99

FasTrack O36 Manual Switch Right Hand
(Not Shown)
6-12018
$49.99

F

FasTrack O31 Remote/Command Switch LH
§§33 3/4-Degree turnout
§§Includes 1/4 curve to complete
O-31 45-Degree curve
§§Length: 10” straight
6-81254		 $109.99

H

FasTrack O72 Wye Remote/Command Switch
§§22 1/2-Degree wye
§§Includes removable 1 3/8” extensions
§§Length: 12” straight
6-81954 		 $119.99

FasTrack O72 Remote/Command Switch RH
(Not Shown)
6-81952
$119.99

LIONEL, LLC
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THE FASTRACK® ACCESSORY ACTIVATOR PACK

FASTRACK
O-GAUGE
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This pack includes one insulated 10” straight track section and two 5” isolated track sections. The isolated
5” sections feature an electrical isolation gap on one outside rail. As the train passes over the electrically
isolated outside rail the wheels of the train complete the circuit and send power to your accessory,
acting like an ON/OFF switch controlled by the train's presence. To increase the length of time over which
the accessory operates, simply add more insulated track sections between the two isolated sections.
This technique is the equivalent of using Lionel insulated track sections in O/O-27, and is used only with
accessories that perform one function in an ON/OFF manner (e.g., Crossing Gate, Auto Gateman, etc.)

A

D

LionChief Terminal Fastrack Section
§§Length: 10”
6-37110		 $8.99

F

FasTrack 5” Insulated Block Section
§§Used to make an isolated track block
§§All three rails have a gap and jumper wire
§§Removable wires jump the breaks in the
track on the underside of the roadbed.
6-12060		 $11.99

I

FasTrack 10” Grade Cossing
§§Length: 10” track section, 6 1/4” road section
§§2 per package
6-12036 		
$19.99

Fastrack Accesory Activation Pack
§§Includes one removable 10” insulated
section and two 5” isolated sections
6-12029		 $20.99

G

FasTrack Uncoupling Section
§§Electromagnet is activated by uncoupling
activator button (included)
§§Includes a 5” Half Straight Track section
§§Length of each section: 5”
6-12020		 $41.99

FasTrack Grade Crossing with Flashing
Crossbucks and Gates
§§Features operating crossing gates,
flashers, and bell sounds
§§Includes two 5” insulated straights
for automatic operation
§§Length: 20” track section, 6 1/4” road section
6-12062		 $169.99

J

FasTrack Illuminated Bumper 2-Pack
§§Length: 5”
§§Illuminated by long lasting LEDs
6-12035 		 $32.99

B

FasTrack Acessory Activation Extender
10” Straight
§§Outside rails are electrically isolated
§§Length: 10”
6-12027 		
$4.99

E

H

FasTrack 10” Straight Operating
Uncoupling Track
§§Central magnet and control rails are
activated by uncoupling/unloading
activator buttons (included)
§§Length: 10”
6-12054		 $44.99

FasTrack Grade Crossing with Flashing
Crossbucks
§§Features two flashing signals and bell sounds
§§Includes two 5” insulated straights
for automatic operation
§§Length: 20” track section, 6 1/4” road section
6-12052		 $99.99

K

FasTrack Earthen Bumper
§§Length: 3 5/8” road section
§§Real wood bumper
§§2 per package
6-12059 		
$12.99

ADD LIFE TO YOUR LAYOUT WITH OUR NEW COLORFUL FASTRACK®

L NEW! Orange 10” Straight FasTrack 4-Pack
6-85384

$24.99

M NEW! White 10” Straight FasTrack 4-Pack
6-85389

O NEW! White PEP Activation Track
6-85391

N NEW! White O36 Curve FasTrack 4-Pack

$24.99

6-85390

$24.99

P NEW! White 10” Terminal FasTrack

$24.99

6-85392

R

Q

FasTrack Power Wire
§§Compatible with all
FasTrack® sections
6-12053		 $3.99

U

FasTrack Figure 8 Expansion Pack
Layout dimension: 39 1/2” x 90 1/2”
Track pack includes:
§§4 pieces of FasTrack® O36 curve track
§§4 pieces of FasTrack® 5” straight track
§§1 FasTrack® 90-Degree crossover
6-12030 		
$74.99

V

FasTrack Outer Passing Loop Expansion Pack
Layout dimension: 49 1/2” x 70 1/2”
Track pack includes:
§§1 Left Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
§§1 Right Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
§§2 pieces of FasTrack® O36 curve track
§§5 pieces of FasTrack® 10” straight track
6-12031 		 $144.99

W

FasTrack Siding Expansion Pack
Track pack includes:
§§1 Left Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
§§3 pieces of FasTrack® 10” straight track
§§1 FasTrack® uncoupling track
§§1 Earthen Bumper
6-12044 		 $119.99

X

FasTrack Inner Passing Loop Expansion Pack
Layout dimension: 39 1/2” x 70 1/2”
Track pack includes:
§§1 Left Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
§§1 Right Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
§§2 pieces of O36 curve track
6-12028 		 $114.99

FasTrack Railer
§§Length: 10”
§§Also compatible with tubular
O-Gauge and O-27 Gauge tracks
6-12039 		
$9.99

S

$9.99

FasTrack Elevated Trestle Set
§§Create realistic raised-graded sections
§§For use with FasTrack® track sections
§§Set of 10
§§Height: 5 1/2”
6-12038 		 $44.99

T

FasTrack Graduated Trestle Set
§§Incremental height grading
§§For use with FasTrack® track sections
§§Set of 22
§§Height: 5 1/2” (tallest trestle)
6-12037 		 $84.99

LIONEL, LLC

UNIVERSAL
REMOTE

RUNNING MULTIPLE LOCOMOTIVES HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER! USE THIS SINGLE
REMOTE TO OPERATE ANY OF YOUR LIONCHIEF® PLUS LOCOMOTIVES. YOUR NEED
FOR MULTIPLE REMOTES IS A THING OF THE PAST. IT’S THAT SIMPLE.
CHOOSE TO RUN ONE, TWO, OR THREE LOCOMOTIVES AT ANY TIME USING A
SINGLE UNIVERSAL REMOTE! WITHIN SECONDS AT STARTUP, LIONCHIEF®
ENGINES ON THE TRACK ARE IDENTIFIED AND LOADED INTO THE REMOTE
MEMORY. PUSH ONE OF THE THREE BUTTONS ON THE REMOTE DASHBOARD TO
RUN THE ENGINE OF YOUR CHOICE! SIMPLE AS 1-2-3.

FEATURES

§§Control any Bluetooth equipped Legacy locomotive
§§Control any O-Gauge LionChief® Plus locomotive
§§Control any O-Gauge Ready-to-Run LionChief® set locomotives
§§Control any S-Gauge FlyerChief™ locomotive
§§Control any Lionel HO LionChief locomotive.
§§Load and operate up to three locomotives per remote at any one time
§§Choose between any one of the three engines with the simple 3-button control
§§LED Illumination on 1-2-3 buttons when pressed
§§On/Off Switch to preserve battery power
§§Remote “Train Memory” preserves current speed and direction of
engine when toggling operation between different locomotives
§§Even after power down and restarting remote retains memory
of the specific engines loaded in system
§§“Easy Clear” feature allows you to quickly remove and add
new locomotives into remote memory as needed
§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Additional buttons for whistle sound, bell, special
announcements, and ElectroCoupler™ activation
§§Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

6-83071 $49.99

FUTURE UNIVERSAL REMOTE UPDATES CAN BE
DOWNLOADED VIA ANDROID OR APPLE APP!

UPDATE YOUR REMOTE
USING OUR UNIVERSAL
REMOTE OVER-THE-AIR
UPDATER APP!
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Horn/Whistle

Bell

Locomotive Number

Visual Identification

Link

Unlink
DANGER
600 VOLTS

DANGER
600 VOLTS

DANGER
600 VOLTS

DANGER
600 VOLTS

6170

6170

LUBE OIL
DIP STICK HERE

1234
Available Engines: 3

LC+ Steam Mikado USRA 4500 LOCOMOTIVE:
- ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
- smoke
- customizable motion
- customizable sound and overall master
volume controls

FWD
RVS

Announcement

ElectroCoupler™

Direction

Pitch Controls

Individual Volume Controls

Engine Information
Smoke

Master Volume

Speed Limit

Momentum

Throttle

• Compatible with New Lionel LEGACY*, O-Gauge, S-Gauge, and Lionel HO Trains!
• Control different locomotives from the same device!
• Connect Wirelessly!
For instructions on how and where to download our FREE LionChief® app,
visit Lionel.com/Bluetooth

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the
U.S. and other countries. Mac App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lionel, LLC is under license.
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.
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Lionchief 72 Watt Power Supply
§§4 AMP DC Power Supply
6-81603		 $54.99

B

Powermaster Adapter Cable
§§Connects your transformer to a
PowerMaster® for LEGACY®, TMCC® and
conventional locomotive operation
6-12893
$19.99

C

40W Transformer
§§40 Watt AC power supply
§§Throttle lever to control speed and power. Operate your favorite features with the bell, whistle/horn, and direction buttons.
§§Compatible power supply for LionChief, LionChief Plus & Traditional transformer locomotives & both Plug-Expand-Play & Traditional accessories
6-81495		 $59.99

D

80 Watt Transformer - CW80
§§80 Watt AC power supply
§§Throttle lever to control speed and power. Operate your favorite features with the bell, whistle/horn, and direction buttons.
§§0-18 volt variable programmable AC output for accessory operation
§§Compatible power supply for LionChief, LionChief Plus & Traditional transformer locomotives & both Plug-Expand-Play & Traditional accessories
6-14198		 $149.99

E

180W Powerhouse (10A)
§§Power your railroad empire with an advanced 180-Watt PowerHouse Power Supply. UL® - listed for safe operation,
this mighty power supply is perfect for your TMCC Track Power Controller or Direct Lock-on.
6-22983		 $149.99

F

GW180 (10A)
§§AC power supply
§§180 Watts of Power (10 AMP)
§§Throttle lever to control speed and power. Operate your favorite features with the bell, whistle/horn, and direction buttons.
§§0-18 volt variable AC output serves as main track power source
§§Programmable AC output for accessory operation
§§Powerhouse™ power supply provides overcurrent protection in the event of a short circuit
6-37947		 $279.99

G

ZW-L Transformer
§§The ZW-L Transformer is designed to give you smoother operation and more realistic control of your engines and accessories. Operation
of the four handles now allows for fine control of up to 200 speed steps. Voltage and current from each of the four channels of the ZW-L
Transformer are cleanly displayed in four easy-to-read, analog ammeter/voltmeter dials that are housed in the “dashboard” face.
§§A full 620-watts of power are built inside the unit. To keep your Controller operating safely, the ZW-L also comes equipped with an
automatic temperature controlled cooling fan, a circuit breaker for each channel output, and an on/ off switch on the front.
6-37921		 $899.99

H

TMCC Direct Lock On
§§Connect your PowerHouse Power Supply directly to the track with the TMCC Direct Lockon. Featuring a selectable current setting (for the 135-Watt or
180-Watt PowerHouses), the Direct Lockon eliminates the need for a PowerMaster if you run only TMCC- or LEGACY-equipped locomotives. For added
safety, the Direct Lockon provides over-current protection and an automatic reset. It is compatible with both Lionel FasTrack and O/O27 track systems.
6-34120		 $57.99

I

#990 Legacy Command Set
The #990 LEGACY® Command set features a #991 LEGACY® CAB-2 remote controller and a #992 LEGACY® Command Base/
Charger (the two components you need to get started). Only one LEGACY® Command Base/Charger is required per
layout. Like traditional TMCC, the LEGACY® Command Base/Charger recieves information from the remote control and
sends it out to the track via a simple one-wire connection. The LEGACY® Command Base/Charger remembers information
about your layout, enabling the CAB-2 remote control to display road names and numbers on the LCD screen.
CAB-2 remote control features:
§§A backlit LCD screen and keypad that displays numbers or icons for ease of use
§§Built-in rechargeable batteries
§§Feedback mode - the remote vibrates to reinforce the effort and momentum of your locomotive
§§Built-in dock for recharging the CAB-2 remote
6-14295		 $399.99

J

K

LEGACY Cab-1L / Base-1L Command Set
Everything you need to start operating in the Lionel LEGACY environment – and an economical way to add operators when
running trains with friends! Whether you want to access the basic features of the LEGACY Control System or operate our older
TrainMaster Command Control (TMCC) equipment, the CAB-1L remote controller allows you to walk around your layout while
controlling your trains. The Base-1L recieves signals from the remote and sends your commands across the layout.
CAB-1L features:
§§Operates many LEGACY features and TMCC equipment
§§Operates LEGACY “Real-time Quilling Whistle/Horn” feature in LEGACY Control System equipped locomotives
§§Works with either the #992 LEGACY Base or the Base-1L (only one base allowed per layout)
§§Addresses 99 engines, tracks, switches, and accessories (up to 9 routes)
Base-1L features:
§§Only one required per layout, unless there is a #992 LEGACY Base already installed
§§Simple one-wire connection to your layout
§§Serial-port for system expansion
ALSO AVAILABLE SEPARATE SALE 6-37155 Legacy CAB-1L Remote Control (works with all LEGACY® Bases) & 6-37156 Legacy BASE-1L
6-37147		 $249.99

L

M

#993 Legacy Expansion Pack
Set includes:
§§#991 LEGACY® CAB-2 remote control
§§#994 LEGACY® Charger base
Charger base includes:
§§Built-in dock for recharging additional CAB-2 remote controllers
§§Add as many as you like to charge remotes simultaneously
6-14294		 $349.99

Legacy PowerMaster
Lionel’s LEGACY® PowerMaster® provides superior AC track-voltage control for your command-equipped layout. Use it with any Lionel
remote to adjust the track power from a Lionel PowerHouse® or other external AC transformer (sold separately) from the CAB-1L or
CAB-2. The PowerMaster® lets you restore track power from your remote so that you don’t have to search for tripped breakers.
§§Control conventional locomotives remotely; speed, direction, whistle or horn, and bell; use one per track loop
§§Vary track power to fine-tune lighting, accessories, and command-equipped engines
§§Controls up to 180 watts of external power
§§Recieve commands wirelessly, no serial cable required
§§Control one or more powered accessories as a group
6-37146		 $99.99

Legacy 360W Powermaster
§§Includes a user settable switch to select 15 or 20 amp circuit protection.
§§Works with all Lionel Command remotes
§§Control conventional locomotives wirelessly; speed, direction, horn/whistle and bell
§§Controls up to 360 Watts of external power; equivalent of two 180W Powerhouses
§§Compatible with all smooth sine wave transformers from all eras (with the addition of a power Adapter Cable, 6-12893, sold separately)
6-82883		 $219.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SensorTrack

§§Set the LCS SensorTrack™ to automatically perform one of eight pre-programmed
actions every time an IR equipped locomotive passes over it.
§§Pre-programmed actions include whistle and horn blows, CrewTalk™, and bell ringing
§§Arrival and departure announcements vary according to the engine’s direction of travel
§§The LCS SensorTrack™ gathers all information directly from the locomotive without the need to use the orange module.
This feature is especially useful when your layout hosts visiting locomotives (LEGACY® Command Set required).
§§Record your own series of up to 200 commands from your LEGACY® CAB-1L, CAB-2, or LCS® App.
§§Preset Action commands and custom user recordings are stored locally in the memory of each SensorTrack™ on your layout.
§§When your LCS® installation includes an LCS® Wi-Fi, an Apple iPad™ and the free LCS® App,
SensorTrack™ delivers real time location updates on the LCS® App.
§§Each time a LEGACY® locomotive passes over a SensorTrack™, it transmits its current fuel levels.
§§Use the new SensorCar™ to add SensorTrack™ capability to your older TMCC® locomotives (see
our catalogs and/or visit www.lionel.com for more about the SensorCar™).

A

C NEW! LCS CSM2

LCS 5” Fastrack IR SensorTrack
§ Used with FasTrack®
6-81294		 $94.99

Purpose created for use with the Z-Stuff DZ-2500 switch machine.
§§Provides serial line for DZ-2500 TMCC operation.
§§Non-derail operation compatibility.
§§Monitor up to 7 DZ-2500 throw positions on LCS APP.
§§Additionally, module has 4 block power control
positions (see BPC2 for functionality).
§§DZ-2500 connection board available through Electric Railroad.
§§Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS App+LCS Wi-Fi
6-85295		 $109.99

B

IR SensorTrack O Gauge Tubular Compatible
(Not Shown)
§ Used with Tubular Track
6-82869		 $94.99

D NEW! LCS IRV2

Allows for the addition of the LCS SensorTrack to
a layout that does not use FasTrack.
§§Each module can control up to four (4) individual sensors.
§§Module includes two (2) sensors with cabling. Additional
sensors available for separate sale.
§§Sensors include cover that attaches to existing track ties. Just drill a hole
for the wire, mount the sensor between the rails, and you’re good to go!
6-85296		 $99.99

E NEW! IRV2 Sensor Add-On

Add additional sensors to the IRV2 Sensor Module. The
IRV2 includes 2 sensors, but can control up to 4!
§§Includes sensor board, cover, and cable.
6-85383		 $29.99
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E

LCS DB9 Cable with Power Supply
Provides power for the control electronics of each LCS® component in your installation. At one end,
there’s a DB9 serial cable to connect to your Lionel Command Base. The other end connects to the
first LCS® device in your installation. Finally, the third connection goes to the LCS® power supply.
§§External power is passed through the LCS® PDI cable and you can
power dozens of LCS® devices from it
§§When you add a second and subsequent LCS® device to your
installation, you’ll need additional LCS® PDI cables
6-81499 		 $36.99

J

LCS Wi-Fi Module
§ Operate your engines and layout using
an iPad with the LCS or iCab APPs.
Requires a LEGACY® CAB-2 or CAB-1L Base
for running locomotives & switches.
6-81325		 $179.99

Layout Control System PDI Cable
§§When you add a second and subsequent LCS® device to your
installing, you’ll need additional LCS® PDI cables. Each piece
of LCS hardware connects to the next in daisy-chain fashion.
Choose one of four available lengths to fit your needs.

LIGHTS

2-

2+

1-

1+

2-

2+

1-

1+

L

N
switch
sense 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2 1

switch
sense

STM2

6-82728
LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

PROGRAM

Sense
Return

SW

LCS Block Power Controller 2 (BPC2)
Switches up to 8 AC track power
blocks and is configured as 8 normally
open relays, split into two banks of
four. Each of these two banks has a
common terminal feed. This allows
for two power districts and 8 blocks.
Each individual relay is rated for 20
amps. 			
§ The BPC2 may be configured as either
a Track or Accessory device with IDs
from 1 to 91
§ Can be operated from Lionel CAB
remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS® Wi-Fi
6-81640		 $119.95
LCS Switch Throw Monitor (STM2)
Provides accurate information about
the position of all connected switches,
even if they have been thrown manually
or by non-derailing activation.
§ Monitors up to 16 track switches and
instantly transmits any change in switch
points to all connected LCS®-aware
Apps			
§ Every command to throw switch
positions— from a smart device or a
Lionel CAB® Remote—also updates the
switch position on your LCS® App screen
6-82728 		 $99.99

A

G

3’ Long (Not Shown)
6-81501
$14.99

H

10’ Long (Not Shown)
6-81502
$18.99

I

20’ Long (Not Shown)
6-81503
$18.99

$13.49

LCS Accessory Motor Controller (AMC2)
Gives you control over your accessories like
never before. When used in conjunction with
lights, the AMC-2 allows you to control bulb
brightness from the CAB Remote Controller.
When used in conjunction with your
accessories’ motors, the AMC-2 gives you
control over operation.
§ Precise motor and/or light control		
§ Operation of accessory speed, direction, or
function from the CAB remote controller
§ Programmable accessory motor
speed or light intensity
§ Operates up to two motors or up to two lights
6-81641		 $119.99

M

LCS Serial Converter 2 (SER2)
§ Adding the SER2 gives you a new DB9
port to reconnect your old devices
§ The SER2 also boosts the available serial
data drive current, so you can connect
all your wired serial devices without
the need for a separate serial booster
§ Can be operated from Lionel CAB
remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS®
6-81326 		 $49.99

O

LCS Accessory Switch Controller 2
(ASC2)
Can be configured into “Switch mode”
or “Accessory mode” operation.
§ When configured in accessory mode,
up to eight lights, uncoupling tracks
or basic ON/OFF accessories can be
controlled
§ Accessory mode is configured
as 8 normally open relays, split
into two banks of four
§ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes
and/or the LCS® App+LCS® Wi-Fi
6-81639		 $119.95

MOTORS

6-81641
PROGRAM

1’ Long
6-81500

K

AMC2

LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

F

AC Power
U A U
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THE ELECTRIC RR CO.
ADDING FUN TO YOUR LAYOUT!
SPECIALING IN COMMAND CONTROL COMPATIBLE PRODUCT DESIGN

MINI COMMANDER - ACC

RAILSOUNDS COMMANDER

The only command control reciever that has configurable
voltage and pulse durations for controlling your accessories.

Packed with features from the Lionel RailSounds® line, including
eight prototypical diesel run levels, continuously variable
TM
TM
TM
DynaChuff for steam, intelligible CrewTalk and TowerCom ,
and improved fidelity and detail on all sound elements.

CRUISE COMMANDER

SWITCH COMMANDER

Provides constant speed and ultra-slow operation of your locomotives
and is easy to install. While in operation, information about your
locomotive's velocity is monitored from the motor directly.

The Switch Commander Upgrade adds TMCC Command
Control to Lionel Remote Control FasTrack Switches.

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH
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PRODUCTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE AND OTHER ELECTRIC RR PRODUCTS OR QUESTIONS ON PRODUCT
INSTALLATION, PLEASE CALL (408) 454-4127 OR VISIT WWW.ELECTRICRR.COM.

A

Bathtub Gondola Coal Load
When you’re not using loose coal in your
bathtub gondolas, these removable inserts will
give your string of bathtub coal cars a realistic
full-load appearance. Each pack includes
three single-piece removable coal loads.
Features:
§§Set of three
§§Dimensions: 11 1/8” x 2 1/4” each insert
6-16873		 $19.99

EXTRAS

B

Log Pack
§§Includes four wood logs
§§Dimensions 1/2”
Diameter each x 5” L
6-82088		
$9.99

C

I Beam Load (Not Shown)
A perfect trackside addition to place
near your steel mill industries activities.
Or load these durable I-beams into
a freight car or awaiting truck.
Features:
§§Includes twelve realistic beams
§§Length: Approx. 8”
6-83223		
$14.99

E

Ice Blocks
§§For use with the Icing
Station and Ice Car
§§Set of 10
6-14240		 $6.29

F

Bag of Coal
§§Simulated coal in small-size pieces
§§Perfect load for hoppers, gondolas,
and coal dump cars
§§Approx. 4 oz.
6-12732		 $6.99

H

Smoke Fluid
Replace your traditional smoke fluid with a variety
of new, aromatic options! A choice of holiday and
non-holiday scents are now available from Lionel.
Features:
For use in all Lionel locomotives, rolling stock,
and accessories
2 oz. plastic bottle with eyedropper release
A variety of scents available

I

Die Cast Scale Trucks 2-Pack
§§Rotating bearing caps
§§Metal coupler armature
§§Quick and easy to install
§§Adds weight and
improves tracking
§§Box of two
6-14251 		
$24.99

Unscented Smoke Fluid
6-83280
$6.99
Pine Scented Smoke Fluid
(Not Shown)
6-83277
$6.99
Sugar Cookies Scented Smoke
(Not Shown)
6-83275
$6.99
Hot Chocolate Scented Smoke Fluid
(Not Shown)
6-83278
$6.99
Peppermint Scented Smoke Fluid
(Not Shown)
6-83276
$6.99
Wood Stove Scented Smoke Fluid
(Not Shown)
6-83279
$6.99

K

D

Bag of Coal (Rotary Dump)
§§Perfect size!
§§Simulated coal in large-size pieces
§§Perfect size for original Lionel Coal
Tipple accessory operation
§§Approx. 24 oz.
6-24148		 $14.99

G

J

2-Rail Conversion Kit - 50 Ton Trucks
Contains components to convert
1 LionScale car to 2-Rail
§§2-Rail Bolster
§§Axle Contacts for Electrical Pick-Up
§§Axle Contact Mounting Screws
§§Four 2-Rail Wheel & Axles for 50T Side Frames
6-84462 		
$19.99

Bag of Coal (Rotary Dump)
§§Simulated coal in
medium-size pieces
§§Approx. 24 oz.
6-16889		 $14.99

Die Cast Sprung Trucks 2-Pack
§§Metal coupler armature
§§Quick and easy to install
§§Adds weight and
improves tracking
§§Box of two
6-14078 		 $23.99

L

2-Rail Conversion Kit for 70 Ton Trucks
Contains components to convert
1 LionScale car to 2-Rail
§§2-Rail Bolster
§§Axle Contacts for Electrical Pick-Up
§§Axle Contact Mounting Screws
§§Four 2-Rail Wheel & Axles for 70T
Rotating Bearing Side Frames
6-84463 		
$19.99

LIONEL, LLC

AMERICAN

FLYER
Lionel’s American Flyer line continues to expand
with new offerings for every interest level in the
S Gauge world! Enjoy new LEGACY and FlyerChief
locomotives, along with newly-tooled camp and
kitchen cars to add to your work trains. You’ll
also see a new aquarium car to add a whimsical
touch to your railroad. Fancy something a little
more prototypical? Our freight cars are available
in a multitude of new realistic paint schemes and
numbers to help you build longer trains!

ElectroCouplers™ (LEGACY®, LionChief® Plus, TMCC® required) Open these

couplers anywhere on the layout without uncoupling track sections. The CAB-1 or
CAB‑2 Remote Controller activates the ElectroCouplers™.

RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry standard, the impressive

RailSounds® sound system brings the real sounds of the railroad to your
layout. From the mechanical symphony of the locomotives, to the commotion
of the station, you will be impressed by the digitally recorded samples of
these special and authentic sounds.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board, allowing
them to connect with a compatible smart device.
LEGACY® These engines have Lionel LEGACY® command

control on board and can also be operated with conventional
transformer or DCC.
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BERKSHIRES
Available for the first time with our LEGACY
control system, our popular Berkshire is better
than ever! Featuring LEGACY control and
Railsounds and separate locomotive handrails,
these are the Berks modelers have been
waiting for!				
			

FEATURES

§§LEGACY Control System equipped able to run in LEGACY control mode,
in TMCC or in conventional mode
with a standard transformer
§§DCC equipped - able to run
with DCC systems
§§Odyssey II speed control
§§LEGACY RailSounds
§§CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™
announcements, each with different
scenarios depending on whether the
locomotive is in motion or stopped
§§Six official railroad speeds
with CrewTalk dialog
§§DynaChuff™ synchronized with 32 levels of
intensity as the locomotive gains speed
§§LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Whistle”
control with instant response for
realistic signature “quilling” and
correctly timed warning signals
§§Single hit or continuous bell sounds
§§Sequence Control: plays the sound effects
of an entire trip, including warning
sounds and announcements, based on the
movement and speed of the locomotive
§§Current speed and fuel dialog,
coal-loading sound effects
§§IR Transmitter
§§Powerful maintenance free motor
§§Wireless Tether connection
between locomotive and tender
§§ElectroCoupler on rear of tender
§§Directional lighting
§§Traction tires
§§Interior illumination in cab
§§Die-cast locomotive body, pilot and trucks
§§Die-cast tender body and trucks
§§Separately applied metal handrails
§§Fan-driven smoke with adjustable output
§§Engineer and fireman figures
§§Length:
◆◆ Loco 11"
◆◆ Tender 8"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

American Flyer LEGACY engines
are not equipped with Bluetooth.
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A NEW! Nickel Plate #765
6-44123

$499.99

B NEW! Pere Marquette #1225
6-44124

$499.99

C NEW! Chesapeake & Ohio #2697
6-44125

$499.99

Erie Railway Company and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

D NEW! Erie #3361
6-44126

$499.99

E NEW! American Railroads #759
6-44127

$499.99

F NEW! Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac #752
6-44128

$499.99

LIONEL, LLC

BERKSHIRES
The 2-8-4 Berkshire is known as being
one of the most beautiful designs of any
locomotive and is a staple on any steam
engine enthusiast’s layout. These FlyerChief™
Berkshires feature scale proportions, sturdy
construction, remote or transformer control
and have now been upgraded to include
Bluetooth technology to run the engine from
your smart device with the LionChief® App!
			

A Nickel Plate #765
6-44020

$369.99

FEATURES

§§FlyerChief™ control with user selected
operational modes: Conventional AC
transformer control mode, FlyerChief™
wireless remote control with AC or DC
power or Bluetooth via LionChief® App
§§Constant speed control maintains
speed on curves and grades
§§ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
§§Synchronized fan-driven smoke
§§LED headlight
§§On / Off Switches for background
sounds and smoke
§§Railsounds RC™ sound system with
steam chuffing, background sounds,
whistle, bell and announcements
§§User activated announcements vary
when train is stationary or in motion
§§Die cast metal locomotive and
tender body and trucks
§§Stamped metal tender frame
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Detailed cab back head
§§Remote Features - Forward and reverse
speed control knob, Buttons for whistle
sound, bell, and special announcements
and volume control, Volume control, Button
for ElectroCoupler™ activation, Requires
three AAA batteries (not included)
§§Bluetooth™ equipped - simplified
operation and features available with the
Universal Remote or LionChief® App
§§Length:
◆◆ Loco 11"
◆◆ Tender 8"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

B Pere Marquette #1225
6-44022

$369.99

C Pere Marquette #1223
6-44023

$369.99

TM
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D Erie #3362
6-44024

$369.99

E Chesapeake & Ohio #2696
6-44025

$369.99

F Southern #2716
6-44026

$369.99

G Nickel Plate #759
6-44021

$369.99

Erie Railway Company and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.
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BLW SWITCHERS
The FlyerChief® Baldwin Switcher offers several
improvements over previous versions of this
locomotive, making it the perfect versatile
switcher for your layout! Equipped with
FlyerChief® Bluetooth, the switcher can be run
via the included remote, Universal Remote
or LionChief® app as well as a conventional
transformer. The model is also equipped with
two motors, dual electrocouplers and added
weight from the original. 		
			

A NEW! Chicago & North Western #1260
6-44119

$249.99

FEATURES

§§Dual maintenance-free motors
§§Dual ElectroCouplers™
§§FlyerChief® Bluetooth
§§Stamped metal frame
§§Front and rear headlights
§§Length: 9.5"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

B NEW! Norfolk Southern #661
6-44120

$249.99

TM

C NEW! Pennsylvania #9221
6-44121
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$249.99

D NEW! Patapsco & Back Rivers #309
6-44122

$249.99

GP7

E New York Central #5628
6-44116

Perfect for use in your yards or out on the
mainline, the GP7 is ready for action on your
layout. Operate with transformer, remote or
app control!

$249.99

			

FEATURES

§§Bluetooth™ equipped - simplified
operation and features available with the
Universal Remote or LionChief® App
§§Directional LED headlights
§§Electrocouplers on front and rear
§§Switches for sounds and for
conventional operation
§§Length: 11"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

F Reading #619
6-44117

$249.99

G Great Northern #601
6-44118

$249.99

H Boston & Maine #1567
6-44115

$249.99

TM

I Union Pacific #125
6-48032

$249.99

J Santa Fe “Blue Bonnet” #2849
6-48031

$249.99

K North Pole Central #25
6-48045

L Nickel Plate Road #514
6-48037

$249.99

Pennsylvania Railroad, New York Central, Reading Company and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

$249.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SANTA FE
DOCKSIDER
Get started with American Flyer the Santa Fe
way! This set includes everything you need
to get started including a powerful dockside
switcher loaded with sounds and Bluetooth
control for operation with remote, app or
conventional transformer.

SET INCLUDES
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D E D M I Ncontrolled
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URVE·
§§0-6-0 Docksider steam locomotive
§§Die-cast metal trucks with
§§Boxcar
remote
or
Bluetooth
LionChief
App
operating couplers
0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
§§Coal hopper
§§User-selected operational mode:
§§Removable coal load
·RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
§§Caboose
Conventional AC transformer mode
insert in hopper
︙
︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9§§6
§§Twelve AF Fastrack® R20
Opening doors on boxcar
0 2 7 0 3 1OR︙FlyerChief™
0 3 6 ︙wireless
0 5 4remote
curved track sections
control mode with AC or DC power
§§Interior illumination in caboose
§§Three AF Fastrack® 10"
§§RailSounds RC® sound system with
straight track sections
steam chuffing and background
§§One AF Fastrack® 10" FlyerChief™
sounds, whistle, bell and userterminal track section
activated announcements
§§Wall pack power supply
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§FlyerChief™ remote for locomotive
§§On/Off switches for sound
§§Traction tires
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A NEW! Santa Fe Docksider Set
6-44044

WOOD-SIDED
REEFERS

B FGE #35205
6-44135
6-44136

C Pacific Fruit Express #91022
6-44137

$64.99

Pacific Fruit Express #91056
(Not Shown)
6-44138
$64.99

D MDT #17177
6-44139

$64.99

MDT #17200 (Not Shown)
6-44140
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$64.99

FGE #35284 (Not Shown)

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Length: 8 ⅜"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

$329.99

$64.99

$64.99

FLYERCHIEF™ REMOTE
FEATURES

§§Forward and reverse
speed control knob
§§Three buttons to activate whistle,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline
batteries (not included)

SET FEATURES

TM

SIDE A

§§Length: Approx. 31"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

E Great Northern #67582
$64.99

Great Northern #67587 (Not Shown)
6-44142

$64.99

SIDE B

6-44141

G NEW! Showroom Aquarium Car
6-44133

$94.99

F Bangor & Aroostook #6507
6-44143

$64.99

Bangor & Aroostook #6510 (Not Shown)
6-44144

$64.99

LIONEL, LLC

WAFFLE-SIDED
BOXCARS

A NEW! Norfolk Southern #407014
6-44080

$64.99

NEW! Norfolk Southern #407407
(Not Shown)
6-44081
$64.99

A variation of the 50' boxcars, the waffle
pattern was a distinct and unique
design of the support posts being on the
outside of the side sheets - allowing for
a smooth wall on the inside of the car.

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 8 ⅜"
§§Minimum Curve: R20 when
coupled to other equipment

B NEW! Rio Grande #65327
6-44082

$64.99

NEW! Rio Grande #65349 (Not Shown)
6-44083

$64.99

C NEW! Maine Central #29213
6-44084

$64.99

NEW! Maine Central #29225
(Not Shown)
6-44085
$64.99

D NEW! Seaboard Coast Line #80008
6-44086

$64.99

NEW! Seaboard Coast Line #80326 (Not Shown)
6-44087

$64.99

E NEW! Southern #528641
6-44088

$64.99

NEW! Southern #531876 (Not Shown)
6-44089

$64.99

F Chicago & North Western #161000
6-48857
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$64.99

Pennsylvania Railroad, Reading Company, Erie Lackawanna Railway Company and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

G

G Atlantic Coast Line #20921
6-44070

$59.99

Atlantic Coast Line #21003 (Not Shown)
6-44071

H

$59.99

H Milwaukee Road #2151
6-44072

$59.99

Milwaukee Road #2156 (Not Shown)
6-44073

$59.99

I Delaware, Lackawanna & Western #47897

I

6-44074

$59.99

BOXCARS
FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Metal frame
§§Opening doors
§§Length: 8 ⅜"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western #47974
(Not Shown)
6-44075
$59.99

J

J Pennsylvania #567427
6-44076

$59.99

Pennsylvania #568169 (Not Shown)
6-44077

K

$59.99

K Reading #113029
6-44078

$59.99

Reading #113054 (Not Shown)
6-44079

$59.99

L NEW! 2018 Christmas Boxcar

L

6-44129

$59.99

M Erie Steam #90310
6-48871

$169.99

RAILSOUNDS®
BOXCARS
FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Authentic diesel RailSounds®
and steam RailSounds®
§§Metal frame
§§Diesel RPM’s rev up while in
motion and rev down at idle
§§Steam sounds chuff depending
on speed of the train
§§User-controlled whistle/horn and bell using
whistle and bell buttons on transformer
§§Install a 9V battery (not included) to
keep sounds alive when changing
direction (or dirty track)
§§High-quality sound with volume control
§§Length: 8 3/8"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

N New Haven Diesel #36838
6-49064

$169.99

O Great Northern Steam #18400
6-48870

$169.99

LIONEL, LLC

2-BAY HOPPERS
With multiple road names and numbers
available, the 2-bay hopper is a
staple to any freight layout.

FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Plastic removable coal load
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 7 3/8"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

A NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #727056
NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #727189
NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #727237
NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #727341
NEW! Baltimore & Ohio #727412

B NEW! Great Northern #73202

NEW! Great Northern #73313
NEW! Great Northern #73456
NEW! Great Northern #73510
NEW! Great Northern #73614

6-44095
6-44096
6-44097
6-44098
6-44099

6-44090
6-44091
6-44092
6-44093
6-44094

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

C NEW! New York Central #870048
NEW! New York Central #870289
NEW! New York Central #870426
NEW! New York Central #870614
NEW! New York Central #870818

D NEW! Reading #88030
NEW! Reading #88075
NEW! Reading #88112
NEW! Reading #88174
NEW! Reading #88200
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6-44105
6-44106
6-44107
6-44108
6-44109

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

New York Central, Reading Company, Erie Lackawanna Railway Company and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

6-44100
6-44101
6-44102
6-44103
6-44104

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

3-BAY HOPPERS
FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Length: 9"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

E Nickel Plate Road #78002

Nickel Plate Road #78126
Nickel Plate Road #78154
Nickel Plate Road #78257
Nickel Plate Road #78849

F Chesapeake & Ohio #79090
Chesapeake & Ohio #79261
Chesapeake & Ohio #79419
Chesapeake & Ohio #79611
Chesapeake & Ohio #79951

6-44055
6-44056
6-44057
6-44058
6-44059

6-44050
6-44051
6-44052
6-44053
6-44054

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

G Santa Fe #78705
Santa Fe #78721
Santa Fe #78730
Santa Fe #78754
Santa Fe #78792

H Erie #38303

Erie #38327
Erie #38333
Erie #38410
Erie #38489

6-44065
6-44066
6-44067
6-44068
6-44069

6-44060
6-44061
6-44062
6-44063
6-44064

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

$59.99
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)
$59.99 (Not Shown)

LIONEL, LLC

CABOOSES
FEATURES

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Metal frame
§§Interior lighting
§§Length: 7"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

A New York Central Bay Window Caboose #20300
6-47970

$74.99

B Nickel Plate Road Caboose #775
6-47973

$64.99

C Boston & Maine Caboose #C-48
6-47972

$64.99

D Great Northern Extended Vision Caboose #X-106
6-44110

E NEW! Chicago Northwestern
Bay Window Caboose #11225
6-44111

212

$69.99

New York Central, Reading Company and other are trademarks
owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

$64.99

F Pere Marquette Northeast Caboose #A909
6-44112

$64.99

G Reading Northeast Caboose #92902
6-44113

$64.99

H Chessie System Extended Vision Caboose #3181
6-47982

$64.99

I Santa Fe Extended Vision Caboose #999702
6-47981

$64.99

J NEW! Wabash Offset

Cupola Caboose #2738
6-44114

$69.99

LIONEL, LLC

ACCESSORIES
Spruce up your American Flyer track layout
with some of our favorite accessories. Make
your arrangement more interactive than
ever by adding some of our Classic Catalog
Billboards, a Floodlight Tower, or perhaps
our newest edition to the accessories
line-up, the Suburban Station, is what you
need! Whichever you choose, Lionel’s
American Flyer accessories are sure to take
your track from ordinary to innovative.

C

A

B

D

E

A 70 - Ton Die - Cast Metal

Sprung Trucks with Rotating
Bearing Caps (pair)

§§Die-cast side frames
§§Stamped metal bolster
§§Removable operating traditional
S-Gauge coupler
§§Rotating bearing caps
§§NMRA compliant hi-rail wheelsets
6-49081
$24.99

F

B Telephone Poles - Standard
6-Pack

These highly realistic telephone
poles are great additions to any
traditional or scale layout.

FEATURES

§§Pack of six poles
§§Insulators, transformers, and lights
on poles as depicted in image
§§Metal details
§§Height: Approx. 5 3/8"
6-49086
$29.99

G

C Elevated Gilbert Oil Tank
A great match for the previously
released 6-49851 Oil Storage Tank

H

FEATURES

§§Metal platform and walkways
§§Operating yard light
§§Elevated oil tank
§§Dimensions: 4" L x 7" W x 5" H
6-49877
$79.99

D Winter Station

The lighted passenger station is a great
place to stay warm in the winter time
while waiting for the train. Featured on
this classic building is a lighted interior
and simulated snow on the rooftop.

FEATURES

§§Interior illumination
§§Frosted windows
§§Dimensions: 10" x 7 ¼" x 4 ¾"
6-49979
$79.99

214

E Suburban Station

§§Interior illumination
§§Frosted windows
§§Dimensions: 10" L x 7 ¼" W x 4 ¾" H
6-47980
$79.99

F Piggyback Unloader with Union Pacific
Flatcar and Trailers

§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§Operating couplers
§§Two trailers
§§Metal frame
§§Length 8 3/8"
§§Minimum curve: S36
6-47983
$109.99

G REA Piggyback Flatcar with Trailers
6-47985

$64.99

H AF Work Crew People Pack

New to the American Flyer line, this five-figure work
crew will work hard around your S-Gauge layout.
§§Includes five durable plastic figures
§§Height: 9/10" Tall
6-49977
$26.99

S-GAUGE ®
FASTRACK
I 1.75" Straight Track
6-47987

J 1.37" Straight Track

$4.99

6-47988

K 4.5" Straight Track

$4.99

6-47986

L 5" Half Straight Track
6-49867

$4.99

M 10" Straight Track

$5.49

6-49852

$5.99

N 30" Straight Track
6-49862

$15.99

O Half R20 Curve Track

P R20 Curve Track

§§20" Radius (40" Diameter)
6-49878
$5.99

§§12 30-Degree Sections Per Circle
§§20" Radius (40" Diameter)
6-49853
$6.49

Q R27 Wide Radius Curve

R R27 Half Curve Track

§§27" Radius (54" Diameter)
6-49859
$8.49

§§27" Radius (54" Diameter)
6-49892
$7.99

S 45-Degree Crossover
§§Length: Approx. 9" X 9"
6-49863
$25.99

T 90-Degree Crossover

§§Length: Approx. 7 9/10" X 7 9/10"
6-49864
$25.99

LIONEL, LLC

S-GAUGE ®
FASTRACK
AF FasTrack® Switches
Bulletproof switches are the foundation of any track system. They allow you to grow and expand your
layout. AF FasTrack switches are second to none when it comes to durability and innovative features.
Manual, Remote, and Command switches are all available for each type of switch offered.
The new AF Command Control switches can be activated with a CAB-1, CAB-1L, or CAB-2 remote controller.

A R27 Left-Hand Command/ Remote Control Switch
R27 Right-Hand Command/ Remote Control
R20 Left-Hand Command/Remote
R20 Right-Hand Command/Remote
R20 Left-Hand Manual Switch
R20 Right-Hand Manual Switch
R27 Left-Hand Manual Switch
R27 Right-Hand Manual Switch

B 5" Transition Track

Connects with traditional American Flyer track
6-49858

$9.99

6-49885
6-49886
6-47941
6-47940
6-49868
6-49869
6-49883
6-49884

$149.99
$149.99 (Not Shown)
$109.99 (Not Shown)
$109.99 (Not Shown)
$49.99 (Not Shown)
$49.99 (Not Shown)
$68.99 (Not Shown)
$68.99 (Not Shown)

C Straight Track with Lighted Bumper
§§Illumination on bumper head
§§Two per package
§§Length: 6 2/5"
6-49866
$32.99

D 5" Uncoupling FasTrack® Section

E 10" Terminal Track

§§Includes push button
6-49895
$42.99

6-49854

F Earthen Bumper

§§Works with all AF FasTrack®
§§Two per package
§§Length: 3 5/8"
6-49893
$12.99

216

$8.99

G AF FasTrack® Activator Rail

H FlyerChief Terminal Track

§§Length: 10"
6-49085
$19.99

§§10" straight with barrel jack adapter
6-49896
$8.99

ADD-ON TRACK PACK PIECES

I Figure 8 Add‑On Track Pack
PACK INCLUDES

§§6 AF FasTrack® R20 Curve Track
§§4 AF FasTrack® 5" Straight Track
§§1 AF Fastrack® 90-degree Crossover
6-49889
$84.99

K Outer Passing Loop Add-On Track Pack
PACK INCLUDES

§§1 Left-Hand R20 Manual Switch
§§1 Right-Hand R20 Manual Switch
§§4 R20 Curve Track
§§5 10" Straight Track
6-49990
$154.99

TRACK INCLUDED WITH MOST
TRAIN SETS

J Inner Passing Loop Add‑On Track Pack
PACK INCLUDES

§§1 Left-Hand Manual AF FasTrack® R20 Switch
§§1 Right-Hand Manual AF FasTrack® R20 Switch
§§4 AF FasTrack R20 Curves
6-49890
$126.99

L Siding Track Add‑On Track Pack
PACK INCLUDES

§§1 Left-Hand R20 Manual Switch
§§3 10" Straight Track
§§1 AF Bumper
6-49991
$99.99

LIONEL, LLC

TM
™

A NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Baggage Car

Polar Express lettering lowered on car. Matches
the deco on the new Polar Express Set below.
6-44130

$79.99

B NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™
Hot Chocolate Car
6-44131

$79.99

ALL ABOARD!

Now available for the first time in American
Flyer with Bluetooth and improved decoration,
this new rendition of THE POLAR EXPRESS™ is
the perfect start to a holiday tradition. Operate
your train via the included remote control, the
LionChief® App or a conventional transformer.

SET INCLUDES

§§2-8-4 Berkshire steam
locomotive and tender
§§Coach Car
§§Abandoned Toy Car
§§Observation Car
§§Three pieces of AF FasTrack® 10" straight,
twelve pieces of AF FasTrack® R20 curve
track, one AF FasTrack® 10" terminal track
§§54W 18VDC Wall Pack Power Supply
§§FlyerChief™ remote control
§§THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Bell

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§User-selected operation modes:
Conventional AC transformer mode or
FlyerChief™ wireless remote control
with AC or DC power and included
remote or downloadable app
§§AF Speed Control – retain a steady
constant speed whether traveling
on inclines, declines, or flat terrain
§§On/Off switches for sound, smoke, and
transformer/remote operation mode
§§Locomotive with forward, neutral,
and reverse operation
§§Die-cast metal locomotive
body, tender and frame
§§Die-cast metal trucks
§§RailSounds® RC sound system with
steam chuffing while in motion
§§Realistic background sounds, whistle
and bell all triggered by remote

E THE POLAR EXPRESS™ FlyerChief™ Set
6-44039
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$449.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

§§Operating headlight
§§Directional LED on tender (rear light)
§§Operating coupler on rear of tender
§§Fan-driven smoke unit
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Two traction tires for added grip
§§Large “Polar” pilot and
headlight lens shield
§§Also controllable with Universal
Remote (6-83071, sold separately)

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES

§§Interior illumination
§§Operating couplers on front and rear
§§Dual rail collector and flicker-free lighting
§§Decorated drumhead and rounded
viewing platform on observation car
§§Silhouettes in windows
§§Underbody detail
§§Simulated snow on roof

FLYERCHIEF™ REMOTE FEATURES
§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons for whistle sound,
bell, and special announcements
§§Requires three AAA alkaline batteries
(not included)

SET FEATURES

§§Length: Approx. 50"
§§Minimum Curve: S36

C NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Add-On Coach
Polar Express lettering lowered to match the movie and
book! Matches the deco on the new Polar Express Set
below.
6-44132
$79.99

D NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Aquarium Car
Watch as the Polar Express makes its way to the North
Pole through the windows of this new animated car!
§§Illuminated
§§Motorized belt
6-44134
$99.99

F THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Billboard Pack
§§Six images on three cards with three frames
§§Dimensions: 4 ½" x 2 ¾"
6-48006
$13.99

LIONEL, LLC

WELCOME TO

READY-T0-PLAY

™

Lionel’s Ready-To-Play sets are the perfect way to introduce
young engineers to the world of model trains! These large
gauge, battery-operated trains are light weight and easy to
run, with a simple remote control suited for little fingers. These
sets include all the plastic 2-rail track you need, which is easy
to connect and makes set-up a breeze. From the Pennsylvania
Flyer steam set and our new Santa Fe diesel set, to Christmas
train sets that are sure to be a must have under your tree – our
assortment of Ready-To-Play trains are guaranteed to spark the
imaginations and hearts of young ones.

A Ready-To-Play Left & Right Interchange Track Pack
7-11832

$9.95

B Ready-To-Play

12 Piece Curved
Track Pack
7-11827
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$9.95

C Ready-To-Play

12 Piece Straight
Track Pack
7-11826

* Ready-To-Play is not compatible with Lionel G-Gauge or other G-Gauge systems.

$9.95

50" x 73"
SET INCLUDES

§§Battery-powered diesel locomotive
§§Coach passenger car
§§Observation passenger car
§§24 curved and 8 straight
plastic track pieces
§§RC Remote Control (requires 3
AAA batteries not included)

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
§§Authentic train sounds
including horn and whistle
§§Working Headlight
§§Requires six C cell batteries
(not included)

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES
§§Fixed knuckle couplers

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Ready-to-Play track

RC REMOTE CONTROL
FEATURES

SANTA FE
§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons allow train
to go forward and reverse, sound
the whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries
(not included)

D NEW! Santa Fe Diesel Passenger Ready-To-Play Set
7-11913

$99.95

SET INCLUDES

§§Battery-powered steam
locomotive and tender
§§Gondola with crate load
§§Center cupola caboose
§§24 curved and 8 straight track pieces
§§RC remote control (requires 3
AAA batteries not included)

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Highly detailed, sturdily
constructed Mikado locomotive
§§Authentic train sounds,
including bell and whistle
§§Working headlight
§§Requires six C cell batteries
(not included)

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES

§§Fixed knuckle couplers
§§Removable crates on gondola

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Ready-to-Play track

RC REMOTE CONTROL
FEATURES

PENNSYLVANIA
FLYER
§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons allow train
to go forward and reverse, sound
the whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries
(not included)

E Pennsylvania Flyer Ready-To-Play Freight Set
7-11808

$99.95

Pennsylvania Railroad and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.
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§§RC remote control (requires
three AAA batteries, not included)
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LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
§§Bell, whistle and Authentic
Thomas sounds
§§Moving eyes
§§3 Interchangeable Thomas
faces Included
§§Requires six C cell batteries
(not included)

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES
§§Easy to use hook couplers

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Ready-to-Play track

RC REMOTE CONTROL
FEATURES

§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons allow train
to go forward and reverse, sound
the whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries
(not included)

Ready To Play

A NEW! Thomas & Friends Ready-To-Play Set
7-11903
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© 2018 Gullane (Thomas) Limited

$99.95

* Ready-To-Play is not compatible with Lionel G-Gauge or other G-Gauge systems.

Ready To Play

Ready To Play

LIONEL, LLC
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All aboard the Mickey Mouse Express! Help
with Mickey’s special delivery and join Mickey,
Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck and Goofy spread the
Christmas spirit in this present filled Disney set!
Bring a dose of holiday cheer to your track layout
with these iconic characters dressed in their
Christmas best!

TM

This year, showcase the magic of
Christmas on your Ready-to-Play
track with this THE POLAR EXPRESS
train set. Witness the children’s
shadows as they sit in the passenger
cars drinking steaming mugs of hot
chocolate and chattering excitedly
about Santa. This track is sure to
make your Ready-to-Play track glow
with Christmas spirit this season.

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES

SET INCLUDES

§§Handsomely detailed
passenger coach
§§Fixed knuckle couplers

§§Battery-powered steam
locomotive and tender
§§Passenger coach
§§Observation car
§§24 curved and eight straight
plastic track pieces
§§RC remote control

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
§§Battery-powered Berkshirestyle locomotive
§§Authentic train sounds,
including bell and whistle
§§Working headlight
§§Requires six C cell batteries
(not included)

B THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Ready-To-Play Set
7-11803
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$99.95

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Ready-to-Play track

SET INCLUDES

§§Battery-powered General-style
locomotive driven by Mickey
§§Present filled tender with Donald Duck
§§Boxcar
§§Center-cupola caboose
§§24 curved and eight straight
plastic track pieces
§§RC remote control

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Highly detailed, sturdily constructed
General-style locomotive
§§Authentic train sounds,
including bell and whistle
§§Working headlight
§§Requires six C cell batteries
(not included)

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Fixed knuckle couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Ready-to-Play track

RC REMOTE CONTROL
FEATURES

§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons allow train
to go forward and reverse, sound
the whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries
(not included)

A Mickey Mouse Express Ready-To-Play Set
7-11773

$119.95

© Disney

Disney.com

RC REMOTE CONTROL
FEATURES

§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons
allow train to go forward
and reverse, sound the
whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries
(not included)

* Ready-To-Play is not compatible with Lionel G-Gauge or other G-Gauge systems.
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LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
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U M C detailed,
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§§Battery-powered
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constructed
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§§Boxcar with opening doors
§§Authentic train sounds,
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM CURVE·
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including bell and whistle
︙
︙ 0 7headlight
§§240curved
and
2 7 08 3 1 ︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5§4§Working
2︙096
straight track pieces
§§Requires six C cell
§§RC remote control
batteries (not included)

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Fixed knuckle couplers
§§Opening doors on boxcar

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Ready-to-Play track

Bright and Merry Christmas wishes will fill your
home as this train circles the tree. Add a unique
and fun flare to your Christmas this year with our
festive Home for the Holiday Ready-To-Play set!

A NEW! Christmas Ready-To-Play Set
7-11915

NORTH POLE
CENTRAL
Ho! Ho! Ho! Merry Christmas! Celebrate the
wonder of the season with this North Pole
Central Freight Set and bring the goods from
Santa’s top-secret location to your layout!

SET INCLUDES

§§Battery-powered General-style
locomotive and tender
§§Gondola with crate load
§§Center-cupola caboose
§§24 curved and eight straight
plastic track pieces
§§RC remote control

$99.95

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

§§Battery-powered General-style locomotive
§§Authentic train sounds,
including bell and whistle
§§Working headlight
§§Requires six C cell batteries (not included)

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
§§Fixed knuckle couplers
§§Removable crate
load in gondola

TRACK

§§50" x 73" oval of Readyto-Play track

B North Pole Central Ready-To-Play Set
7-11729
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$99.95

* Ready-To-Play is not compatible with Lionel G-Gauge or other G-Gauge systems.

RC REMOTE CONTROL FEATURES

§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons allow train
to go forward and reverse, sound
the whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries (not included)

RC REMOTE CONTROL FEATURES

§§Designed for easy use
§§Clearly marked buttons allow train
to go forward and reverse, sound
the whistle, and ring the bell
§§Requires two AA batteries (not included)

LIONEL, LLC

HO
SCALE

WELCOME TO HO
Lionel is returning to the HO scene in a big way in 2018, with new sets and track
designed to make getting started in this amazing hobby easier than ever. Our new
magnetic track system makes set-up extremely simple; and with a combination of
DC, DCC, LionChief and Bluetooth control, you have so many amazing options that
allow you to run your trains any way you choose!

Controls Electric locomotive controlled by remote, LionChief App, DCC or DC transformer
RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry standard, the impressive RailSounds®

sound system brings the real sounds of the railroad to your layout. From the mechanical
symphony of the locomotives, to the commotion of the station, you will be impressed by
the digitally recorded samples of these special and authentic sounds.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board, allowing them to
connect with a compatible smart device.

228

STANDARD HO FEATURES:
§§Minimum curve: 18” Radius
Locomotive Features:
§§Electric locomotive controlled by remote,
LionChief App, DCC or DC transformer
§§Bluetooth equipped
§§Locomotive and tender pick-ups for smooth operation
§§RailSounds sound system with engine background
and chuffing sounds, whistle and bell
§§Operating directional headlight
§§Operating directional tender light
§§Easily convertible to other DCC decoders
§§Sound ON/OFF switch
§§Traction tires
§§Powerful maintenance-free motor
§§Working knuckle couplers
Passenger Cars Features:
§§Flicker-free LED interior lighting
§§Working knuckle couplers
§§Truck mounted couplers with body-mount boxes
§§Window silhouettes
Remote Features:
§§Forward and reverse speed control knob
§§Three buttons for whistle, bell and announcement sounds
§§Requites three AAA batteries (not included)

LIONEL, LLC
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A NEW! THE POLAR EXPRESSTM HO Set

Bring the magic of The Polar Express to your home this year with this complete ready-to-run train set! Available for
the first time in HO as a complete set with our new MagneLockTM track and BlueTooth control, this train is everything
you believe it could be! 						

THE CHRISTMAS
EXPRESS
Christmas is coming! Gather all your
elves for a trip to the North Pole on the
new Christmas Express! With festive
touches like sleigh bell sounds for a bell
and Christmas announcements from the
locomotive, this ready-to-run set will start
new family traditions around the tree.

B NEW! The Christmas Express Set		

Standard HO Features:			
Set Includes:
§§2-8-4 Locomotive and tender
§§Wall pack power supply
§§2 Coaches
§§LionChief remote for locomotive
§§Observation car
Additional Locomotive Features:
§§Twelve 20” Radius MagneLock curves
§§Fun Christmas announcements and sounds!
87-1811020 $359.99
§§Three 9” MagneLock straights
§§One 9” MagneLock terminal section

MAGNELOCK TM

Building layouts is a snap with Lionel’s new track system. Held together by magnets in
the roadbed, there are no metal clips to align or plastic tabs to break! Each set includes
a full oval of this track and you can expand your set with these additional packs.

230

STANDARD HO FEATURES
Set Includes:
§ 2-8-4 Locomotive and tender
§ Coach
§ Abandoned Toy car
§ Observation car
§ Twelve 20” Radius MagneLock curves
§ Three 9” MagneLock straights
§ One 9” MagneLock terminal section
§ Wall pack power supply
§ LionChief remote for locomotive

§ The Polar Express bell
§ Requites three AAA batteries (not included)
Additional Locomotive Features:
§ Official movie sound clips including
“All aboard The Polar Express” and “Tickets please”
Additional Passenger Cars Features:
§ Window silhouettes with movie characters
§ Round end roof and platform on observation car
87-1811010 $379.99

◆◆THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

C NEW! 20” Radius Curve MagneLockTM - 4 Pack(Not Shown)
87-1818010

$22.99

D NEW! 9” Straight MagneLockTM - 4 Pack(Not shown)
87-1818020

$22.99

LIONEL, LLC
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Race along the riverside in luxury aboard
the New York Central. Pulled by a powerful
Berkshire locomotive, this heavyweight
consist recalls the glory years of travel
along the “Water Level Route.”
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E NEW! New York Central Water Level Limited HO Set
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STANDARD HO
FEATURES:
0 2 7 ︙ 0 3 1︙ 0 3 6 ︙ 0 5 4 ︙ 0 7 2 ︙ 0 9 6
Set Includes:
§§2-8-4 Locomotive and tender
§§one 9” MagneLock terminal section
§§2 Coaches
§§Wall pack power supply
§§Observation car
§§LionChief remote for locomotive
§§Twelve 20” Radius MagneLock curves
87-1811030 $359.99
§§Three 9” MagneLock straights
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New York Central Railroad, and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.

SANTA FE
CAJON FLYER
Power over the hills and across the great
southwest expanse aboard the Cajon Flyer! This
set brings forth all of the appeal and acclaim of
one of the world’s most famous railroads.
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F NEW! Santa Fe Cajon Flyer HO Set		
STANDARD HO FEATURES:
Set Includes:
§§2-8-4 Locomtove and tender
§§2 Coaches
§§Observation car
§§Twelve 20” Radius MagneLock curves
§§Three 9” MagneLock straights

§§One 9” MagneLock terminal section
§§Wall pack power supply
§§LionChief remote for locomotive			
87-1811040 $359.99
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The Lionel
Collectors Club

Eight Great Reasons to Join Today

1

The Lion Roars Magazine —
48 full-color pages mailed
to you five times a year

2
3

All Lionel Catalogs to your
door twice a year—Free!

Opportunities to buy unique collectible
model train merchandise – exclusively made
for Club members. The latest example is
this Vision Line Niagara engine #6019 with
Legacy®, Bluetooth® and other state-of-theart features. See details on pages 7.

4

Members-Only areas of the Club
website — behind-the-curtain pages
chock full of trains and accessories
for sale by members/to members,
past issues of publications, up-tothe-minute info about train shows
and swap meets around the country

5

Four issues a year of the Interchange
Track — Club magazine with thousands
of listings for members to buy and sell
their trains and related items

Annual national convention in late July
— train excursions, tours, swap meets,
seminars with Lionel and more

7
Buy and sell model trains to and
from Club members worldwide —
a perk available exclusively through
the members-only website area

6

10% member discount on most
products on Lionel’s website store
LionelStore.com

8

Something For Everyone
Who Loves Lionel Trains.

L

IONEL

COLLECTORS
C L U B of
EST 1970

A

AMERIC

The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet!™

Check out more details and join today at: lionelcollectors.org/learnmore

At Lionel, we are committed to providing our customers with
superior-quality products and service. It is a commitment shared by
our many Lionel Authorized Dealers and Lionel Authorized Service
Centers around the country. To locate a Dealer or Service Center near
you, please visit Lionel.com and click on “Find A Dealer.”
Or, call the Lionel Customer Service Center at 1-800-4LIONEL (1-800454-6635). You can also contact us via email at talktous@lionel.com.
Our knowledgeable staff is always eager to help you fully enjoy the
magical world of Lionel model trains.

Lionel L.L.C.
6301 Performance Drive Southwest
Concord, NC 28027
United States of America
Phone 1-800-4LIONEL
E-mail talktous@lionel.com
www.lionel.com
Copyright ©2018 Lionel L.L.C.

